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By: Msgr. Francis J, Weber
The first wine grapes to be grown on the West Coast were most likely
those planted by the Jesuit missionary, Padre Juan Ugarte, about 1697,
at Mission San Francisco Xavier in Baja California. The "Mission
Grape" as it soon came to be known, was a variety of the European Vitis
vinifera, probably of the Criollas type, originally from Spain.
Dr. Eugene Hilgard, Professor of Agriculture at the University of
California, theorized that the original grapes were derived from the
Monica, a Sardinian grape highly esteemed by the early missionaries.
The European vine slowly took hold on the West Coast soil as it never
had in the East and, by 1767, at least three of the missions in peninsular
California had their own flourishing vineyards.
Cuttings (sarmientos) were brought to Alta California a year or two
after the founding of San Diego Mission by Fray Junipero Serra, in
1769. There is reason to believe that the first really successful,
permanent planting in the north was not made until1779, by Fray Pablo
de Mugaregui at San Juan Capistrano. Since the vines needed three or
four years to mature into self-supporting stalks, it was probably 1783 or
1784 before wine-making achieved ariy measure of stability in Alta
California. By that time, nearly all of the Franciscan missions had
incipient vineyards.
It was not long before viniculture was well on the way to becoming the
most valuable of California's industries and the progress, according to
one historian, "was due to the friars and their Indians, who were the only
industrious hands in the country."
Wine was vitally important to the missionaries for its use in the
Eucharistic Liturgy. Scripture scholars conjecture that Christ probably
used red wine at the Last Supper. In Christian antiquity and the Middle
Ages, preference was given to red wine because of its symbolic color.
However, by the 13th century white wine was being widely used in the
Rhineland and other areas.
Apostolic tradition demands that altar wine be a natural wine
processed from the fruit of the vine. In order to qualify as valid matter for
consecration, it must be pressed from ripened grapes, fully fermented, all
sediment and dregs must be removed. The vinous alcoholic content must
be at least 12%.
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For the early Spaniards, wine also had a nutritional, medicinal and
social value, and that explains why Hernando Cortes introduced
Spanish vines into the New World in 1542. There were occasional
fluctuations in the mother-country's policy, however, and Alexander
Humboldt noted, in 1811, that the Viceroy, like the Roman Emperor
Domitian seventeen centuries before, had given order "to root out all the
vines in the northern provinces, because the merchants of Cadiz
complained of a diminution in the consumption of Spanish wines."
Needless to say, the orders were not carried out, and California winegrowing continued, sans exports.
The so called "Mission Grape" was a large, reddish-black berry full
of tasty juice. Before 1833, it was the only variety of grape produced in
California although wine was procured from other wild fruits as soon as
the natives mastered the techniques of fermentation and distillation.
Fray Fermin Francisco de Lasuen noted, in 1801, that Santa Clara,
San Luis Obispo and San Jose Missions were making wine. There was a
vineyard near Mission Dolores, but the grapes there didn't thrive too
well because of the cool weather.
In those early years the best wines came from Missions San Gabriel,
Santa Barbara, San Diego, San Buenaventura and SanJuan Capistrano.
In 1806, the naturalist Georg Heinrich, Freiherr von Langsdorff
reported that the wine at San Jose was somewhat sweet and similar to
that in Malaga. On the other hand, he felt that the wine at San Francisco
was only "of ordinary quality."
Auguste Bernard Duhaut-cilly thought enough of the wine he found at
San Luis Rey, in 1827, to take some back to France when he departed.
He later noted that after seven years it had the taste of Paxaret and the
color of porto depouille.
Wine-making was a boost to the local mission economy too. In 1830,
Alfred Robinson recorded that the vineyards at San Gabriel "make
yearly from four to six hundred barrels of wine, and two hundred of
brandy; the sale of which produces an income of more than twelve
thousand dollars." Indeed, Fray Jose Maria de Zalvidea, the resident
friar at San Gabriel, had 163,578 vines under cultivation at the time.
Three years later, Fray Narcisco Duran, speaking of San Gabriel's
Vina Madre (Mother Vineyard), observed that "the best wines which I
have found in the various missions are those of San Gabriel." In his
letter to Governor Jose Figueroa, Duran described the four types of
mission vintage:
There are two kinds of red wine. One is dry, but very good for the table; the other is sweet,
resembling the juice pressed from the blackberries, and so rather unpleasant. There are
also two kinds of white wine. One of them is from pure grapes without fermenting- I mean
from pure grape juice without fermenting it with the skins of the pressed grapes. This
produces the white wine. The other of the same juice is fermented with a quantity of grape
brandy. These two make a most delicious drink for the dessert.
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Though wine was produced at most of the missions, the size of the
vineyards varied consideraby, ranging from 170 acres at San Gabriel to
single acre at Santa Clara. Wine-making was a highly specialized skill.
As described by Hubert Howe Bancroft: "Suitable ground was selected,
and a desvan, or platform, placed thereon. This was covered with clean
hides, and the grapes piled upon it. Some well-washed Indians, having
on only a zapata (loin-cloth), the hair carefully tied up and hands
covered with cloth wherewith to wipe away the perspiration, each having
a stick to steady himself withal, were put to treading out the grape-juice,
which was caught in coras, or leathern bags. These were emptied into a
large wooden tub, where the liquid was kept two or three months, under
cover of the grape skins, to ferment. Such as did not flow off was put into
wooden presses, and the juice into copper jars, and covered with a kind
of hat. Through two or three inserted tubes, heat was conveyed to the
mass to aid evaporation and condensation. These jars served as a still for
brandy. For white wine, the first juice only was taken and stored."
The fermentation process was done in two ways: The one, where the
mist is put to ferment without the skins, and the other where it is
fermented with the skins. With the prior method the wine is clear like
water, keeps better and by nature does not have many defects ... Where
it is fermented with the skins, the wine is more golden and has more
strength.
In 1842, G. M. Waseurtz af Sandels visited Southern California. The
Swedish scientist recalled in his memoirs how he "visited the many
pretty vineyards in the neighborhood. A merchant by the name of Abel
Stearns, who had gotten some property, and his wife and family had left
the town since the last disturbances, and had gone to the pretty and
romantic Mission of San Gabriel. Another American there was Mr.
John Temple, who also had married in the country and was said to be
very rich. A man by the name of Wolfe Hughes lived farther out of town.
He had a nice vineyard and home, was married, but was not in good
health. The town was situated on the banks of a shallow but in some
seasons a very powerful stream. It had been changed into a deeper one
some years ago and the old river bed was all covered with vineyards.
Some of the wines made there were very superior. But for want of proper
wood the casks generally gave a nasty sort of flavor to the wines."
Colonel Agoston Harazthy, possibly the most important figure in
after-mission-day grape culture and winemaking, stated, in 1858, that
the mode of winemaking had changed little even in his time.
In fact, however, with the advent of secularization, most of the
mission vineyards fell into disarray. A new age was about to dawn in
which the cuttings imported and then carefully nurtured by the friars
would blossom forth into one of California's greatest industries.
3
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This paper reviews the general and specific environmental and human
ingredients related to the founding of Isleton and its growth until about
1908. 1 While it is not a matter of known public record why the catalytic
individual, Dr. Josiah Pool, selected the site on the Sacramento River at
Andrus Island, inferences may be drawn by relating the timing of his
land purchases with achievements in reclamation thereabouts. That he
could have convinced knowledgeable investors to advance the sizeable
funds that helped him to develop Isleton and adjacent lands suggests that
he had learned a lot about the merits of site and location, the art of
reclamation and tule farming, and the essentials of entrepreneurial
activity in the very demanding flood plain environment of the lower
river. The experience was acquired while farming in the Delta for nearly
two decades prior to founding Isleton in 187 4.
4

Considerations of Site and Location

Andrus and Brannan Islands were completely enclosed with levees
for the first time in the early 1870's. Their levee systems were united
across dams which were built across the northern and southern ends of
Jackson Slough. Then it must have seemed but a matter of time before
the enclosed 15,300 acres would be committed to row crops and grain,
which implied a prospective population of some density for whom
services could be provided.
Dr. Pool, who had been a landowner at middle Andrus Island from
1855, bought additional land in 1874 in a newly leveed district that then
encompassed lower Andrus Island and much of Brannan Island. Soon
thereafter, his southerly tract was withdrawn into the independent
reclamation district where Isleton was founded. With years of
experience in farming on Andrus Island and to the north of Rio Vista
behind him, the man would have been well aware of the problems
created by perennially high water tables, the instability of peat as
foundation and fill for artificial levees, and the periodic challenges
arising from the convergence of the flood flows ofthe Sacramento River
and the Yolo Basin. Such environmental constraints to settlement and
farming resulted in a premium being placed on those ribbons of slightly
elevated sedimentary soil which constituted the natural levees of river
and slough. These natural levees were relatively well drained and they
provided relatively firm foundation material and fill for the artificial
levees and the mounds upon which buildings would rise. The natural
levees, thus, were the favored land on which settlement and improvements were made along the river and on them movement by foot, horse
and wheels could follow the river and the sloughs. By and large,
settlement remains peripheral today; access to road and water are the
determinants.
The lay of the land and water courses at Andrus Island in 187 4 was
sufficiently different from what it is today that an early description is
worthy of note:2
I . These islands are low and nearly level, elevated above high tide only an average of
about two feet; the first five miles from the North gradually falling from an elevation of
seven or eight feet to the general level.
2. The surface is higher at the water and gradually sinks towards the interior. The
streams retain their depth close up to the banks which rise almost perpendicularly out of
the water.
3. The soil is loamy clay not easily washed.
4. The currents except in the greatest floods depend on the tides passing up and down
as they ebb and flow.
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The townsite was located about midway along the length of natural
levee that fronted Andrus and Brannan Islands at the Sacramento. It
was at the northern end of Jackson Slough, the slightly elevated eastern
bank of which afforded a land route towards the San Joaquin River,
where San Andreas Landing yet stands. At Isleton the trail intersected
the axial road which led to Walnut Grove, Freeport, and Sacramento,
and to Rio Vista by way of the Old River Ferry. 3 Eastward from the
townsite, across what came to be known as the Isleton District, lay
navigable Georgiana Slough, which afforded small craft a short-cut
between Sacramento and Stockton. This route overlapped the waterway
which the Mokelumne River provided between New Hope Landing and
Stockton. All in all, the site of Isleton had good accessibility. It was
more orJess centrally located on a sizeable area of leveed land and it was
intermediate to San Francisco, Sacramento and Stockton, the principal
market towns of northern California.
Nascent Reclamation

The residents of Andrus Island were among the earliest landowners in
California to take advantage of the opportunity to have the reclamation
of their island undertaken through the auspices of a state agency created
in 1861 for that purpose. The island was designated Swamp Land
Reclamation District No. 8 by the Board of Swamp and Overflowed
Land Commissioners following review of the islander's petition on July
18, 1861. Although Pool was among the owners of land, having 146
acres (Swamp Land Survey No. 363) at the narrow middle neck of the
island, he was not among the petitioners. 4
At the time of the survey of the island in mid-1861 settlement was
restricted to the natural levee along 01 River and upper Georgiana
Slough; the lower island was uninhabited. The improved land, "every
inch" of which was valuable, extended from the river into the tules an
average of about 660 feet ( 40 rods). Virtually all of the nine-mile ribbon
between the head of the island and Jackson Slough had been leveed by
the settlers, and the first half-mile along Jackson Slough was " . . .
sufficiently firm and high to make a good embankment." The natural
bank of Georgiana Slough and of the Mokelumne River was good for
leveeing, too, but the seven miles of bank along Jackson and Sevenmile
sloughs and the San Joaquin River was low and wet.5 This southern
extremity of the Island was where the banks became peaty,
The line of levees had been extended along 13 miles of the island's
thirty-three mile perimeter by October of 1863. Completion of the
system was expected to cost $320 per mile, plus $487 .60 for tide gates,
work on sloughs and engineer's fees and incidentals. In sum, $7,087 .60
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were needed to complete a job for which the landowners had contributed
$2,642.50 in principal and interest by April 30, 1864. They were in
arrears almost $5,800, and it was apparent that they were unable or
unwilling to pay the cost of completing the island's defense system. 6 At
the time, claims to about 25 percent of the island had been abandoned,
notably at the lower end.7 The reclamation endeavor had stalled because
of the losses and uncertainties incurred by the settlers during the
catastrophic flood of December, 1861, when the flow from the Yolo
Basin was across the Sacramento and adjacent lands and the lower San
Joaquin, creating slack water to the latitudes of Stockton and
Sacramento. The resulting inland sea covered virtually everything
except the trees in an area some 200 to 300 miles long and about 20
miles across at the heart of the Central Valley. 8
In the light of the flood event of 1861, the engineer in charge of
reclamation at Andrus Island opined in 1863 that:9
" .. . these islands (Andrus and Tyler) cannot be guarded against floods, but their
peculiar advantages and especially their natural richness of soil, make their cultivation
certain. Owing to their proximity to the bay, the highest floods cover them but a short time,
and properly managed will add to rather than detract from their value. A levee two feet on
top and two feet above high tide with a slope of one to one on each side will furnish a:nple
security to crops and by using the large sloughs as drains will ensure a speeqy reclamation
of these districts.

The adjacent Brannan and Twitchell Islands, which were designated
Swamp Land Reclamation Districts No. 31 and 56, respectively,
received no concerted effort at reclamation because the costs would not
be underwritten by the landowners who remained after the flood of
1861. At Brannan Island settlement was along the northern and western
fringes of the land, south to opposite Rio Vista. Twitchell Island had but
two residents in 1866. 10 Its absentee owners were offered reclamation
plans which entailed either a levee three feet high to withstand the tides
or one that was to be five feet high " . .. to keep out the high freshets
which come from the Sacramento by Jackson Slough and Tomato
Slough." To sustain reclamation, it was predicted, would require that
the levee be given an additional foot of topping every two years until it
stabilized. 11 The observations could be related to Andrus Island in the
sense that Tomato and Jackson sloughs diverted overbank flows away
from it, and that in the reclamation of its peaty southern margin recurring
work to maintain the freeboard of the levee might be expected. 12
By the late 1860's the experience with reclaiming swamp and
overflowed land along the Sacramento and its distributaries had shown
that sustained efforts would be required to hold the tides at bay; that
withstanding the river's major flows would. be problematical, and that
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the cost of building an effective levee system would be substantially
more than had been anticipated The problems were not unique to
Andrus Island, where the landowners had the dilatory levee building terminated and the state's contractor and engineer fired in early 1865. 13
Organized reclamation was not resumed until1869. Meanwhile, the State
Assembly had dissolved the Board of Swamp and Overflowed Land
Commissioners in 1866, and transferred its responsibilities to the
county boards of supervisors (March 28, 1868). 14
Dr. Pool's Preparation
It may be recalled that Dr. Josiah Pool had gained experience in
farming the tules since 1855, when he obtained land on middle Andrus
Island. 15 The first property, located about 2.25 miles north of the head of
Jackson Slough, had been partially leveed prior to the initiation of the
reclamation of Andrus Island as Swamp Land Reclamation
District No. 8.
In the expectation of renewing the joint effort under their own
supervision, a dozen landowners (including Pool) petitioned the
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors to authorize the organization
of a reclamation district under the provisions of the law of March 28,
1868. The request was granted in April of 1869, 16 but because
irreconcilable differences arose over how to proceed at District No. 7 5,
Pool and three neighbors petitioned the Board of Supervisors to allow
them to form a separate district so that they might get on with the job.
The separatists were allowed to form District No. 89 in March of
1870. 17
The levee system was completed around District No. 89 in January of
1872, 1,155 acres being enclosed. It was a modest line of defense by
later standards, but the toe to toe widths of up to 21 feet, crowns of about
4 feet, and heights that averaged 4~ feet along Old River and 2~ to 3
feet along Georgiana Slough were a grand achievement for plow and
scraper, barrow and shovel. The cross levees to the north and south were
somewhat more modest. Hardly had they been completed, however,
when the southern levee was breached. Repairs were effected soon and
the whole levee system upgraded; additional improvements were made
in 1874 and 1877. 18 Meanwhile, the land was in production. For
example, Pool received $1,100 in 1873 from Chinese tenants who
planted sweet potatoes, white beans and other crops on 44 acres, and in
1877 he realized a profit of $3,700 from 20 acres that were doublecropped to potatoes and beans. 19
A second phase of Pool's acquisition ofland on Andrus Island began
in 1874, when he bought two pieces of property at the northern end of
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what was Swamp Land Reclamation District No. 148, which comprised
all of lower Andrus Island and most of Brannan Island. The properties
were purchased from small holders who had held them for some time
but they were within the reclamation district which the Tide Pool~
Reclamation Company had organized in 1872. In this venture Pool, who
was joined by his brother, Francis M., acquired Swamp Land Surveys
No. 650 and 651, comprising about 535 acres. 20
The venture in town development appears to have been made possible
on July 16, 1874 by a loan of$13,500 21 from the Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Sacramento and San Francisco.22 It appears,
too, that Pool exchanged his property near Rio Vista for one of the
pieces of land obtained on Andrus Island.23 Patent to the land was
obtained on August 18, 1874. 24 Soon thereafter, the tract was enlarged
through the purchase ofland having a half-mile offrontage on Georgiana
Slough below the ox-box. 25
In January of 1875 the Pools petitioned the Board of Supervisors to
allow them to withdraw from District No. 148 and to form an
independent district. 26 There is no evidence that the withdrawal of the
Pools was motivated by other than the desire to found a town, although
the factionalism among landowners that led to the dissoltuion of District
No. 148 in 1877 was gathering momentum.27 Whatever the case, the
Pool's new tract became District No. 215, the Isleton District. Its initial
582 acres were enlarged by 61 acres in August of 1875, the brothers
having paid $1,997 for a wedge-shaped southerly property that reached
from Jackson Slough to Georgiana Slough. 28
Prior to undertaking the venture of founding Isleton, Dr. Pool had
lived near Rio Vista on what came to be known as the River View
Creamery Ranch. He appears to have been an innovative farmer,
developing in 1871 a well-regarded disc-harrow with which to cut the
virgin tule sod. The new implement was displayed for some time in Rio
Vista, which event caught the attention of the Pacific Rural Press. 29
While some Rio Vistans seem to have been less well taken with the
Doctor's dream of building a town up the river, a contemporary who
knew him well considered the endeavor but a manifestation of the
Doctor's estimable trait of being a "genuine hustler." 30 One concurs
with the judgement, knowing that Pool managed to borrow $24,000
from the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. between 1874 and 1876,
and that he borrowed $5,000 from Dr. Frederic Zeile, banker and
stockbroker of San Francisco who was the principal landowner on
Brannan Island and the heavyhanded individual who precipitated the
dissolution of District No. 148. The Pools' collateral for the loan from
the insurance company was the Isleton District, most of the lots in town
and Doctor's piece of land to the north; the loan from Zeile was
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guaranteed by a 122 acre piece of land that lay on the east side oflower
Andrus Island (Swamp Land Survey No. 849). Brother Jasper, who had
caught the spirit, paid $7,400 for 190 acres on Jackson Slough (in
Swamp Land Survey No. 943) in December of 1876. He appears to
have borrowed the money from the Sacramento Bank. 31 To what extent
the brothers borrowed in addition to the $36,400 obtained between
1874 and 1877, and tbe extent to which they committed their savings,
are unknown. Nevertheless, it was apparent that there was more to their
expectations than developing the town of Isleton.
The Basis of Isleton's Growth

An impressive levee system was raised about the Isleton District in
the late 1870's. Along Old River the rampart stood 6.feet high, sloping
upward from a base that was 35 feet wide to a crown of 4 to 5 feet. At
Georgiana Slough the levee rose 5 feet from a 25 foot base to a crown of
4 to 5 feet. The original cross-levees were about 8 feet high, 3 feet at the
crown and 35 feet at the base, 32 the expectation apparently being that
oxidation and subsidence would soon reduce the volume of the peaty
material.
By 1878 the Pools had spent $9,200 on reclamation at the Isleton
District, which came to about $14 per acre. The resulting defense
system was two feet higher than had been the case in 1872. All in all, the
levees along the Sacramento at Andrus and Brannan Islands were
"fairly good"; they were built as close to the river as possible as an
economy measure and to preserve much of the high land of the natural
levee for crops. 33
The village of Isleton was platted behind the artificial levee that
fronted on Old River just above the dam at the head of Jackson Slough.
The long axis of the plat was parallel to the artificial levee; Front Street
lay between the levee and the first row of building lots. Second and Third
Streets and an intervening alley were inland; they were crossed at right
angles by "A" and "B" Streets, which led toward the wharf(1875) and
warehouse, and the ferry landing ( 1877) that led to Grand Island. By
1875 the grid of unpaved streets held the Georgiana Grange, two
general stores, the Isleton Hotel, a saloon, a butcher's shop,
blacksmith's shop and a few residences. In 1878 a city hall was added.
Meanwhile, the Isleton Water Works, which Dr. Pool had equipped
with windmill and elevated tank, began to offer service in September of
1877. The distribution system extended into Chinatown, a handful of
frame structures along the river bank on the Jackson Slough side of the
village. The Chinese community was there because of Dr. Pool's
persuasiveness. 34
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A second nucleus of growth was about a half-mile upstream ofisleton.
It included the Occidental Hotel, to which the water company extended
a line. The hotel was raised to serve the craftsmen, engineers and
laborers who came to the site in order to build and operate a mill for the
California Sugar Manufacturing Company, which was formed in March
of 1876 by capitalists resident in Sacramento and the upper Delta. The
beet sugar mill and the company's seed beds occupied 68 acres just
outside of the Isleton District. A beef feeding lot rounded out the
improvements on this fringe of town.35
An assessment of the goings-on at Isleton was published in December
of 1876 by the editor of the Daily Evening Herald of Stockton. It read in
part:36
The town and business are both prospering, and the prosperity of both seem to be
healthy, solid and permanent, because_based upon correct principles of business- on the
natural and mutual relations between capital, labor and natural resources.

The Doctor could not have done better by his venture.
Although it is not evident that the Pools were involved directly in the
decision to put the Central Valley's second sugar beet mill at Isleton,
their purchase of land on lower Andrus Island appears to have been
related to the establishment of the industrial facility. The mill, " .. . fully
equal to the best in Europe," was located near Isleton, we are told by
contemporaries, because there was suitable soil, good transportation
and Black Diamond coal readily available. 37 It might have been added
that the location was roughly midway between prospective markets in
Sacramento and Stockton, and that it was just downstream of a very
prosperous belt of deciduous fruit production where land prices were
quite high. Moreover, the village of Isleton could provide services and
housing for mill workers to a degree that other villages upstream seemed
unable to do. Besides, Dr. Pool was the kind of person who would
experiment with a new crop. He was an entrepreneur whose sense of
direction the financial community seemed to appreciate.
The sugar mill represented an investment reported at $160,000. Its
machinery was imported from Europe or made at Gutenberger's
foundry in Sacramento. Operations began in October of 1877,
ultimately processing up to 70 tons of beets and producing 8,000 to
10,000 pounds of refined sugar daily. The harvesting of some 600 acres
of beets, the draying, barging and processing employed as many as 160
people, half of them in the mill. At mid-season the weekly payroll was
said to have reached a remarkable $4,500. Even one-third of the sum
would have kept Isleton's merchants in good spirits. The stockholders,
too, did well; their investment was ". . . remunerative in the highest
degree." 38
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Isleton's service role had wider compass than the employees of the
mill. Farmers, tenants and field hands, and such transients as levee
builders, reaper and thresher crews and sportsmen frequented the place.
Nimrods became "as thick as peas" in the latter part of the year, being
drawn to the areas by the large numbers of geese and ducks which
gathered along Jackson Slough, lower Grand Island and wherever the
tules flourished. It is understandable that in late 1877 two doctors would
consider locating in town and that a subscription for a public school
would be contemplated; the installation of a ferry to Grand Island that
year could only have reinforced the centrality of the town. Pool's dream
had become real. 39
Staggering Events

The bright prospects with which 1878 began at Isleton were dashed
between February 2 1 and 26 by the surging Sacramento River and the
sea of fresh water that issued from the lower end of the Yolo Basin.
Levee overtoppings and crevasses at Andrus and Brannan islands were
but part of the general flood which left the lower river area almost
desolate and deserted on March 1. 40 Emergence from the flood event
was especially slow at Andrus, Brannan, lower Grand and Sherman
islands. At Isleton it was August before one could walk the northern
cross-levee" . .. without much wading." By November, however, the
strips of exposed land along the periphery of the islands had grown to a
, quarter and a half-mile width. 41 Late crops and preparation for a new
crop year were possible. Meanwhile, farmers could rent land on Bouldin
and Staten islands, which were returned to production early. Actually,
Bouldin Island was but one of two tracts of any size where the levees
were not topped or breached during February and March. While
survival of the levees could be attributed to hard-pressed crews of men, it
would appear that in building Bouldin Island's levees between 1877 and
1879 the first appliation was made of the derrick-like clamshell dredge
to such work in the Delta. 42 The resulting levee system, and its relative
cost, are presumed to have been quite a testimonial to the usefulness of
the clamshell dredge, which soon displaced hand labor and scrapers for
all but the fmishing work on the levees of the Delta.
Isleton's depressed state continued into January of 18 7 9. The mill did
not reopen because there was no seed crop and some 300 acres of
mature beets had been lost. Still, the bulk of the town's retail and service
enterprises were functioning, and a post office was opened. Pool,
perhaps as a statement of faith, planted eucalyptus trees along the road
between the center of town and the sugar mill.43 The modest stand of
mature trees near the levee today recalls the commitment.
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A resurgence of agriculture on Andrus and Brannan islands came in
1880. A seed crop of sugar beets was re-established, and Pool and
another farmer planted small areas of sugar cane. Most of the land,
however, was committed to the conventional row crops, small grain and
hay and orchards. 44 The service center, Isleton, had a population of
about 117 in 1880. Its Chinese community, comprising 30 percent of the
inhabitants, occupied six or seven households. Two of the four
households contained a pair of merchants each, another a laundry.45
East of the levee, in the Caucasian town, a livery stable opened and the
school functioned. On Sundays a Southern Methodist minister
conducted service in the Granger's Hall. The fresh activity of the town
was reinforced by daily contact with the world through two to four
steamer calls, the post and express office. 46
Isleton's hinterland, to judge from the 1880 census of Georgiana
Township, had a population density of 25 per square mile, which was
dense for the time. The 1,680 people of the township predominantly
were Chinese (52%), followed by native-born Caucasians (33%) and
foreign-born Caucasians (15%). The Chinese, who numbered about
880 males, were farmers or farm laborers, except for a few fishermen,
servants and merchants. There were 165 American-born adult males
who were farmers (58%) and farm laborers (1 5%), and 169 foreignborn adult Caucasian males who were farmers (54%), farm laborers
(16%) or fishermen, boatmen and sailors (24%). Traders of different
kinds and professionals made up most of the remainder of the adult
males. The adult females, who numbered 142, were housekeepers. 47
The agriculture which engaged these people and supported the town
was diverse. In general, it was based on cash and share tenantry. The
Caucasians produced small grain, hay and tree crops, and tended cattle,
sheep and hogs, while the Chinese tended to specialize in the production
of such row crops as potatoes, dry beans and onions. While these
products might move to market across the wharf at Isleton, virtually
every farm had a brush landing where schooners and steamboats would
call.4s
The recovery of farming and the town was interrupted in 1881 by the
Sacramento River, which devastated Andrus and Brannan islands
between January 29 and February 1. As on the rest of the reclaimed
tracts of the lower river area, all land but the crest of artificial levees was
awash. Dr. Pool, who must have been staggered by the flood of 1878,
was ruined. He soon abandoned Isleton, having no way in which to
forestall the acquisition of his properties by the Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Co. 49 The sugar mill never recovered, although hopes were
aroused in 1887-88 and 1892.50
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Having come into possession of the Isleton District and of land in
District No. 89, to the north, the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. was
thrust into a situation where capital had to be invested to restore the
value of the property. To the end that reclamation might be pursued
more effectively, the Isleton District (No. 215) and District No. 89 were
consolidated in January of 1882. 51 It was a watershed in terms of the
organization of reclarriation; 52 districts were being consolidated instead
of being broken up. There is no doubt where the decision-making power
of the new District No. 407 rested. The insurance company owned 75
percent of the 1, 740 acres. 53
The plan to reclaim middle Andrus Island required 52 months and
$106,300 to complete, which occurred in 1886. Subsequent maintenance and improvements increased reclamation costs to $179,380 by
January of 1893, which came to about $105 per acre. Added to the $14
per acre spent in Pool's project and $7 per acre spent on District No. 89
between 1870 and 1881, the cost of reclamation had come to between
$110 and $120 per acre, 54 and did not include the expenditures made in
the 1850's and 1860's. The costs ofland clearing and restoration and of
farm structures were additional. For the commitment of $110 and $120
per acre the owners of land in the enlarged Isleton District obtained 9. 7 5
miles of levee, 10 miles of drainage ditches and canals and a pumphouse
that could discharge 20,000 gallons of water per minute. The levee
averaged 11 feet high and had a base that was 80 feet through; its crown
was 10 to 12 feet wide, sufficient for wagons to pass. On the riverside
face the levee has slopes of 2:1; the interior, or cross-levees, had slopes
of 3 to 5:1. While the levee along Old River was built with spoil from the
bank and riverbed, the levee at Georgiana Slough was built with material
taken from a ditch that was dug 50 feet inside the levee. The crosslevees, notably the southern one, were costly and difficult to maintain
because the borrow ditches external to levee and berm offered only
peaty material. To reduce the chance that the levee would catch fire it
was surfaced with sediment taken from the river. To protect the levee's
southern flank from wave erosion its lower slopes were faced with plank
bulkheads, brush and straw. 55 At the time, and continuing until 1889,
lower Andrus Island was unreclaimed. 56
Middle Andrus Island was entirely covered with crops in the spring of
1887, which probably was the first time.5 7 All of the island, and Brannan
Island, were leased and ploughed in the spring of 1893, and much had
been farmed in 1892. Such extensive areas of cropland could be
developed once the pumphouse was operative. Its capacity was
increased to 43,000 gallons per minute by 1895, apparently to control
the seepage problem which grew as the peat land subsided and as the
floor of Old River was raised by the passage of mining debris toward the
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sea. Also, at least by 1897, irrigation water had to be removed from the
drainage system.58
The levee system at riverfront begun by the Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Co. withstood the flood events of 1890, 1892-93, 1902,
1904, 1907, and 1909, which was a remarkable achievement. All of the
inundations of the Isleton District that did occur resulted from levee
breaks at northern Andrus Island or Brannan Island, followed by overtoppings of the cross-levees. On one occasion, May 30, 1907, the
district's levee at Georgiana Slough was broken by an exceptionally
high tide, but the levee was barely consolidated, having been freshly
restored from a badly eroded state arising out of wave erosion from the
lake that had occupied most of Andrus and Brannan Islands that
spring. 59
One cannot be sure of the decisive factor in accounting for the
maintenance of the integrity of the riverfront levee at RD. No. 407.
While the tract was less directly exposed to the flood surges that issued
from the lower end of the Yolo Basin than were Brannan and Grand
Islands, and luck may have favored the district, one cannot discount the
engineering and the effectiveness of the clamshell dredge, which was the
technological innovation that made feasible the raising of massive
levees. At middle Andrus Island it was the dredge George A. M oore,
named for the President of the insurance company, which built the
defenses. It began as the third such machine known to have been used in
the Delta; when it was done, and sold to the farmers of Merritt Island,
there were about 24 such machines in the Delta. By 1904, the fleet had
grown to more than 40.60
With dredge, pumphouse and massive levee system at hand, it is
understandable that in 1887 an optimism returned to Isleton, which
"reminds me of the prosperous days of 1876-77." 61 The perennially
drained land made double-cropping possible. The crop sequences
included potatoes and beans, barley and beans or late potatoes, or barley
followed by volunteer hay or pasture. Such intensive farming was
profitable, and it made possible the acquisition of the land from the
insurance company by local people. The company's withdrawal was
nearly complete by 1908, by which time a boom in asparagus planting
and packing was in full stride. Isleton, which in 1900 had but 162
residents, 62 was about to witness an expansive period that lasted until the
Depression.
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Retrospect

The nature of the physical site and setting of Isleton, its situation
relative to waterways · and markets, and the processes by which land
reclamation and town formation were realized have been described for
the formative years. The realization of the visionary's dream of
sustaining reclamation and town resulted from the inadvertent involvement of the life insurance company which, to regain its investment,
adopted a new and powerful tool for building defenses against the river,
and another large capacity tool to extend the crop year through
controlling the levels of seepage and run-off. The resulting islandskirting artificial ramparts are the dominant topographic feature in a
land where subsided and ditched island floors, enclosed and straightened
channels, and introduced or suppressed vegetative cover result in a
highly productive landscape that is essentially man-made.
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James Duval Phelan
More than Villa Montalvo
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Villa Montalvo
While driving up the narrow road to Villa Montalvo in Saratoga,
California during a September evening to attend a play at the Villa's
small Carriage House, the headlights found a number of deer feeding on
the estate's front lawn. Overlooking the animals and the various
shadows was a dark and solemn Montalvo: former home of James Duval
Phelan, statesman, financier, philosopher, author, poet, patron of the
arts, humanitarian, and advocate for Japanese exclusion. That
September evening was one of hundreds of previous nights since 1912
when people enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. Phelan.
Over a hundred years ago, while living in Cincinnati, Ireland-born,
James Phelan, Sr., heard that gold had been discovered in California.
Consequently, in 1849 he sailed with three cargoes of merchandise to
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San Francisco. This provided him with the means for becoming a
prosperous trader with the miners. From trading, he branched out into
land investment and the exportation of wheat and wool to the New York
market. Within twenty years, he was worth two million dollars.'
In 1869, James Duval Phelan was eight years old and the heir to a
considerable fortune. By 1890, he had graduated from St. Ignatius
College, now the University of San Francisco, Hastings School of Law
in San Francisco, and travelled for two years in Europe. Shortly after his
return from Europe, he put aside his desire to practice law to become a
banking partner with his father. When James Phelan, Sr. died in 1892,
James D . Phelan became a man of independent wealth and a successful
financier; responsible for the First National Bank in San Jose, the
Mutual Savings in San Francisco and the Bank of Santa Cruz County.2
/

MAYOR AND AFTERMAT H

San Francisco in the 1890's experienced a cultural Renaissance.
Novelists, poets, artists, actors and musicians found their inspirations
and livelihoods in the city. But despite this Renaissance, San Francisco
was also one of the most corrupt cities in the United States. The
Southern Pacific Railroad was the wealthiest and most powerful force in
California. The Railroad had its hands in the liquor traffic, gambling,
prostitution, city newspapers, the utilities and government. The louder
the citizens blamed the Railroad for the ills of society the tighter became
the grip of the "Southern Pacific Machine." Corruption extended to
legislatures, judges, coroners, sheriffs, board of supervisors and editors
of newspapers. The entire state "seemed to move on lubricant of graft
and privilege." 3 Few legislators or judges criticized free meals and
railroad passage. Nor did newspapers mind providing favorable
treatment to their benefactors. Virtually everyone who wanted influence
sided with the Railroad because "it was in control - and thus the sole
dispenser of political favors." 4
In the late 1890's, Fremont Older, as editor of The Evening Bulletin
in San Francisco crusaded for reform. He wanted to fight the
"Machine" by finding a suitable candidate for Mayor of San Francisco.
When Older approached Phelan with the idea of running for mayor,
Phelan's only elected office was President of the San Francisco Art
Association, but he knew Phelan took considerable interest in civic
affairs:
"He had been a director of the World's Fair in Chicago; he had made some
contributions of works of art to San Francisco; he was a good public speaker, and a very
rich man. I felt that this wealth would prevent him from following the corrupt practices that
had always been common in San Francisco, would enable him to make a fight against the
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Republican m~chine, and would leave him free if elected, to give the city an independent
government.""

James Duval Phelan served three terms as Mayor of San Francisco:
1897-1902. His administration was not revolutionary, but it was
considered honest. With the Board of Supervisors that had been elected
with him, he improved the streets and repaired buildings. The City Hall
was erected during his-administration, which was the beginning of the
present day Civic Center. As Mayor, he put property aside for parks,
playgrounds, fountains and monuments, such as the one honoring
Junipero Serra as the first man to civilize California. He felt a genuine.
desire to protect the interests of the people. He thought the gas company
charged the city excessive rates for lighting the streets, so in a single act
he turned off six hundred gas lamps. Eventually, San Francisco passed a
new charter that permitted the city to own and operate public utilities
and vested legislative control in a board of eighteen supervisors.
Because of the autonomous nature of this charter, the citizenry thought it
would be the panacea of the city's problems. But in 1901, a Teamster's
strike erupted out of a growing dispute between labor and the employer's
Association. Practically all business in San Francisco was affected as
well as the economy throughout the state. During the strike, goods were
destroyed and riots resulted in injury and death. The local merchants
demanded that the city's police be called out to quell the violence. In the
end, Mayor Phelan yielded to the pressure and put policemen on wagons
driven by non-union men with orders to protect the drivers. With
this action, the Employer's Association was able to break the strike.
In 1902, the defeated labor union organized their voting power and
put Eugene E . Schmitz, an orchestra leader, in the mayor's office. The
Democrats tried to encourage Phelan to run again, but he refused.
During the Schmitz regime, politics in San Francisco reached an all time
high mark for corruption. Schmitz was the storefront for an
unscrupulous lawyer, Abraham Ruef, whom Harper's Weekly
described as a "lawyer with curly black hair, shifty black eyes, an
excellent mind, a great political ambition, and boundless avarice." 6 Ruef
with his shrewdness and control over many city districts had pulled the
right ropes to get labor to elect Schmitz. For the next three terms, the
Ruef-Schmitz combination was intimate with established vice and
corrupt practices. Ruef was able to exact tribute from gambling houses,
saloons, houses of prostitution and prize fights. Levies were placed upon
telephone, gas, wa,ter and streetcar companies. The downfall of this
miniature empire did not come from an uprising among the populace.
Instead, it was accomplished by a handful of men. Fremont Older
solicited financial help from Phelan and Rudolph Speckels, a wealthy
businessman and landowner. Through the offices of President Theodore
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Roosevelt, Older obtained the services of a reputable detective, William
J. Bums, and an attorney, Francis J. Heney. After the great earthquake
of 1906, the graft prosecutions for extortion began. As the trials of
Schmitz and Ruef unfolded, there were charges of intimidation, bribery
and subornation of peijury. The home of Supervisor Gallagher, a
prosecution witness, was dynamited. Older was kidnapped and
transported south as far as Santa Barbara. Francis Heney narrowly
missed death after being shot in open court by an ex-convict named
Hass. Heney's would-be assassin was either murdered or committed
suicide while interned in his cell. Meanwhile, the prosecution obtained
proof that Ruef's supervisors had taken bribes from several public
service agencies. At once, the Grand Jury returned an additional sixtyfive indictments against Ruef. With Heney unable to continue, Hiram
Johnson stepped in and won a conviction. Ruef was sentenced to
fourteen years in San Quentin.
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Despite the outrageous conduct by San Francisco's "bosses,"time
proved to be on the side of the defendants. The publicity of the long trials
was damaging the city's reputation. Through the press, the grafters were
able to arouse suspicion of the good faith of the reformers:
"For a couple of years San Francisco's destiny was lain in the hands of two men.
Rudolph Speckels has furnished the money - and been characterized publically by Mr.
Roosevelt as one of the most patriotic and unselfish of citizens- while James D. Phelan is
credited with being the real power behind the throne. These men have decided who should
and who should not be Mayor of San Francisco; which men should go to jail and which
go free. They have been the despotic tyrants of the city, even if it be believed that they have
7
always been wise and benevolent tyrants."

No better illustration can be found for the sympathy aroused by the
press and the strains of the onerous trials than Fremont Older's sudden
compassion for Abe Ruef in advocating a pardon after Ruef had
languished in prison for a year.
Even though the graft prosecutions were almost void of tangible
results, the effort of men like Phelan, Speckels and Heney was the
catalyst that led to a political uprising in California. Under the LincolnRoosevelt League and the Progressive Party, Hiram Johnson with his
battle cry: "Kick the Southern Pacific machine out of California
politics" became the Governor of California in 1910.

WASHINGTON SENATOR
James D. Phelan had proven to the people of San Francisco that he
was honest and sincerely supportive of San Francisco's interests.
During his three terms as mayor, he was credited with saving San
Francisco $300,00 a year by vetoing jobs in the Board of Supervisors.
Mter the 1906 earthquake, Phelan became president of the Relief of the
Red Cross Funds with the responsibility of disbursing millions. To this
chest, he personally added $1,000,000. He was also the first to rebuild
his place of business, the Phelan building. 8
With the rapid growth of population and business in the city, Mayor
Phelan knew San Francisco would have to explore different areas to find
adequate water supply. Shortly after the turn of the century, he sought
his source in the Hetch Hetchy Valley some twenty miles above
Yosemite Valley. When Phelan filed an application supporting San
Francisco's claim to Hetch Hetchy as a dam site for water and power,
John Muir and the Sierra Club rose in opposition. The proposed dam
was squarely within the boundaries of Yosemite National Park, which
Muir believed should be left as a haven where people could play among
virgin forests . For Phelan, the argument was simple: San Francisco
needed water, therefore, the standard should be "little children, men and
women" rather than a few who like "solitary loneliness." 9 President
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Abraham Ruef
Woodrow Wilson on December 19, 1913, signed the Hetch Hetchybill
after a long and ardous debate over the merits of such an invasion into"' a
National Park.
Upon completion of his involvement in rebuilding San Francisco after
the earthquake and the graft prosecutions, he again turned toward
politics. James Phelan was a United States Senator from 1915 to 1921;
the first Senator in California to be elected by direct vote. On a national
level, he was a strong advocate for woman suffrage, and when the count
was taken on April 4, 1917, he voted with the majority to support
President Wilson's declaration of war. But his primary concerns were
Ireland and California. Senator Phelan was quite aware of his own
heritage; evidenced by his involvement in the drama of the Irish
endeavor. Though no official action was taken, he had asked the
President to write a letter to England asking for Irish prisoner clemency
and for Irish independence. At best, throughout his Senatorial tenure he
was able to raise the consciousness ofhis colleagues oflreland's plight. 10
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Left to right: Mr. Robert Newton Lynch, Vice President, San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce, Congressman Edward G. Taylor, Admiral
Robert E. Coontz, U.S.N., Mr. George Shima ("California'sJapanese
Potato King"), and Ex-Senator James D. Phelan at tea party, Japanese
Tea Garden of Golden Gate Park under the auspices ofSan Francisco
Japanese in honor of the officers of the U.S. Navy.
California on the other hand did feel the effects of Phelan's work. By
the turn of the century, California had a booming wine industry.
Although Phelan did not personally invest in grapes, many people in
California were economically dependent on the fruit. In Congress, he
took the position that light beer and wine should not be included in the
Prohibition laws even though he knew some sort of prohibition was
inevitable. During his first year as Senator, Phelan was a strong
supporter for expanding military and naval forces in California. He
introduced bills that provided for a navy yard at San Francisco Bay and
a permanent fleet in the Pacific. This enthusiasm for California's
security influenced Phelan's attitude toward the Japanese as residents
and Japan as a country. 11
James Phelan was openly and adamantly against Japanese residency
in California. He felt the Japanese were a "non-assimilable race, which
according to our laws, could not be naturalized," and as a matter of selfpreservation would have to be kept from absorbing the soil. 12 To Phelan
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the Japanese residents were not contributing anything to the service of
the United States. They were not willing to renounce their old allegiance
and the income earned by them was not being recirculated into the
United States economy, but was going overseas. Furthermore, he
believed the Japanese were intruding on California's soil to the
detriment of"native" Americans. In 1919, he took the position that with
the general decline in white births and the general increase in Japanese
births times a half a century, Japan would have the strength in California
to annex her as a Japanese colony as it appeared Japan was doing in
Hawaii. 13 Like many during his time, Senator Phelan's bias was
selective and had an ingredient that seemed dangerously reasonable:
"If the peasant class, the breeders ... are barred, the men of parts, the aristocracy of the
brain, will find the doors of all lands open to them for intellectual conquest, but not for
territorial settlement. As Saint Paul said to the Athenians, 'The Lord made the people of
the earth all one blood, but determined the bounds of their habitation.' Said Christ, 'There
are many mansions in my Father's Kingdom." 14

Even attempting to look at this position through the eyes of Phelan, it
should be said that his feeling toward the Japanese was paranoiac. By
the end of the second decade of the twentieth century, the Japanese
constituted only 2% of the population in California. 15
One author defended Phelan's position as one not originating from
race hatred, but because the Japanese were a race "with which the white
man cannot compete." 16 Senator Phelan was more explicit:
"We can treat them as an outside power, but we cannot incorporate them in our bodypolitic for reasons which affects the purity of the races and the perpetuity of our
institutions." 17

According to contemporary standards, such a remark can be
interpreted as a glass-coating for separatism that leads to racial
oppression. Excluding the Immigration laws of the early 1900's, if
Phelan's "purity of races" propaganda would have been fully realize<:!,
the result could have been a rationalized avalanche of injustices not only
against Asians, but Twentieth Century Blacks, Mexican-Americans and
American Indians. As it was, the Japanese, as citizens of the United
States, saw this prejudice escalate into a capricious herding of hundreds
of men, women, and children into concentration camps; based soley on
ancestry without regard to an individual's constitutional rights. 18

VILLA MONTALVO
The spirit of James Phelan is today on the east slope of the Santa Cruz
mountains. Villa Montalvo rises out of redwoods, live oak, tan oak,
madrona, buckeye, eucalyptus, and many shrubs such as manzanita and
the toyon, and an assortment of flowers both domestic and European.
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"Speaking strictly geographically, it is bounded on the north by 'the healing waters of
Saratoga,' on the east by the 'gardens of the Santa Clara Valley,' on the south by Los
Gatos, 'Gem City of the Santa Cruz foothills,' and on the west by ferns and 'Sequoria
Sempervirons of the blue coast range."' 19

Montalvo was built in those natural surroundings in 1912 and named
after Ordonez de Montalvo, author of The Deeds of Esplandian, in
which the name California first appears in literature. The island of
Calffornia was described by Montalvo as wonderfully fertile and rich in
gold and gems and lay on the borders of Eden.
Phelan flowed with an appreciation for the good qualities of human
expression, whether in art, sculpture, drama, prose or poetry. Villa
Montalvo reflected these qualities. As a true son of California, he tried
to weave the threads of California to the Old World. The mansion,
supported by Ionic columns, found its main entrance through antique
carved doors depicting the faces of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella,
Columbus and various Spaniards. Inside, the rooms housed bookcases
of Circassian walnut, tables of dark English wood, classic marbles and
bronzes, the works of California artists, Spanish vases with plants native
to that country, and a stained-glass picture displaying Cabrillo's vessel,
the San Salvador. Outside, there were guest houses, bath houses, an
open amphitheater where guests and Phelan would read their poetry,
and a tent hung in Egyptian tapestries housing an Egyptian mummy.
Spanish courts led to shrines and fountains in gardens that were highly
landscaped. Winding walking and foothill trails took visitors to views
ranging from San Francisco Bay and the Bay of Monterey to Mount
Diablo, Mount Madonna and Mount Hamilton. In these dramatic
surroundings, Senator Phelan exchanged the thoughts of the day with
artists and poets, soldiers and diplomats, and even the Boy Scouts.
United States Presidents visited his home, and he once entertained
several hundred guests centered about the Pueblo Indians, who had
come to San Francisco for aid in their fight for lands.
James Phelan's attitude toward the Japanese was unfortunately
representative of those of his economic and political stature.
Notwithstanding this fact, his good will and kindness toward people in
general will be the memory of this man. He died, without heir, on August
7, 1930, leaving a will that is a testimonial of his soul. Not only did he
leave his 17 5 acre Villa to the San Francisco Art Association for the
pleasures of the public by directing that his home and grounds be
converted into a center for the development of art, literature, music and
architecture, but thousands of dollars went to the Playground
Commission of San Francisco, to churches, athletes, artists and authors,
to his gardener, butler and domestic servants, and to universities for
scholarships and research.
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James Duval Phelan was born a millionaire. With this status, he could
have spent his entire life in a playground of socialites. To his credit, he
devoted the majority of his days sharing his appreciation for human art
and nature, and many of his years as a respected politician.

Indian Reception, Villa Monta lvo, November, 1925
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Jack London's Scorn of Women:
A Klondike Comedy's World Premiere
by Howard Lachtman

"I like exceedingly the way you've brought out the play Scorn of
Women," Jack London wrote his publisher about his first published
play. "It's a pretty little solid volume, and it makes me glad to look at it."
The thirty-year-old playwright would have been even gladder to see a
production of his play, but leading actresses from Ethel Barrymore to
Blanche Bates felt the title role wasn't quite right for their talents. The
mercurial London soon lost interest and turned his energies to other
things, including a voyage around the world.
But his 1906 comedy of romantic cross-purposes has not been
forgotten. A spirited cast of young Mother Lode players, under the able
direction of Amador drama teacher and impresario Marian Beilke, made
theatrical history on the evening of April 26, 1979, when Scorn of
Women had its world premiere. Set in the gold country of the Klondike,
the three-act play debuted appropriately in the California gold country
town of Jackson.
It was back in 197 3 that Beilke and an earlier student cast
successfully revived the London-Herbert Heron melodrama Gold. In
1979 Northern California audiences had their first opportunity to see a
play which, according to Beilke, is probably the first full-length stage
work about the Far North by an American author ever to be published.
Yet Scorn of Women was not London's first theatrical venture. In
fact, he scored a San Francisco triumph when his one-act drama, The
Great Interrogation, was presented at the old Alcazar Theatre at the
end of August, 1905. The critics were encouraging, but the patrons were
enthusiastic - their shouts for the author compelled the reluctant London
to quit the seat up in the gallery where he was hiding and come down to
the stage for a curtain call. Reporters at the scene noted that the short,
burly playwright eschewed formal evening wear, flashed an elfin grin at
his ovation, and made a modest speech which avoided self-congratulation.
Scorn of Women was London's attempt to cash in on his newly-won
reputation as a Northland dramatist. For the story behind the story of
this unusual play, we must travel back to Dawson, in Canada's Yukon
Territory, just before the turn of the century. The discovery of goldbearing ore along the tributaries of the Klondike River had set in motion
an unparalleled drama of greed and grab, luring a special breed of man
and dog to the white wilderness.
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Women came too. London knew the likes of Diamond Tooth Lil,
Klondike Kate, Oregon Mare, Swiftwater Sal, and other legendary
ladies. But he had a soft spot in his heart for a clumsy belly dancer
named Freda Moloof.
Jack wasn't the only man in town who admired Freda's free-spirited
choreography. Miss Moloof billed herself as "The Turkish Whirlwind
Danseuse," a name which was the sole refmement her torrid act could
boast. She may have lacked the grace of"Little Egypt," the sensation of
the 1890s, but according to one witness, "The Turkish Whirlwind in
motion could knock Constantinople endwise."
The law in "lawless, godless Dawson" sometimes winked at mayhem
and murder, but when Queen Victoria's dismounted police caught
Freda's act, they found it was hot enough to melt all the snow in town.
The Whirlwind was promptly closed down for the protection of
community morals and sent packing, much to the sorrow of the entire
male population.
Dawson might, in time, have forgotten all about Freda Moloof, but
Jack London could not. Underneath her brazen exterior, Freda had a
heart of pyrite, but there is evidence that she befriended the lonely and
ailing young London when he needed it most.
The writer caught up with the dancer again in the summer of 1903,
when The Call of the Wild was making him a national celebrity. Freda
was past her prime, performing her famous "muscle dance" under the
fake palms of tented sideshows and dreaming of going back to the gold
country for a fresh start.
Since London himself was dreaming of making a fresh start in search
of"stage gold" as a playwright, he had the notion of writing a play about
his old friend Freda. She had already been immortalized in one of his
short stories, "The Scorn of Women," in which Jack had transformed
her into" a dazzingly beautiful and very rich dancer, who is worshipped
by all the men and suspected by all the women."
London's idea was to convert the tale into a play, engage the fictional
Freda's formidable talents in close-quarter combat with several other
Dawson women, and prove once again the eternal truth of Kipling's
assertion that "never can battle of man compare with merciless feminine
fray."
It seemed an easy thing to do, merely a matter of "adaptation and
elaboration." But London soon found playwriting to be harder sledding
than the Chilkoot Pass.
"Oh, how it puzzles me and worries me, that play," he complained.
"Sometimes all seems clear (and good) and next it seems all rot and a
rotten failure. But I don't care. Though I never get a cent for it, I'm
learning a whole lot about playwriting."
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London's farce concerns the amorous adventures of Floyd Vanderlip,
Klondike Bonanza King, who has already pledged his troth to Flossie,
his stateside sweetheart. Flossie is coming up to the Klondike to be
married and take up the duties of a Bonanza King's queen, but the
problem is that her journey has a longer span than Floyd's powers of
constancy. He soons falls into the clutches of Loraine Lisznayi, a wellpreserved but well-traveled international adventuress, whose European
reputation has conveniently been left behind in Europe.
When it seems that the wily Madame Lisznayi will succeed in making
wandering Floyd forget all about faithful Flossie, two other women of
Dawson spring into action to rescue Floyd from his seducer and
preserve him for his bride. These two "rescuers," unknown to one
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another, are Mrs. Eppingwell, the town paragon and soul of respectability, and Freda Moloof, the town scandal and soul of civic disrepute.
Their skirmish animates this little classic of naive and nostalgic theatre.
The parallel efforts of the able-minded Mrs. Eppingwell and the ablebodied Freda soon run on a collision course, and that's when the fun
begins. Romantic and strategic complications ensue, capped by a
delightful "masked ball" scene and framed by the baffied comments of
Sitka Charley, the play's "common man" and dupe. And there is
genuine suspense in the final act as London teases his audience to guess
just how far Freda will go to keep Floyd in her hands and out of
Lisznayi's arms.
Though neither a brisk nor polished play, Scorn of Women is
consistently a play that entertains. In its lines, the lost wilderness of the
Klondike and the magic world of Jack London come to life again.
London's characters have all the freshness and vitality of the frontier
types whom he knew intimately from his own experience. In praise of
strong women who make - and sometimes break - the rules of love,
Scorn of Women also offers a revealing look at boom town mentality
and frontier morality. But it is at its best when it portrays what occurs
when the so-called weaker sex takes off its snow mittens and puts on
boxing gloves.
This is a play about a man who has too many women in his life, and
whose life has ceased to be his own. It is also a comedic demonstration,
as London himself observed, that "the way of a man with a maid may be
too wonderful to know, but the way of a woman with a man passeth all
conception."
How women compete (and conquer) in a fiercely masculine world is
the central fascination of this play. The other fascination is the
playwright himself, for Scorn of Women preserves a robust sense of
Jack London's personality and personal philosophy.
London was no stranger to feminine charms, no respecter of his era's
social and sexual hypocrisies, and never one to let a laugh get away. In
Scorn of Women, he mined a snowbound battle of the sexes for its
richest comic ore.
And what of Freda Moloof? "I don't know where I will go next," that
double-chinned danseuse told London shortly before she disappeared
into oblivion, "but I have learned that Dawson is wide open again. If so,
I might go back."
It is reassuring to think that the woman whom all red-blooded
argonauts applauded and whom all "decent" women avoided made her
way back to "the land of the long frost and the wolf howl," and so ended
her days where she often lost her heart, once lost her act, and first met
Jack London - in the Klondike.
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The Linn County Courthouse
Cannon
by Glenn A. Blacklock
For seventy years the object rested under the water, sand, and gravel
of Albany Oregon's Willamette River. A subject of discord during the
new State's political strife at the very beginning of the Civil War, it had
mysteriously disappeared. And, although they had not been involved in
a hostile action, those responsible for the "thing's" demise, carried a
heavy secret.
Oregonians, far from the War's battlefields, were eager to forget their
own dissensions. In the following decades, the new people along the
Williamette's banks were usually too busy to reflect long on the "idle
stories" of an older generation.
Then, in January 1933, Merle Moench, the operator of dredging
equipment for Albany Sand And Gravel Company, ran his giant bucket
over a heavy object. It was the same impediment that had been snagging
his cables for years. His equipment was capable of bringing in a ton of
gravel at a time, but the cables tightened under an added strain; and
when the load was dumped along the riverbank near the gravel hopper,
he noticed a solid-looking cylinder protruding from the mound. He
started to run his bucket out for a return trip to the bottom, but decided,
instead, to investigate the find. Moench and a fellow employee dug away
the gravel. What had started as another dreary January morning, took on
new interest as they brushed the sand and silt from their discovery. It
was a cannon, a very ancient looking piece.
George Berry, who managed the sand and gravel works for its owners,
Robert Sellers and Jacob Lindquist, had known for some time that there
was something heavy in mid-river.
The site of the company's operation and an old bridge that had
spanned the river at that place, the almostforgotten cable ferry, and even
the way in which the town's founders had laid out the town of Albany,
were all, in separate reasonings, the result of natural phenomena. The
juncture of the mighty Willamette and the rapid-flowing Calapooia
constantly forming and reforming a large pool, a gravel bar was created
downstream.
The Albany Sand And Gravel Company took advantage of the
constantly replenished gravel supply, and built there a permanent
riverbank dredge. George Berry and his crew knew of the old bridge that
had been built in 1892 and replaced by a more modem one (still in use)
four city blocks downstream. The 1892 pilings still jutted above the high
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water mark. An obstacle in the river bottom near that site could have
been anything.
Clyde Peacock, who owned the farm across the river, remembered the
Washington Street ferry boat, but other memories needed to be stirred to
put the finding of this old relic into historical perspective.
So, Berry, and his men, dragged the old gun the two blocks from
Washington to Broadalbin and the company warehouse-office. They
built a makeshift carriage from dunnage, and put the curiosity on
display.
Word spread rapidly. A few people had remembered the legend of a
Civil War cannon and some sort of political activity concerning
Oregon's rip-roaring past The anecdote about a stolen cannon seemed,
until now, far-fetched.
Then came the delighted old-timers, a dozen of them; some of them
denying particulars related by the others, but most of them confirming a
basic version of political intrigue.
Yes it was the old Linn County Courthouse Cannon. Yes, it had been
heisted by the "Joe Lane" Democrats to frustrate the "Cayuse"
R~publicans. And, yes, the incident had riled all of Oregon during one of
the bitterest periods of the Civil War. The most important part was that
these men, nonagenarians in 1933, had been the young-bloods of the
war-tom 1860's. They were the most likely to remember the
surreptitious moves of their latter-day townsfolk.
The secret had probably been sealed with a tight lid, at first, because
of the extreme sensitiveness of the times. Members of the secessionist
Knights Of The Golden Circle may have been involved. That group's
pledge had read in part:
" ... I will not divulge or reveal any of the secrets of this organization to anyone except I
know him to be a brother... All this I solemnly swear to obey under penalty of being shot."

Actually, the "Joe Lane Democrats" were probably not all the
extremists that they were labeled, but the terrorist Knights group (most
active in California) had inftltrated even the Unionist organizations. A
Democrat's prank would be labeled "an act of treason" by most
Republicans. Then, after the War, those not directly involved would be
inclined to forget that there ever had been a Linn County Cannon. ·
In 1892, a break came. The editor of the Albany Morning Herald
printed a detailed leak of the cannon caper, naming names and the spot
where the gun had been disposed of. But, who could really believe a
newspaper in the 1890's? That was not long after several Mark Twain
hoaxes, and the beginning of the era of "yellow journalism. "The ·
cannon-in-the-river tale became folklore for the following two
generations of Linn County residents.
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With the actual gun before their eyes, people began to listen, and
newspaper reporters wrote. Joe Swank volunteered the eager newsmen
that he had actually fired the old cannon when he was a lad of twelve. He
told of a grand day in Linn County before the War so divided its
residents. It was the year 1855. The old cannon had been shipped from
Fort Vancouver to Portland, and was teamed down to Albany. It was
one of the type built by the hundreds at the Carron Foundry in Scotland.
With various size bores, they were standard in design according to their
use, ship or fort. A smaller one (Now at the M.H . de Young Museum,
San Francisco) is "believed to have come from H .M .S. Bounty."
Linn County was large in area. Oregon was still a territory. The
county included all of the area east of the Willamette River, south of the
Santiam River and Mount Jefferson, west of the Rocky Mountains and
north of the California line.
When an election was held in 185 5 to choose a new county seat, Sand
Ridge, about 10 miles southeast of Albany, won out.
According to Mr. Swank, the cannon which was intended to be used in
county ceremonies, was moved out to the new site. A celebration, of
course, was in order. Joe Swank was one of the few sober males at the
affair. It became his duty to gather ferns for wadding and help in the
firing. One of the celebrants, having indulged too early and too heavily,
had fallen asleep next to the gun. When the charge went off, he jumped
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into the air, and, according to Joe Swank, the entire group witnessed a
case of instant sobriety.
A courthouse was never built at Sand Ridge, because an 1856
election reversed the previous one. The county seat and cannon were
moved back to Albany.
The Democratic .Party had been the dominant political force in PreCivil War Oregon. Joseph Lane, a native of southern Indiana and a
major general in the Mexican War, was, through appointment by
President Polk and confirmation by Congress, the first Governor of the
Territory. He became, within a dozen years, Indian fighter, peacemaker,
Lt. Colonel in the Oregon Militia, Territorial Delegate to Congress, and
United States Senator. It was his bold leadership in party politics that
gave Oregon an overwhelming Democratic edge.
Oregon entered the Union as a compromised "free" state. Its State
Constitution prohibited slavery, but denied Negroes the right to hold
property or execute contracts.
With the Democratic Party having a handle on things, the Linn
County Courthouse Cannon boomed out each Democratic victory. It
was. enough to make the members of the emerging Republican Party, at
times, "forget their religion."
When word came slowly westward to Oregon that Joe Lane had taken
sides with the secessionist South, the Civil War had already begun.
"Joe Lane Democrat" became synonomous to traitor for many; but in
the Congressional elections of 1859, Lansing Stout, the Democratic
Party nominee was elected as Oregon's Representative to Congress.
Linn County, however, was divided almost equally, as to its Civil War
sympathies, the "Cayuse Ticket" (Republicans and Unionist
Democrats) had won the County races, with the strong support of
Thomas and Walter Monteith, Albany's founders. David Layton was
the new sheriff, and Looney Bond his deputy.
Rumors were heard that a "rowdy element" among the Albany
Democrats were riled about the County losses, but were still in the mood
to blast-offthe cannon because of Stout's victory. Might not they load up
a cannon ball and aim it at the courthouse? Enough was enough for
Albany's long-suffering Republicans. The "Joe Lane secessionists"
would not fire the cannon. The Republic officialdom had hauled it away
into hiding.
Pink Haley, editor of The States Right Democrat and a prankster in
his own right, was said to be seething over the injustice. Then came
Lincoln's election with Oregon following the National trend with a scant
800 vote majority. But, with the start of the War in the East, Oregon
swung strongly Pro-Union. Haley's State Right Democrat and The
Albany Enquirer were suppressed. 2
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Then, in July of 1861, Pink Haley and his cohorts saw an opportunity
for retaliation. The "Cayuse Ticket" Republican's, Noorthern Whigs,
and the " loyal" Democrats had arranged a big Fourth of July unification
event. (An editor of the Albany Morning Herald, 30 years later, was to
call it "the Republican jollification party".)
Accounts vary as to whether the "Joe Lane people" had managed to
find the hidden cannon, or the Republican group had brought it forth for
a July 3rd test firing. The real big salute was scheduled for when the
Corvallis delegation would arrive from upriver on July 4th. But, on the
evening of July 3, 1861, after a lively meeting in the backroom of
Haley's newspaper building/ a committee of seven were chosen to
"spike the Republicans' cannon."
Under the nose of Sheriff Layton and Deputy Bond, and in direct line
of view between the Monteiths' upper bedroom windows and the
Willamette crossing, the cannon thieves sledged the nine-hundredpound artillery piece to the Washington Street ferry berth. The seven
chosen men were Wash Anderson, J.B. Combley (Comley), George
Helm, John Priest, E.D. Sloan, Pink Haley, and S.B. Westcott. Others
who helped were believed to be Mark Bringham (Mart Brigham), J.M.
McConnell, and William Gird. Undoubtedly, the "infamous deed" was
carried out in a military manner, complete with advance scouts and
lookouts. It was a big night for the" Joe Laners," while the Republicans
rested for the next day's festivities.
The ferry boat was operated by the river's current; a system which
many times utilized one main guiding cable upstream of the boat and at
right angles to the current, and a movable anchor chain or cable
anchored securely upstream. With the push of the current and the
weighted pull from the anchor chain on the bow of the boat, and guided
by slip rings tied to fore and aft tethering ropes from boat to guide cable,
the boat was push-pulled in either direction. The Washington Street
boat which was, at different times, operated by Mart Rainwater and
Ashby Pierce, could have been ran by any knowledgeable riverman. 4
The four-inch bore, nine-hundred-pound, cast-iron cannon was
grunted and groaned onto the ferry, taken to the middle of the
Willamette, and committed to the deep.
Morning came and the Albany unification group arose and dressed in
their finest. July 4, coming on a Thursday, would give ample time for a
pompous salute to Independence Day, unification and abolitionist
speeches, and a raucous celebration to be completed before the Sabbath.
Thomas Monteith had for the occasion a silk lapel ribbon complete with
a Miss Liberty and other patriotic logo.
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But, when the Corvallis delegation floated around the bend and past
the Calapooia Junction, there was no smoke and thunder from the
Courthouse Cannon. Sheriff Layton and Deputy Bond had very few
leads to the disappearance. War fever, although most of the battle news
arrived months late, was at its highest. The cannon's theft stirred an
uproar throughout Oregon. As an added insult to the town's leadership,
the courthouse, itself, burned to the ground that year, on September 15,
1861. Arson was strongly suspected, but never proved.
As to the cannon, hoofprints and sledge marks would have been hard
to trace with all of the traffic that normally used the ferry. The
Washington Street ferry was then the only approach to bustling Albany
from the northwest.
The bitter Civil War continued. An Army Of The Pacific was formed
by the War Department to stem the incursion of Confederate troops into
the Western Territories. A detachment was sent to Oregon from
California to help secure the ports.
Many of Oregon's young men went East to enlist in the Union and the
Confederate armies. Joe Lane's son, John, became a Colonel in the
Confederate Army. Lane Sr., it was alleged, delivered a wagonful of
arms and supplies to southern Oregon for a small army being organized
as The Pacific Republic. That group hoped to combine forces with a
victorious Confederacy. Secessionist sympathizers would not trade at
the Monteiths' store in Albany, nor were they welcome there. Separate
Secessionist and Unionist schools were attended in Linn County for the
duration. As the war continued, Oregon swung more and more toward
preservation of the Union. The entire State was shaken when its first
elected Senator, E.D. Baker was killed among Union forces at the Battle
of Ball's Bluff. There were no major confrontations in Oregon.
It was 1892 before that first newspaper leak concerning the
whereabouts of the Courthouse Cannon. Then forty-one years of water
flowed down the Willamette. The bitterness of the bloody Civil War was
of little interest in those early days of January 1933. Franklin Delano
Roosevelt would be inaugurated as President of the United States on the
20th. Hope for an end to the great depression was in the minds of the
people of Albany, Oregon. It was the right time for renewal and
forgiving.
The cannon was measured, photographed, and featured in all of
Oregon's leading newspapers. It became the salvage property of the
Albany Sand and Gravel Company. Sixteen years later, it was outfitted
with a new wooden carriage and hauled by truck to the town's post office
by two World War II buddies and a friend. William Lang, the owner,
insisted that it be chained. According to his close friend, Lee
Rohrbough, "there were still pranksters around, and Bill was taking no
chances."
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Even though an appeal was made to place it at the courthouse,
permission was held up by a county judge, and it was to be viewed for
Oregon's 1959 Centennial at the P.O. At this time, the Linn County
Courthouse Cannon is not on display. It is privately owned.
Perhaps some Americans might view Albany's cannon "caper" as
just that; but Oregon has, and continues to display unique and
individualistic political sensitivities. Through free elections, despite
considerable rancor, Linn County and Oregon had avoided wholesale
Civil War bloodshed; which speaks well for the pioneering drive that
also abounded. Perhaps the Linn County Courthouse cannon should be
viewed as a memorial to that refreshing esprit.

NOTES
1. Bancroft spelled it Calapooya. The Indians called the pool Takeneh or "placid
pool." The town was originally named Takeneh, but was changed to Albany in honor of the
New York hometown of founders, Thomas and Walter Monteith, and other early
residents.
2. Later Joaquin Miller's Democratic Register in Eugene was silenced as were all
newspapers and magazines in California and Oregon who failed to express the Union
Cause.
3. There was evidently a large group of cannon heisters. About two dozen men,
including two prominent Albany attorneys and a physician, have been mentioned as being
in on the events.
4. There have been stories in Albany about the cannon, having frightened a team of
horses on the ferry boat. The horses, it was said, had fallen into the river and drowned,
entangled in their own harnesses. This then, was said to have brought the ferryman, Mart
Rainwater, into willful conspiracy with the cannon dunkers. The January 13, 1933 Halsey
Enterprise, a Halsey Oregon weekly, named Ashby Pierce as ferry boat operator, but gives
the occasion as the election of President Lincoln in 1860.
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Early Railroads in
Orange County
by Bart Harloe
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"Though these were horse and buggy days in Orange County, it had been the railroads
which determined the pattern and pace of development. Until the end of World War I,
railroads continued to play the crucial role in determining the establishment of new towns
and the pattern of population growth." 1
·

Robert Herschler in A History of Orange County
The epigraph above does not exaggerate the impact of the railroads
upon Orange County during its early period of formation and growth.
Indeed, it has been argued that it was the development of the railroads
that led directly to the formation of Orange County as a separate
political entity.2 And, after the gains of the hectic 1880's had been
consolidated in the 1890's, it was again the further extension of the
railroad network- in the form of the Pacific Electric interurban systemthat acted as a catalyst to further social progress in the county during the
first two decades of the 20th century.
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In 1875, the Southern Pacific Railroad arrived in both Los Angeles
and Anaheim. Foilowing a contest between Tustin and Santa Ana to see
which community could raise the subsidy demanded by the Southern
Pacific, the railroad line was extended to Santa Ana in the Spring of
1878 (see Appendix A).3 The Santa Ana Daily Evening Blade later
described the historic occasion: " ... The people of Santa Ana were
gratified to hear the snort of the 'iron horse' amid the fields of mustard
and sunflowers of the Santa Ana plain. " 4 The farmers of Orange County
now had an outlet to markets outside of Southern California for the
produce of their orange and walnut groves and the products of their
vineyards.
Despite the vital service provided by the Southern Pacific, there was a
good deal of grumbling by Orange County citizens. For one thing, the
price of a round-trip ticket from Santa Ana to Los Angeles was four
dollars, a considerable sum. For another, the SP ran "mixed trains",
i.e., both passenger and freight cars were included on one train. And,
finally, there were complaints about the time it took to travel to Los
Angeles - three hours. 5 At one point, feelings were so decidedly mixed
that a Southern Pacific crew was stopped at gunpoint by employees of
the Irvine Ranch from laying down tracks ·toward San Diego.6
The year 1887 witnessed the arrival of the Achison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railroad in Orange County. The completion of the Santa Fe
line from San Bernardino to Orange and Santa Ana marked the
beginning of the end of Southern Pacific's monopoly on local service in
the county (see Appendix A). 7 Then, in 1888, Santa Fe simultaneously
built railroad lines from Los Angeles to Orange and from Orange to San
Diego (see Appendix A). The competition between the Southern Pacific
and the Santa Fe helped to trigger the great land boom of the 1880's in
Southern California As the two railroad goliaths sought to undercut one
another's prices, the price of a ticket from St Louis to Los Angeles
dropped, at one point, to one dollar.8
From 1886 to 1889, hundreds of thousands of settlers, "boomers",
hucksters, and just plain tourists were enticed by the railroads to come to
Southern California and take advantage of the cheap land and healthy
climate.9 In Orange County, according to various reports, anywhere
from 12 to 14 new towns were surveyed, "platted," and placed on the
market in the years 1886-1888. 10 Santa Fe's own real estate company,
Pacific Land Improvement Company, took the lead in establishing such
new towns as Buena Park, Fullerton, and Olive. What these towns had
in common was the fact that they were all located along the Santa Fe's
new railroad lines in the county."
One of the most ambitious railroad-real estate ventures of this period
was the creation of the town of Fairview, located a few miles southwest
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of Santa Ana. A railroad line was built from Santa Ana to Faitview, lots
were sold, a hotel and bath-house built, and even a newspaper started. 12
The Santa Ana Herald of June 30, 1888 provides a fascinating glimpse
of one of the attempts to promote Faitview:
"Upon invitation of the railroad company a large party ofladies and gentlemen ... got
aboard the cars of the Santa Ana and Fairview road ... and steamed to Fairview. It was
highly enjoyable. The track is well built and smooth, and the little ~otor works to a charm,
and the passen~er cars are neat and comfortable. The company gave a banquet to its guests
1
at Fairview."

The "unbridled frenzy of speculation, " as one local historian has aptly
termed the land boom of the 1880's continued unabated until 1889
when, suddenly, "the whole structure collapsed, leaving the fair face of
Southern California strewn with pitiful wrecks of erstwhile handsome
fortunes.'>14 And Fairview, along with many other boom towns, became
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Mcpherson, and Modena Street Railway carried passengers to Orange
from Mcpherson and Modena (now El Modeno) from 1888 to 1889,
when it went out of business.16 A longer-lived local railway was the
Santa Ana, Orange, and Tustin Street Railway, which operated its first
horse-drawn car from Santa Ana to Orange on February 16, 1888. 17
Five months later the horse was replaced by a steam car. This did not
last long, however, because the noise and smoke produced by the
machine proved to be too much for both the animal and human denizens
of the community. 18 As a consequence, the horse-drawn car was brought
back and continued in use until 1896 when it, in tum, was replaced by
the so-called "Orange Dummy." 19 Often called the "Peanut Roaster"
because of the sound of its whistle, the Orange Dummy continued to ply
the tracks until1910, when it fmally was replaced by one of the Pacific
Electric's "Big Red Cars." 20
Another important early Orange County railway was the Santa Ana
and Newport Railway, built by the McFadden brothers, owners and
operators of the Newport Wharf and Lumber Company. 21 Opened for
service in 1891, the Santa Ana and Newport Railway not only provided
efficient transportation oflumber the distance of 11 miles from the wharf
inN ewport to the general lumber yard in Santa Ana, it also carried up to
12,000 passengers annually on trains that ran every day but Sunday.22
The Santa Ana and Newport Railway, including its Smeltzer branch,
was acquired by the Southern Pacific in 1899.23
In 1900, Orange County had already been in existence as an
independent political unit for 11 years. Yet, for the most part, the
citizens of the county still had to rely upon either the Southern Pacific or
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the Santa Fe for both passenger and freight service. This changed,
however, in the first decade of the 20th Century, for the construction of
Henry Huntington's Pacific Electric Railway literally altered the face of
Orange County. During the "Golden Era of the Pacific Electric" ( 19021907), Huntington's Pacific Land Company often acted as a vanguard
in developing sections of the county which had remained relatively
inaccessible heretofore. 24
In 1902, the Long Beach Line, the foundation of the entire Orange
County Pacific Electric network, was completed (see Appendix A). The
extension of the P.E. line down the coast to Huntington Beach, Newport
Beach, and Balboa in 1904, 1905, and 1906, respectively, led to "a
burst of real estate activity extending from Long Beach to Newport
Bay." 25 Similarly, the construction of a P.E. line from Watts to Santa
Ana in 1905 led directly to the founding of the towns of Cypress and
Stanton (see Appendix A). 26 The La Habra-Yorba Linda line, which
branched off the Whittier line at Los Nietos, was the last major P.E.
project in the county. It was complete to Pillsbury by 1908 (see
Appendix A). 27
At its height, then, the Pacific Electric interurban system opened up
Orange County by providing many new commercial and recreational
opportunities.28 Indeed, it has been persuasively argued that the Pacific
Electric contributed significantly to the huge jump in population that the
county experienced in the years 1900-1920. 29 It should not be forgotten,
however, that what the Pacific Electric did best was to provide
convenient and economical transportation for residents who came to
rely upon it in the way that citizens today rely upon the freeways. But
perhaps the last word should go to a long-time resident of Yorba Linda,
who recalled recently what the Pacific Electric meant to him:
"Why, I don't know what we would have done without the railway. Few of us could
afford cars then and it was a day's journey by horse and buggy to Anaheim .. . Many
people had jobs in Los Angeles and commuted by railway. The P.E. served us well for 10
or 15 years." 30
NOTES

1. In Robert Martin Wilson, ed., Orange County Journal of Government,
Business, and History - 1966·67 (Santa Ana, CA: Republican Central Committee,
1967), p. 24.
2. Ibid.
3. Leo J. Friis, Orange County Through Four Centuries (Santa Ana, CA: Pioneer
Press, 1965), p. 61.
4. Santa Ana Daily Evening Blade, May 12, 1906. Quotation from U.S. Works
Projects Administration. California. Orange County Series. WPA Research Project No.
3105. Santa Ana, 1936-37. Special Subjects: Orange County Transportation, p. 22.
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5. Samuel Armor, ed., History of Orange County California, with Biographical
Sketches (Los Angeles: Historic Record Co., 1911), p. 31.
6. Thomas B. Talbert, ed., The Historical Volume and Reference Works: Orange
County (Whittier, CA: Historical Publishers, 1963), p. 116. Don Meadows notes that
although Southern Pacific was denied access to the Irvine Ranch, Santa Fe was granted
access later on. (p. 116).
7. James Marshall, Sante Fe (New York: Random House, 1945), p. 410.
8. Friis, op cit, p. 86.
9. As Carey McWilliams has noted, "The land booms of the seventies and eighties in
Southern California were essentially railroad promotions." In Southern California
Country: An Island on the Land (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1946), p. 125.
10. Talbert, op cit, p. 118, cites the figure 14; Friis, op cit, p. 86, cites the figure
12.
11. See Armor, op cit, p. 55 ; Talbert, op cit, p. 118; Friis, op cit, pp. 86-95.
12. Armor, op cit, p. 36.
13. Quotation can be found in U.S. Works Projects Administration, op cit, Orange
County Transportation, p. 26.
14. Armor, op cit, p. 36.
15. McWilliams provides an interesting description of Fairview "after the boom":
"Typical of the curious ghost towns which dotted Southern California was Fairview which
consisted, after the boom collapsed, of an artesian well, a bathhouse, a hotel, and a woodburning railroad that extended a mile or two toward Santa Ana. "McWilliams, op cit, p.
121.
16. Although this narrow-gauge, horse drawn railway was originally intended to
provide a service for those who wanted to catch the Santa Fe trains at Orange, it proved
unpopular with the local residents and had to be discontinued. This information is derived
from the U.C., Irvine historical pamphlet entitled, ~'Orange, Mcpherson and Modena
Street Railway," (sponsored by Friends of the U.C., Irvine Library and drawn from the
Meadows Historical Collection). It was made available to this author by the Santa Ana
Public Library.
17. Friis, op cit, p. 119.
18. U.S. Works Projects Administration, op cit, Orange County Transportation,
p. 28.
19. For a brief, humorous account of the "Orange Dummy," see Jim Sleeper, Turn
The Rascals Out (Trabuco Canyon, CA: California Classics, 1973), pp. 236-37 .
20. Ibid. According to one historian, the local youngsters, much to the consternation
of the driver of the Orange Dummy, would "play a prank every so often, hanging in
numbers from the rear of the car and making its front end tip up and the engine run wild with
all the noise it could make." See U.S. Works Projects Administration, op cit, O range
County Transportation, p. 28.
21. Armor, op cit, p. 36. According to another historian, "In order to get an idea of the
materials needed, James McFadden had H.G. Forgy drive to Santa Ana with him in a
buggy, which had a rag tied to a wheel spoke. While McFadden drove the horse, Forgy
counted the Wheel revolutions." Presumably, once Forgy's head had stopped spinning, it
was possible for the two men to make an accurate estimate of the rail materials needed to
lay down a track the distance of 11 miles from Santa Ana to Newport. The anecdote is
from U.S. Works Projects Adminstration, op cit, Orange Couonty Transportation, p. 31.
22. Steve Donaldson, "The Santa Ana and Newport Railway," (The Western
Railroader - Booklet #395), p. 9.
23. Ibid.
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24. Donald Duke, Pacific Electric Railway (San Marino, CA: Golden West Books,
1958), p.6. See also Spencer Crump, Ride the Big Red Cars: How Trolleys Helped
Build Southern California (Los Angeles: Crest Publications, 1962), p. 112.
25. Friis, op cit, p. 113. For an original account of the development of Huntington
Beach by one of the participants, see "Boom Period - An Interview with Col. S.H.
Finley," in U.S. Works Projects Adminstration, op cit, Pioneer Tales, p. 50.
26. Friis, op cit, p. 118.
27. Friis, op cit, p. 120. Friis furthur notes that the P.E. line reached Randolph (Brea)
in 1910 and Stem in 1911 (See Appendix A). This was to be the final P .E.line in Orange
County.
28. A Pacific Electric advertisement of 1912 states that the system includes over
1,100 miles of track, "extending from Los Angeles for a radius of approximately 75 miles
and over which in excess of 7,000 trains per day are operated ... It may be truly said that
one may place his finger upon the map of Southern California almost anyplace and a line of
the Pacific Electric Railway is not far distant "One of the most popular sightseeing tours
was the so-called "Triangle Trolley Trip," which began in L.A., proceeded down the coast
to Balboa via Long Beach, doubled back to Huntington Beach - Santa Ana line was
completed in 1907. The above quotation is from "Southern California by Trolley," (Los
Angeles: Pacific Electric Railway, 1912). This brochure belongs to the author.
29. In Wilson, op cit, p. 25, it is noted that the County population increased from
13,589 in 1900 to 61,375 in 1920. For the argument that draws a direct statistical
correlation between the development of the P.E. system and the population growth of
Orange County during this period, see Robert J. Askevold, "Population Growth and the
Railroads: A Case Study of Three Orange County Cities," unpublished manuscript
available at the Library-California State University, Fullerton, Special Collections.
30. Santa Ana Register, October 25, 1973.
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Juan Pablo Bernal
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Juan Pablo Bernal:
California Pioneer
by James P. Delgado
It seems that the true, meaning of California has often been elusive to
those who have sought it. For years, "early California" has meant the
"romance of the missions," "the days of the dons," and the great gold
rush. While these were certainly a part of California history, what of
everyday life in old California - the life of the "man in the street?" There
was excitement and romance, to be sure, but the bulk of California
history lies in the details of the everyday life of her citizens. "Biography
is the best history," and the lives of those who lived, worked, and died in
California tell her story as no other narrative can.
One of the "men in the street" was a San Josean named Juan Pablo
Bernal. Not much sets him apart from his fellow Californians of the
1830s and 1840s. Born in the oldest civil settlement in California,
Bernal was the scion of a pioneer family that arrived with the first
colonizing expedition to California under Spanish rule. His father and
grandfather before him had served in the Spanish military and had
helped tame the land, found settlements, and subjugate the native
Indians. Juan Pablo Bernal was born into a generation that saw Spain's
fading influence in California die, and he and his peers have gone down
in history as the "dons" of Mexican California. Rancher, gentleman,
and businessman, Juan Pablo Bernal was a witness to the transition of
California into one of the United States of America. The story of Juan
Pablo Bernal, then, is the story of so many other Californians, and
hence, of California herself.

Rafaela Feliz de Bernal
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Bernal was born on June 10, 1810, in the tiny town, or Pueblo, of San
Jose de Guadalupe. The flag of Imperial Spain still fluttered over this
far-flung speck of Hispanic glory, but here in California, Spain's
colonialism had died; the last of the once numerous colonies, California
would revert to Mexico when the latter declared her independence
in 1822.
The Pueblo de San Jose was a dirty, dusty collection of non-descript
adobe huts. Following no apparent plan, the Pueblo meandered along
the Rio de Guadalupe, or the Guadalupe River. Located on a flat, grassy
plain, the Pueblo was engulfed in waving fields of mustard weed. Here
and there a thatched roof broke through the brush, and an occasional
path beaten through the weeds marked the public thoroughfares.
The Bernal family lived near the Pueblo's tiny Iglesia, or church. The
Bernals had come to San Jose in 1808, when Juan Pablo's father, Jose
Joaquin Bernal, had left the wind-blown sandhills of the Presidio of San
Francisco and journeyed south to spend his last years in retirement in
the more agrarian surroundings of San Jose. The elder Bernal had served
in the Spanish military for over twenty years; he brought with him to San
Jose a herd of rangy longhorn cattle, which was his only tangible
reminder and reward for that service.
Cattle was the life-blood of early California. The flesh was food; the
tallow could be made into soap and candles; the hides were the money of
the trade and barter system of the day. The man who controlled large
herds commanded wealth and respect.
One of the factors that influenced herd growth was the use of
extensive, private grazing lands. There was plenty of land to be had in
California, but all of it was the private domain of the King of Spain, and
his grants of land were rare. Joaquin Bernal accordingly quartered his
cattle with those of the other Pueblo dwellers.
In 1822, though, Spain was forced to relinquish California to newly
independent Mexico. Under Mexican rule, there was a much greater
chance for receiving land grants. Joaquin Bernal was granted permission
to graze his cattle apart from those of the Pueblo after he petitioned to do
so in 1823. The lands he had asked to use lay some eight miles south of
the Pueblo on the Camino Real, or highway to Monterey. The area was
called Santa Teresa.
Virtually an untouched wilderness, Santa Teresa had been uninhabited since late 1805, when the last wandering bands oflndians had
left the area. Massive oaks carpeted the valley floor, while beneath the
trees waving fields of grass blew in the wind. Close to the low sloping
foothills to the south lay a large, stagnant freshwater marsh. Flocks of
ducks and geese flew overhead, while clouds of flies and gnats filled
the air.
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Into the marsh flowed the Arroyo Canoas de las Tulares, a small
creek. Deer and jack rabbits would timidly pause at its banks to drink
while muskrats scampered through the underbrush. Now and then a
troop of quail would march to the water's edge to drink, and then head
back into the fields. An occasional grizzly might wander through the
area, pausing to roar his mighty challenge to all he would meet, be it a
frightened deer or stray Bernal steer.
It was into this wilderness that the Bernals came to build their new
home. By 1834, fields had been cleared, crops of vegetables and wheat
planted, an orchard and vineyard started, and corrals built and fenced in.
Four adobe homes had been erected, with a few small wooden
outbuildings serving as a hide tanning shed, storeroom, and quarters for
the Indian servants.
The same year, 1834, Jose Joaquin Bernal applied to the government
of California for legal title to the Santa Teresa lands. There was no
problem in obtaining the desired lands, and on July 11 , 1834, Governor
Jose Figueroa granted El Rancho de Santa Teresa, totalling some
9647.13 acres, to Jose Joaquin Bernal.
Life on the rancho was often hard, dirty, and demanding. Days were
spent in the saddle, chasing down stray or lost cattle. Work was done in
the fields, either planting or cultivating. Wheat had to be ground into
flour, and there was always mending to be done on saddles, spurs,
lariats,and reins. There were no facilities to wash in, and the rancho
residents were often dirty and flea-infested. Often times the Bernals
would journey into the Pueblo de San Jose for supplies. The family
adobe was still being maintained in the Pueblo, and the Bernals would
stay there when they went to church or visited friends and relatives.
It was in the Pueblo that Juan Pablo first met Rafaela Feliz, the
daughter of retired soldier Juan Jose Feliz. This meeting blossomed into
love, and in 18 3 2 Rafaela and Juan Pablo were married in the Pueblo's
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tiny church. Their marriage lasted over three decades and produced six
children. As a family man, Juan Pablo had to garner wealth of his own.
He needed cattle to obtain that wealth, and accordingly, through careful
management of his small herd and gifts from friends and family, Juan
Pablo's cattle multiplied. But he needed a rancho of his own.
Following his father's death in 1837, Juan Pablo owned
approximately two thousand head of cattle, many of them just recently
inherited from his father. With his brother, Agilstin, and his two sisters,
Maria del Pilar (married to Antonio Maria Pi co) and Maria Dolores
(married to Antonio Maria Sunol), Juan Pablo applied for ownership of
former Mission San Jose's grazing lands, known as E l Valle de San
Jose. On April 10, 1839, the four Bernals received title to the lands,
which totalled some 64,000 acres. Today these lands encompass the
modern towns of Pleasanton, Sunol, and Livermore.
A s a ranchero in his own right, Juan Pablo began to gain status and
wealth, and hence respect, in the Pueblo de San Jose. Choosing not to
occupy his portion of the grant, he left a majordomo, or foreman, in
charge of his herds. Juan Pablo resided in the family adobe in the Pueblo
de San Jose, where he soon gained a reputation for his hospitable
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manner and friendly personality. Juan Pablo, like so many of his
contemporaries, gained the title of "Don" in later years through his
many festive parties and "fandangos" that were held at his home.
In later years, Juan Pablo's daughter Refugia would recall those early
days, when her father, as so many other "Dons," would hold elaborate
parties in the Pueblo: "Our home was on Market Street where Brassy's
Wine Store now stands .. .it was the largest adobe in the Pueblo
... whenever a wedding or christening took place my father would throw
open the doors of his hospitable home to the people of the Pueblo and
our "sala" was the scene of many merry celebrations."' One oldtime
California resident remarked in later years that the best dances in the
Pueblo were held at the homes of Antonio Maria Pico, Jose Noriega,
Antonio Maria Sunol, and Juan Pablo Bernal. 2
Juan Pablo was fast becoming involved in financial transactions
which saw his participation in trading and business increasing. He was
selling cattle and hides and was making good money through the services
of his trader brother-in-law, Don Antonio Maria Sunol. A shrewd,
intelligent businessman, Sunol sold his brother-in-law's cattle, along
with hides and tallow, to visiting foreign trading vessels for a good profit.
Bernal split the profit with Sunol, and both men prospered. They both
made a mistake, however, when they decided to sell cattle on credit to a
recent California immigrant, a Swiss named Johann Augustus Sutter,
who had arrived in California in 1839 to establish a frontier outpost. The
Mexican government backed his proposal, and with the fmancial help
and credit of San Francisco Bay Area rancheros Sutter established a
settlement in the northern portion of the State. Sutter named his outpost
New Helvetia, and that tiny bastion later grew into the City of
Sacrame.nto.
Sutter was always eager to accept credit, but never eager to pay his
just debts. Sunol and Bernal realized this when they approached Sutter
with a bill for cattle sold. Sutter, it seems, had nothing to pay them with.
The debt wore on until finally Juan Pablo and his brother Agustin, who
had also sold Sutter cattle, informed Sunol they were riding to New
Helvetia to seize enough c~ttle to pay the debt. Sunol held his two
brothers-in-law back, and finally, in late 1849, Sutter paid the debt!
Juan Pablo Bernal was a characteristic Californian, with a rancho,
cattle, and a certain amount of respect and influence in his home town.
He held but one public office, that of the Juez de Campo, or rodeo judge,
in 1842. He had been trained in Monterey in 1843 for military service,
but had not seen active duty. His life was relatively trouble free, and he
often spent his time working in his garden, discussing the latest political
developments of the province with Antonio Sunol.
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However, events were beginning to take shape that would change both
California's destiny and Juan Pablo's peaceful life. War was coming to
California, and nothing could stop it. It seemed the United States of
America wanted California for her own and was willing to go to war with
Mexico for it. American settlers were agitating for independence from
Mexico, and finally, in June of 1846, open combat broke out. As
Mexico and the United States geared up for war, the Californians were
caught in the middle of the conflict.
Juan Pablo was called into the army to help protect his homeland and
was commissioned an officer of the Honor Company under the
command of General Manuel A . Castro. Castro marched his troops to
Los Angeles, where the American forces had grouped. The march to Los
Angeles was a long, hard, dusty one. Juan Pablo later recalled: "We
were on the road about a month from San Juan to Los Angeles, since the
artillery train which we had, luggage and other supplies of war rendered
the march very difficult. We went by short marches, many times at night,
to avoid the heat." 3 Upon reaching their destination, Castro's forces
camped outside of Los Angeles at the Lugo Rancho. The men fought no
battles, and like so many of the Californian troops, never fired a shot in
anger. The American troops were too strong to resist, and California
received little or no aid from the mother country, Mexico. California fell
to the American conquerors with nary a fight.
General Castro sent out peace-feelers to the Americans when he felt
that the cause was totally lost. He sent four of his officers to negotiate
terms: Captains Jose Maria Flores, Francisco Campos, Juan Ignacio
.Cantua, and Juan Pablo Bernal. The negotiations were successful, and
after a stay of one month, the Californian troops disbanded, "each man
returning to the exercise of his trade or profession." 4 Juan Pablo
returned to San Jose, where he found that much had changed in his
absence.
His cattle herds and rancho had been plundered by the American
forces for provisions. Many other ranchos had been ravaged by the
Americans, and not one received compensation. This robbery angered
Juan Pablo, and he determined to move onto the Rancho El Valle de San
Jose to better protect his holdings. Juan Pablo hired a new majordomo
and gave him instructions to build an adobe on the rancho. The home
was to be "twenty varas long and eight varas wide, with an upper and
lower floor of plank." 5 A vara was about 3.3 feet long. The home was
built in late 1849 - early 1850, with Juan Pablo moving into the new
home in late 1850. He was joined by his new son-in-law, an Austrian
immigrant named John William Kottinger, who had married Juan
Pablo's daughter Refugia. An educated, traveled man Kottinger spoke
fluent French, German, English, and Spanish.
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Kottinger and Juan Pablo formed a fast friendship, and the two
worked together to niake the rancho run smoothly and profitably, In
1851 Kottinger built an adobe on the rancho. Together, Juan Pablo and
Kottinger rounded _up the strayed Bernal cattle, and drove many of them
to California's recently discovered gold fields, where they were sold at a
great profit.
With the gold rush, prosperity came to Juan Pablo as he sold more
and more cattle at great profit to his Yankee neighbors. He received
large sums of money and would oftenjourney from the Rancho El Valle
de San Jose with large amounts of gold. On one of these trips he was
waylaid by bandits, who shot him in the breast and left him for dead. He
managed to ride into San Jose and barely survived. It is said that he
never fully recovered from his wounds. This close call with death
alarmed Juan Pablo. Having no last will and testament, he realized that
his family would have been hard-pressed to recover his holdings and
monies in the event of his demise. Thus, he decided to draw up a will and
avoid those problems.
In his will Juan Pablo left all of his property to his wife and children.
He listed his holdings as consisting of: "His portion of the Rancho El
Valle de San Jose, consisting of four leagues," his lands in the Pueblo de
San Jose, including his "adobe standing house," and his "right, title,
interest, claim, and demand which he, the said Juan Pablo Bernal may
and shall have after the decease of his mother, Doii.a Josefa Sanchez y
Bernal, widow of his deceased father Joaquin Bernal, as one of the heirs
in the rancho known as El Rancho de Santa Teresa." 6
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As his will shows, Juan Pablo was a rather wealthy man at this time.
Many of the old Californians found themselves in the position of making
money simply through the fact that they controlled the ranchos. Their
land was a sort of bank; whenever they needed cash, they could just sell a
few acres to a Yankee. Juan Pablo found himself doing this with
frequency as his cattle herds were depleted.
Bernal was a proud man, and he attempted to dress and outfit himself
in a fashion befitting one of great wealth and prestige. Once, after a
particularly lucrative sale, he had his horse fitted with solid silver shoes!
Silver being a soft metal, the horse threw a shoe not far from the
blacksmith's, whereupon Juan Pablo decided upon a sturdier, less
expensive shoe. The lost silver shoe was found by a neighbor a few
weeks later.
However, Juan Pablo's wealth was to end soon if he continued to sell
his Iand--or worse yet, if he was not able to sell his land. The United
States government was testing the validity of the various California land
claims in the courts, on the basis that the claims were invalid and the
claimants had to submit proof of their validity. Many of these cases
dragged through the courts for years, with all costs being paid by the
raneheros. Juan Pablo Bernal, A gustin Bernal, and Antonio Maria
Sunol were forced to file their claim for the Rancho El Valle de San Jose,
as well as the Rancho Santa Teresa. After a long, expensive court battle,
the Bernals received title to the Rancho El Valle de San Jose in 1863
and to Santa Teresa in 1867.
Juan Pablo's Rancho El Valle holdings were rather extensive at this
time. In 1843 Antonio Maria Pico had sold his wife's portion of the
rancho to Antonio Mari a Sunol, with Sunol selling the same portion to
Juan Pablo in 1849, making Juan Pablo owner of a full half of the
rancho. Juan Pablo also received title to one-eleventh of the Rancho
Santa Teresa in 1858 when his mother died, which he promptly sold to
recent immigrants John Campbell and William A. Senter in 1862 for
two thousand five dollars.
But the long fight to gain clear title to the ranchos had put a severe
drain on Juan Pablo's finances. Many other rancheros had lost their
lands due to the same problem, and it was only through the sale of large
portions of the Rancho El Vaile that Juan Pablo managed to keep any
part for himself and his family. Unfortunately, the cruel hand of nature
intervened to deal Juan Pablo a devastating blow. In the years 1863 and
1864, a terrible drought hit California. Known as the "dry years", the
drought period saw thousands of cattle die. On the Rancho El Valle,
Juan Pablo's cattle died by the score: "a steer would stumble in a dry
arroyo vainly sniffing for water, be too feeble to climb out, and become a
feast for the buzzards." 7 Instead of cattle on the hills, "travelers saw
bleached bones everywhere."
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For many, 1864 "marked the end of solvency ... names went on the
delinquent tax list and stayed there until they had sold their property." 8
Juan Pablo was one of those people who had to sell his property. His
cattle were dead, his lands parched, and his reason for ranching was
gone. He sold his last portion of the Rancho El Valle on November 6,
1867, to Joseph F. Black of Pleasanton for seventy five thousand dollars
in gold coin. Ironically, Pleasanton was located on former land thatJuan
Pablo had given to Kottinger. Kottinger had founded the town in 1865.
Bernal moved back into San Jose, where he built a new home on Vine
Street, not more than a mile from his former adobe of the past. He
decided to use his money by investing it, and the 1870 City Directory for
San Jose lists him as a "Capitalist." But this time he did not have John
Kottinger to aid him, and Bernal lacked a good business sense.
Gradually his fortunes began to fade . He made countless bad deals, and
being unable to read or write, was manipulated by shrewd men for their
own gain. 'ro add to his misfortunes, his wife of thirty-nine years,
Rafaela Feliz de Bernal, died in their home on December 1, 1871. With
his children grown and living with families of their own, Juan Pablo was
left to live alone.
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It is not suprising, then, to find Juan Pablo remarrying just four
months after his wife's death. His new wife was a girl young enough to be
his granddaughter. Her name was Altagratia Montana, and she was
ninteen years old. She bore two children for Juan Pablo: a son, Joaquin
Patianus Bernal, who died at the age of two, and a daughter, J anuaria
Juana Bernal, who apparently survived her father and lived into
adulthood
Juan Pablo was fast approaching the end of his life, and his health was
fading as fast as his fortune. However, he retained a good sense of
humor, and "was not bitter at not having retained his wealth in his old
age." 9 Still active in community affairs, Juan Pablo rode in San Jose's
Centennial Parade on July 4, 1876. The San Jose Mercury noted "the
Native California, Pioneers on horseback, under the leadership of Juan
Pablo Bernal and Secundino Robles. They made a creditable
appearance, the easy and graceful manner in which they rode being
particularly worth mention."Hi
In 1877, Juan Pablo was visited by historian Thomas Savage, who
was interviewing California pioneers for Hubert Howe Bancroft, then
assembling a multi-volume history of California. Savage wrote that he
found Juan Pablo to be "an old man with a lively disposition, much of a
dandy." 11 Savage recorded that Juan Pablo "had been until lately a man
of considerable wealth, though from bad management and bargains, it
had become much reduced." Savage took a twelve page deposition from
Juan Pablo, recording his military experiences under Castro and a rather
interesting account of a raid against Indian horsethieves.
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But the hand of death was already upon Juan Pablo, and by mid-1878
he was deathly ill and fighting for his life. Dr. Benjamin Cory of San Jose
labored to save theold man's life, but to no avail. Juan Pablo Bernal
succumbed in the early morning hours of October 23, 1878. He was
sixty-nine years old.
Juan Pablo was not easily forgotten by his fellow citizens. H e was
remembered in the San Jose Pioneer of October 28th: "At 3 O'Clock
Wednesday morning Juan Pablo Bernal departed this life, after a
lingering illness, at the age of sixty nine years. Deceased was one of the
best known and most highly respected of our Mexican citizens, and at
one time was one of the wealthiest men in this portion of the state. He is a
native of this country, and has seen the few Mexican huts give way to the
march of civilization and improvement, until it became to him a fairy
dream. He was an honest, free-hearted man. H e leaved a long line of
friends to mourn his passing." 12 Bernal was buried on Thursday,
September 24, 1878, at the Santa Clara Catholic Cemetery in the town
of Santa Clara. His funeral services were held at San Jose's Saint
Joseph Church, the successor to the first tiny adobe Iglesia of the Pueblo
de San Jose.
Juan Pablo's funeral received public notice, not so much because of
Juan Pablo's reputation, but from a rather interesting occurrence at the
services. The rites were being held at 11 :00 A.M. Thursday morning as
"a heavy four horse team... ran away on Market Street, causing a fearful
commotion and the greatest danger to the numerous travelers on the
street... .At a point north of City Hall, the team, which is in the habit of
running away, started and were soon going like mad beasts for
Chinatown." The wagon was loaded with coal, and as it bounced along
the street "the coal was scattered in every direction..... At Saint
Joseph's Church, where the obsequies ofJuan Bernal were progressing,
the hearse narrowly escaped destruction." Finally, a block from the
church, the driver of the team succeeded in tripping the lead horse,
"piling team, wagon, and load in a promiscuous pile on the street." 13
Juan Pablo Bernal was a man who fulfilled the expectations of his day.
"He filled his station well," and by doing so has left a picture of life in
California in those times so long ago.
NOTES

1. Undated newsclipping, San Jose Mercury "Five Generations."
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3. Juan Pablo Bernal; Unpublished Manuscript," Memoria" ( 18 77) Quoted Courtesy
of the Director, The Bancroft Library. Page 6.
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~~The Inflation

ofan Overdone Business"

The Economic Origins of
San Francisco Vigilantes
by Robert M. Senkewicz
Although most Americans would probably spontaneously associate
the word "vigilante" with the wild west, cattle theives, range wars, and
the like, the largest vigilante movement in American history was urban
in location and commercial in character. In San Francisco in the
summer of 1856, six thousand vigilantes, led by the city's mercantile
upper crust, established a de facto government. Claiming that crime was
too often unpunished and politics too often corrupt, the importers and
wholesale merchants of San Francisco organized a private police force
which hanged four men and forced another thirty or so to leave the city.
(Contemporary San Franciscans would doubtless agree that this was
heavy punishment indeed!) The businessmen claimed that they were
reluctant vigilantes, public-minded citizens forced by crisis to step
outside the letter of the law to preserve its spirit. "The voice of a whole
people," stated the vigilantes in a public address, "demanded union and
organization as the only means of making our laws effective." 1
For about a century, most historians tended to accept the vigilantes'
version of events. Recently, however, a series of investigations has cast
serious doubt on the vigilante picture of gold rush San Francisco as a
crime-ridden and corrupt city. It is now fairly clear that, in fact, there
was no crime wave which forced supposedly virtuous citizens to resort to
lynch law. Nor does it seem that the political life of the city was terribly
corrupt and venal, even by nineteenth century standards. Current
scholars are therefore casting about for alternative explanations of San
Francisco vigilantism. There is little agreement among them. Roger
Lotchin, for instance, attempts to preserve a variant of the "public
interest" interpretation. In his view, San Francisco vigilantism was an
effort of the self-perceived "legitimates" to impose stability and order on
the "colorful, lawless metropolis." Peter Decker takes a more grouporiented view. He maintains that the businessmen-vigilantes were
attempting to "maintain if not regain, occupational status." Richard
Maxwell Brown, the leading historian of American vigilantism,
somewhat combines the two approaches by arguing that the vigilantes
were interested in restoring "confidence in San Francisco's municipal
and financial stability. " 2 But there has been as yet little systematic effort
to relate the structure of the market in which San Francisco businessmen
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operated to the phenomenon of organized violence. In my view, this is
unfortunate, for the vigilantes' actions are largely explainable by the
terms of such an investigation.
The 1856 San Francisco committee of vigilance deserves study, for it
was perhaps the pre-eminent nineteenth century example of urban
violence directed by "gentlemen of property and standing." The ease
and success with which San Francisco businessmen organized political
violence for economic purposes underscores the essential fragility of the
political order in nineteenth century America and highlights its
vulnerability to economic pressure groups acting in the name of political
"reform. " 3
Much has been written on the famous gold rush, but equally important
for early San Francisco was a kind of"hustler rush," as young men from
the east, determined to pocket the gold the miners were extracting
swarmed into the collection of shanties, wharves, and rotting ships (the
latter two often the same!) that was the gold rush city. Unable to fashion
a commercial environment that would support them in the style to which
they fondly hoped to become accustomed, these first generation
importers tended to become vigilantes in a last ditch attempt to render a
stubborn market benevolent.
Edward T . Hosmer was somewhat representative of this first
generation. Almost as soon as word of the gold discoveries reached him
he left his home in upstate New York, and travelled to Albany and New
York City, contacting friends of his father and gathering from them a
cargo to take with him to San Francisco. He also made arrangements
with a commission merchant in New York to send him goods on a
regular bassis after his arrival in California. When he arrived in San
Francisco, he carefully toured the city, seeking persons from New York
with whom he might be able to establish a business relationship. By the
end of 1849, he reported in a letter to his parents, "The firm of Hosmer
and Co. is A No. 1 here . . . goods are ordered from New York to the care
of Hosmer and Co. by a number of our friends. " 4
Alfred A. Dibblee was a New England version of the same
phenomenon. In Boston he collected assorted merchandise from friends
of the family and established permanent lines of communication
between San Francisco and Massachusetts. When he arrived in San
Francisco, he met a man named Chicester, a brother-in-law of William
Harbeck, a large Boston shipper. The two formed a partnership, and,
after Chicester retired from business, Dibblee arranged to retain the
Harbeck account. This, together with his own Boston relationship,
afforded him a good business. 5
These two men were joined by many others, and their combined
presence gave a frenzied commercial tone to the life of early San
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Francisco. Some participants were wildly optimistic. "If one has
moderate capital," wrote a '49er, "he can make money fast." . In the
same vein a few years later a teamster wrote his wife, "I came here to
make something, and I mean to." But others were less sanguine. An
1851 businessman described the city as "This land of strangers, where
nothing but the merciless grasp of the money getter greets you on every
side." Hosmer could also see the darker side of the coin: "Friends are of
but little service. Everybody is intent on making money, and have but
little time to talk without they are well paid for it. " 6
A good dose of pessimism was warranted, for the overblown
expectations which the hustlers brought with them soon bumped up
against reality. It was not easy to do business in the urban frontier. Not
surprisingly in view of commerdal intelligence was slow to develop. An
enduring pattern of chaos was set before California had been admitted
into the Union. In early 1849, merchant Henry F. Teschenmacher
wrote to Boston, "It would be impossible to say what kinds of a cargo
would sell well in six months from now, as vessels are expected from all
parts of the world." However, scarcely one month later, the same
Boston business establishment heard from another correspondent, "A
cargo well assorted to consist principally of eatables and houses and
furniture will pay a good profit." With such conflicting estimates at
hand, the natural tendency of shippers was to send whatever they could
and hope for the best. As a result, early San Francisco was generally
inundated with more merchandise than could be sold and oversupply
was the basic condition of the market. An 1851 newspaper issued a
complaint that was to permeate the commercial correspondence of the
period when it stated, "Now we find our markets broken down with
merchandise from the Eastern states." A ship captain who arrived at
San Francisco early in the same year reported that the market was
"extremely dull ... the whole country is full of goods and large arrivals
are expected. " 7
This condition, which one merchant termed " the inflation of an
overdone business," appears to have been the basic condition of the San
Francisco market except for parts of 1852 and 1853. In 1851, for
instance, one merchant grumbled, "There is enough lumber to last for
five years, and though many fortunes have been lost by shipping it here
(for very few shipments that have arrived here for a year past have paid
expenses, let alone first costs) yet it is still sent in hope of a raise." An
Anonymous correspondent took out his frustrations, and probably those
of many merchants, by sending a satirical letter to the Herald in which
he "advised" eastern suppliers to send immediately "five hundred
assorted cargoes, as the supply in the market is not sufficeint for more
than fifteen months." He continued, "Any article quoted at high prices,
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the consumption of which is limited, should be shipped in large
quantities, in order to compete with the host of other shippers." Such
"advices" finally had some effect, although only a temporary one, in
1852. In March, merchant-vigilante Robert S. Lammot wrote to his
father, "There is a better show of prices than I have known for two years.
The market is more steady and settled. " 8
But by early 185 3 the market was again full . Early that year, a
commission house reported to a dealer in Chile that barley was abundant
at San Francisco, and that any shipments would result in losses, "unless
the price improves soon." The news that a large shipment of flour was on
the way created a temporary panic, as holders frantically tried to unload
their stocks before the fleet arrived. By the end of March, merchants
were advising suppliers of Chile flour that "Chile produce can be sold
only for a loss," and recommending "great caution in making shipments
for some months to come." By January 1854 some of the smaller
importers, caught with large amounts of goods, failed. Even one of the
larger dealers complained, "No one can make a calculation on this
market." By March business was reported "as dull as it can be," and
advice was passed along "not to send either flour or barley here, unless
there should be an actual failure of crops here, which is not likely to
happen." In June, a teamster, whose own livelihood was tied up with the
general state of the market, put the matter more succinctly, observing
"We don't need supplies here of scarce anything." 9
By February and March of the next year, Chile dealers were being
advised in increasingly shrill terms not to send any more flour, since, for
what must have been the umpteenth time, "whilst goods continue to
arrive in large quantities, prices must give way." A lawyer observed,
. "Times are excessively gloomy here ... no one doing well except the
lawyers." The overabundance of goods, combined with a series of bank
failures in February 1855, led one San Francisco commission merchant
to report, "The whole country is for sale." In the middle of 1855, a
laborer who was having difficulty finding work complained, "Things
have fell off so every day there is some merchant fails that was supposed
to be well off. The palmy days of California are over." By March, 1856,
one paper offered this gloomy assessment:
The truth is that with very few exceptions we are overstocked with imported merchandise,
and some fifteen or twenty ships are known to be within a few days' sail of us, which will
quite rationally account for the existing dull state of business ... and it is quite as rational to
believe that there will be no improvement until the heavy stocks are worked off. 10

In attempting to deal with depressed business conditions, the first
generation San Francisco importers had a limited number of options.
One involved trying to bypass the middlemen, the jobbers, and inducing
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the merchants in the interior of the ,state into larger purchases by the
lower prices the importers could then offer. But his option, sporadically
adopted, proved inconvenient. The importers had all they could do in
trying to manage the external trade, without bothering themselves with
the intricacies of the Sacramento or Marysville markets. Thus, they
were generally forced to deal with the jobbers, despite the fact that the
jobbers consistently frustrated them by buying only what they were
absolutely certain they could sell. As an 1855 paper remarked, "The
jobbers have strictly limited their purchases to their actual wants from
day to day." 11
Another option involved the formation of primitive cartels, through
which the importers attempted to hold a particular item until the jobbers
met their asking price. The historical sources are filled with tales of such
efforts, which generally ended in failure. In July 1853, for instance, a
group of importers temporarily managed to run up the price of flour, only
to be beaten by the large volume of imports which arrived by the end of
the summer. In January 1854, another group worked up the price of
coffee, but that effort collapsed in less than a month. Flour cartels were
tried, again unsuccessfully, in 1855 and 1856Y
The cartels were defeated by the nature of economic conditions.
There were simply too many would-be commercial magnates importing
too much merchandise into California. Some were obviously stronger
than the others, with better credit ratings .in the east and a greater ability
to absorb temporary losses. But, unfortunately for others, steam
dominated the transportation network to the east. Every two weeks a
steamer left San Francisco, and on these regular departure days, weaker
importers needed cash to remit to their suppliers. So the temptation to
try to break the cartel and make a killing proved consistently irresistable.
As one paper put it:
Experience in this market has amply demonstrated the fact that with a six months' stock of
any staple article in the hands of a hundred different holders, prices cannot be maintained
at a standard covering the cost of production or manufacture. Chiefly for the reason that
one-third to one-half the number of operators have not the means to hold for a sufficient
length of time, but are obliged prematurely to realize, in order to raise money, and thereby
break down the market. This result to speculation without any proper basis has been
13
witnessed again and again.

These frequent "speculations" point to a spotty tradition which the
San Francisco merchants possessed by the spring of 1856 of attempting
common action to solve their commercial problems. The failure of so
many of the speculations points to the mixed results which such efforts
achieved. In general, the merchants were able to act in concert with
some degree of success only when they acted against an outside
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adversary, and they were generally unable to act in concert when a
problem stemmed from within their own ranks.
Prior to 1856, the most spectacular example of mercantile cooperation against outside adversaries had been the 1851 vigilance
committee. A group of merchants, outraged at what they considered
crime against themselves and their property perpetrated by an allegedly
well organized group of Australians, formed a vigilante force. Modelled
on the groups that seemed to be endemic to the mining camps, the 1851
San Francisco vigilantes lynched four men and expelled another twenty
or so. 14
But merchant cooperation could also take less eccentric and dramatic
forms. The fledgling Chamber of Commerce served at times as the
agency through which the merchants dealt with forces and institutions
outside themselves. For example, one practice which increasingly upset
the city's importers was that of dispatching ships from the east with
unspecified manifests. Since mail and newspapers were sent to
California across Panama or Nicaragua, while goods and merchandise
had to travel around Cape Hom, mail would arrive at San Francisco
ahead of goods dispatched at the same time. By reading in the papers and
mail the manifests of the ships that had left the east, a San Francisco
importer could obtain a reasonably clear idea of what items were going
to appear in the San Francisco market. As one of them put the matter,
"We have copies of the manifests of all the different vessels leaving the
Atlantic ports for California, so we keep posted as to the goods on the
way, and can advise our correspondents more understandingly on what
to ship us." However, with San Francisco overstocked and prices low
from 185 3 on, shippers adopted the practice of putting down on the
manifests something like "merchandise." In this way, they attempted to
sneak their goods through the seas and make something of a killing for
themselves when the goods hit the uninformed San Francisco market. 15
In June 1855, one paper remarked that the manifests were getting
"more and more mystifying," and by August the Chamber of Commerce
was trying to do something about the situation. Its secretary was
authorized to correspond with the Secretary of the Treasury and ask him
to order Eastern collectors to require that all manifests be fully specified.
Apparently that remedy did not work out, for by the beginning of the
next year, the Chamber memorialized the legislature on the danger to
commerce of "the extremes of scarcity and oversupply." The State
Senate passed an innocuous resolution of the matter. 16
Another example of merchant cooperation occurred in 185 5. In one
of its regular outbursts against the Chinese, the legislature passed "An
Act to Discourage the Immigration to this State of Persons who cannot
become Citizens thereof." It was a very simple act, directed at "any
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vessel arriving in any of the ports of this state." The law stated that, for
each person on board the ship who was ineligible for California
citizenship, the master, owner, or consignee of the vessel had to pay a
tax of fifty dollars. The Commissioner of Emigrants in San Francisco
was to enforce the act there. Edward McGowan, a local Democrat, held
this office at the time of the passage of the act. In 1856, the KnowNothing legislature asked McGowan to report on his enforcement of the
act. He replied that he had heard that ninety-six Chinese had landed in
the preceding five months, but that "in no instance has the tax been
collected, as every merchant in this place, and all others who know
anything of the laws of the United States, are fully aware of the
unconstitutionality of the said law."
The Assembly Committee on Mines and Mining Interests, to whom
the reply was referred, was furious and recommended that the Governor
immediately remove McGowan. But the San Francisco merchants, in
whose eyes the Chinese were not competing miners, but potential
customers, memorialized the Mining Committee with a communication
"upholding and sustaining" McGowan's policy. Even though the
communication was summarily rejected by the Committee, and the
Governor did remove McGowan, the memorial itself was significant.
Signed by seventy-six individuals and firms, fully half of whom (thirtyeight) were commission merchants or importers, it was an impressive
display of commercial union. The legislature could also serve as the
outside adversary through its taxation policies, which the San Francisco
merchants, probably in common with almost every group of merchants
ever taxed by anyone, thought excessive. 17
Yet, the constant failure of the many speculative combinations which
were scattered through the period indicated that the merchants of the
city had less success in banding together when a readily perceivable
outside adversary was absent. The constant overstocking afforded a
good example of this inability. The business correspondence of the
period was filled with specific requests for goods, and generalized
complaints about there being too many goods on hand. For example, on
July 30, 185 3 the importing firm of Grogan and Lent wrote a supplier in
Chile, "Business continues quite brisk ... Flour has advanced more than
was expected: holders of Chile [flour] refuse to sell under $18." Grogan
and Lent predicted that Chile flour would reach $24 and advised their
correspondent to send some "quickly." Yet, just two weeks later,
Alexander B. Grogan, a partner in Grogan and Lent, wrote the same
supplier and complained that business was very dull. He placed the
blame on "overstocking," which he vigorously denounced! In sum, San
Francisco merchants were unable to police themselves, but, as the 1851
vigilance committee clearly demonstrated, they were more than willing
to try to police others. 18
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But in 185 6, a series of political events gave the merchants the
opportunity to try to break the commercial rut into which they had fallen.
A brief look at the city's politics is necessary to understand why a
vigilance committee was again formed in the city. The one political
constant in gold rush San Francisco was the Democratic party. Split
between northern an~ southern wings, the party often squabbled before
election. Only in 1854 did the party formally divide, with both the
northern and southern wings presenting opposing tickets. The strength of
the party lay in the waterfront first ward, which apparently became more
of a working class area from 1849 to 1856. This electoral fact tends to
support the impression conveyed by the sources that the strength of the
party lay among laborers, and made it easier for the importers to regard
part of the political system as controlled by potential adversaries.
The form which opposition to the Democratis assumed was not so
constant. Through 1853, the opposition consisted of the Whigs and a
loose succession of business-dominated "reform" parties, which pushed
a variety of clean government schemes. In 1854 an increased antiCatholic agitation, spurred by the question of state aid to parochial
schools, fostered the fusion of the Wrjg and business opposition into the
Know-Nothings. Aided by the Democratic split, the Know-Nothings
won the election, but they lost to a reunited Democracy at both the city
and county elections in 1855. In 1856, in an apparent attempt to keep
the Know-Nothing coalition alive, James King's Bulletin, the leading
paper in the city, continued to push religious and eduational questions.
There is some slight evidence to indicate that the city's merchants
tended to cluster in the ranks of the oppostion. In 1851, for example, one
merchant wrote, "They have done me the honor of electing me as a
member of the Whig Central Committee, which I am not sorry of, as it
will give me an acquaintance with a great many merchants of this town
(of whom it is principally composed)." 19
The event that led to the formation of another vigilance committee
occurred in May 1856, when King published an attack on Democratic
Supervisor James Casey. The attack, personal and extravagant, was
typical of the style that had made King the most controversial man in the
city: he stated that, for a variety of political and personal offenses, Casey
"deserved to have his neck stretched." That evening, Casey accosted
King in the streets and shot him. King lingered for a few days, but
eventually died from the wound. After the shooting, Casey's friends the
police immediately whisked him off to jail where, they thought, he would
be safe. Soon an angry crowd, composed of those who did not wish to
stretch Casey's neck, gathered in front of the jail. The militia had be to
called out to disperse the unruly mob, but a core of the city's merchants
quietly took advantage of the excitement and chaos. Literally overnight,
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they organized another vigilance committee, which was dominated by
an executive committee composed largely of importers and headed by
importer William T. Coleman, whom Robert Louis Stevenson later
termed "the lion of the vigilantes." Within a week, the vigilantes had
overwhelmed the jail and lynched Casey. For the rest of the summer
they ruled the city, arresting and deporting about thirty men and hanging
three more. (Their erstwhile ally McGowan was on their hit list, but he
escaped.) In addition, they published a series of reports purporting in the
name of the people to expose crime and corruption. In a typical
broadside, they stated: "For years our citizens endured the great evils
existing in their midst . . . The ballot box was dishonored, the laws were
perverted, justice was prostituted, government was corrupted." 20
But not everyone in the city was convinced that crime and corruption
were the committee's main business. John Nugent, editor oftheHerald,
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from the importers, withdrew its advertising, and a pile of Healds was
burned by merchants along Front Street, which contained many
wholesale establishments. On the next day, the Herald was only half its
normal size and almost bereft of auction advertising.
But Nugent refused to budge, and the Herald, probably with covert
financial assistance from local Democrats, attacked the vigilantes
throughout the summer. Nugent concentrated on commerce. He
originally argued that the disruption of business that would result from
the merchants' organizing a vigilance committee would harm business in
the city. Speaking before the execution of Casey, he said, "A lynch law
execution now would be a lasting detriment to the character of our city.
It would destroy all confidence abroad, and indirectly retard immigration and the investment of capital." 21
Through May and June, Nugent constantly pointed out that the
vigilance committee was run by businessmen and kept repeating that the
longer they stayed away from business, the more they would be cutting
their own throats: "It is well known to every person of intelligence that
since the commencement of the present excitement very little business
has been done in this city. This is a fact that will be duly weighed at the
East . . . a total of a million and a half dollars wasted within the last
month." He stated that failure might be just what some of the San
Francisco merchants deserved, pointing out to his readers in the interior
that the men who had organized the vigilance committee were the very
speculators who were constantly trying to corner the market in some
commodity or other and thereby raise prices for the consumers.22
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By the end of June, however, the Herald had adjusted its perspective.
Nugent began to argue that "bad business" was exactly what the
vigilance committee had been after all the time. This had first been
suggested by General Volney Howard in a report to the Governor.
Speaking of the well-known practice of evading jury duty, Howard
argued that, had the city's businessmen discharged their legal
obligations as good citizens, there would have been no necessity for any
vigilance committee. He went on:
There are in the vigilance committee some merchants of wealth and integrity. There are a
host of others on the verge of bankruptcy. There are men unable to make their remittances
before this commotion began, and who are now urging its prolongation, because it affords
them a plausible excuse for not sending per mail funds which they are unable to remit.

Nugent picked up this argument, for it provided the perfect answer to the
question that had been puzzling him: why were so many businessmen
neglecting business? He argued that the vigilance committee was
interested not only in cancelling the immediate remittance that some
businessmen were perhaps unable to meet. In his eyes, the committee
had a more important goal:
An intelligent and valued correspondent suggests that when the news reaches the city of
New York of the state of things existing in this town, shippers will hesitate to ship large
consignments as heretofore to this place, and the comparatively smaller shipments will
cause a rise in the price of many articles of merchandise. Will not many of the so-called
Committee in that event reap a monstrous profit on various descriptions of goods which
they may have in store?

In the middle of July, the editor of the Herald presented his seasoned
view of the 1856 vigilance committee:
Several clipper fleets have arrived at this port within th: past three months . . . There was
no market for them previous to the commencement of the insurreciton in this city. The
immediate effect of recent events will be to destroy the confidence of foreign merchants ...
Few will be ready to credit merchants doing business in a city where all law and civil rights
have been subverted. Shipments will cease, and as a natural consequence the stock of
necessaries now on hand will go up and the mercantile Diet who now sit in such state on
Sacramento Street will realize large profits upon their wares ... The immediate results of
the present movement will be that prices will be inflated, and those who have a large stock
of those articles on hand will realize a fortune. Who will suffer? The people. By them the
bills will have to be footed. 23

Nugent's view is most persuasive for a number of reasons. First, it
takes into account the primary commercial fact of the day, that the
market continued to be overstocked. In explaining the behavior of
businessmen, economic factors are not unimportant. Second, the city's
pro-vigilante newspapers, which were ready at a moment's notice to
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defend the committee from any and all charges, generally ignored
Nugent's arguments about the self-interest of the vigilantes. Their
unwillingness to engage him suggests that he was making a very strong
case. Third, unless one is willing to attribute superhuman organizational
ability to the importers who formed the committee, one does have to
account for the fact that thousands of men were effectively mobilized
within a few days. It is plausible that the details of disruption had been
worked out in advance and the the importers were awaiting a pretext for
action. 24 San Francisco merchants had previously been able to mobilize
-only in the presence of an outside adversary. And James Casey,
Democratic politician, Irish Catholic, and murderer, was the perfect
adversary, one who could resurrect the Know-Nothing opposition
coalition and tum it into a vigilante force under the direction of the city's
frustrated men of commerce.
If such was the strategy, it did not entirely work. The vigilantes did
win the fall elections, and their government did help businessmen a bit
by reducing taxes. They also abolished annual elections, in an effort to
reduce the importance of sustained political organization. In a typical
"public interest" justification, one of the vigilantes stated that they had
realized that "rotation in office was the primal cause of the adulteration
of public virtue, which, unless it were checked, would bring to bear upon
our republican institutions an almost unendurable strain. " 25
But the basic problem, overstocking, was not susceptible to such
solutions. A longer range solution was called for. The 1850's continued
to be years of economic distress for the importers, and the problem was
alleviated only when the first generation had been winnowed. By 1860,
almost half had left the city. 26
On another level, though, they did succeed. As William T. Sherman
somewhat bitterly recalled, they "controlled the press and wrote their
own history." 27 On the level of the usable past, they were victorious. For
they left to their city and their nation the idea that urban merchants were
the pre-eminent repositories of public virtue, that, as a group, they were
uniquely capable of disinterested, selfless, and nonpolitical action. That
was their legacy, their bequest to that generation of businessmenreformers, the Progressives, who followed them. 28
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Papa Preached at Bodie
by Eugene 0. Clay
The sharp buzz of a rattlesnake coiled in the middle of the road
spooked the team of the freight wagon loaded with dynamite and caps.
The horses reared and headed over the side of the precarious road cut
into the side of Bodie Bluff which towered over the still active town of
Bodie. The teamster fought with reins, brake, and yells to get the team
under control before the horses, wagon, men and a half ton of dynamite
rolled down on the unsuspecting town.
But one of the men was a quick witted giant as well as a man of God.
Papa leaped out and grabbed the high wheel just as the other slid over the
bank. His mighty muscles strained as he fought to hold the wagon from
tipping over, all the time shouting directions to the driver to turn the team
toward the up-hill slope. When things got back to an even keel, the
shaken teamster kept muttering about the powder going off and blowing
his endgate out. Papa snorted, "If that powder had gone off, you and I
and half the people left in Bodie would have gone to heaven, or the other
place!"
Mr. Schooley, the freighter was also a rancher in Smith Valley,
Superintendent of the Sunday School and Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of Papa's little church down in the valley. He had a contract to
haul the dynamite to the Tioga mine on Bodie Bluff from Hudson, a little
station on the Nevada Copperbelt Railroad which served the mines of
Ludwig, Nevada. Mr. Schooley would find out when a preacher was
needed in Bodie, and would provide the transportation from the
parsonage in Smith Valley.
The roads in that year of 191 5, were the privately built freighting
roads, and the trips made by Mr. Schooley were via an early road west
from Smith Valley, up through the old town of Aurora, which had once
straddled the Nevada-California State line. Papa was what was known
as a "Circuit Rider" preacher, and both Bodie and Auroroa were to be
served as needed from the main charge of Smith Valley. Both towns had
seen much better days, but were still thinly populated by miners and
their families. I never got to Bodie in those days, being only five years
old, but our family was invited on a trip to Aurora in a spring wagon, and
I have a clear memory of the large, general store, probably the only going
business left.
"Ruin a good machinist and make a poor preacher," was the gloomy
comment made to my father by the master mechanic of Los Angeles' old
Union Iron Works when Papa informed him that he was quitting to be a
Methodist preacher up in the wilds ofN evada. It would indeed seem like
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a precarious step to take a wife and three children out into a poor, rural
area, and expect to feed and clothe them. We never would have made it
if it had not been for the magical "Missionary Boxes," which supplied
most of our clothes and amenities. We were assured of a real Christmas
each year when a large, bulging box would arrive from the Women's
Relief Corps, and those wonderful women asked for the privilege of
naming the fourth child so her initials would be WRC. Many were the
delightful, moth ball smelling surprises which came from those boxes.
My parents were from large farming families and were raised in
different parts of Kansas. They met in Pomona, California, and were
married there. Papa served his machinist's apprenticeship in the
Pomona Pump Company, and the family moved to Los Angeles when he
was hired as a journeyman machinist by the Union Iron Works. We
lived in the industrial part of town in a remodeled lumber company
office. Almost my earliest memory is being terrified by the crescendo of
screaming factory whistles which were blown on the announcement of
the completion of the Panama Canal.
Papa had never had much to do with church, but with a growing
family, and under the influence of a religious wife, he attended with his
family the old Milchrist Mission, eventually becoming the Sunday
School Superintendent. This mission was organized and run by one of
the real saints of God, a Dr. Crane, who must have done a great deal of
good in that area populated by immigrants. I remember being
surrounded by Armenian, Russian and Latvian children, and I still have
a keepsake or two which are items these people brought over from the
old country and gave us as gifts.
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Papa was converted by Dr. Crane, and became convinced he was
called to preach the Gospel. He managed to get into the Southern
California Conference of the Methodist Church, and was appointed by
Bishop Leonard to the charge of Smith Valley, Nevada.
I do not remember much of the train trip on the Southern Pacific as far
as Reno, but the changing to the Virginia and Truckee train became one
of my childhood traumas. I can still see, with a Kodachrome memory,
the little train of yellow, open ended coaches, with green trim around the
windows, and having a kind of homemade look.
It seemed that we had to run for the train, as it was already getting
started, and I can remember having to cross several tracks. I was made
aware of my five year old responsibility, and was to carry a small
satcheL One of the rails was too much for my short legs, and I fell
headlong, throwing the satchel ahead, and it naturally burst open with
our worldly goods scattered through the rail yard. I must have howled
my head off, and probably the train crew came to the rescue.
I know now that we must have transferred again to the Carson and
Colorado Railroad at famous Mound House, and still again to the
Nevada Copperbelt and being met at Hudson by the Schooley spring
wagon. After an hour or two of choking white alkali dust, we arrived at
the desolate Schooley ranch where we were all swept down with an old
dirty straw broom. My mother was insulted!
The parsonage was a two-story building, which was supposed to have
been a dance hall in Virginia City. It was ramshackle enough, as the cold
wind would blow through it, or so I always heard.
When Papa held his first service at Bodie, it was not the first he had
been there, as that was the occasion of his "First Funeral," and of that
more anon. The first church service was, however, upon the occasion of
the dynamite wagon episode. The Bodie church in which the service was
held is still in good shape and is widely photographed. I visited it first in
19 55, and got a thrill out of standing behind the old pulpit where Papa
had stood. The highlight of this service was the young boys, coming to
Sunday School wearing six-shooters, and enlivening the interval
between Sunday School and the Church service by shooting at the
belfrey. A young, newly established woman school teacher fresh from
the East, was quite unhappy with her job in what had been the wildest
town in the USA, as the tradition of a man murdered for breakfast every
morning still seemed to hang over the place.
Papa had to have some kind of personal transportation to get around
locally and to meet the needs of his parishoners, so a local farmer loaned
him what was known as a "Jump Seat Cart." This looked somewhat like
the racing sulky, but heavier and with standard, iron tired buggy wheels.
An overaged horse went with the rig, and the preacher managed to get
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around if he did not try to go too far or up any steep hills.
One Halloween, or rather the morning after, Papa started out to go
somewhere, but soon burst into the kitchen with a dismayed expression,
and the statement that somebody had stolen his cart. A short time later,
however, a farmer came by and said he had seen a cart which some
prankster had run into the Walker river, and was it his?
It turned out to be a typical prank of the Bates boys. These were three
big husky boys, ranging from seventeen to twenty, who were famous for
perpetrating most of the mischief in the area, and who claimed to have
run out the last two preachers. Papa promptly had a confrontation with
them, dared them to start something. He offered to take on all three at
once. The boys came up and felt the muscles in his arms and promptly
backed down.
In 1948, I paid my first visit to Smith Valley since my childhood, and
found the little church and the lovely row of tall poplars much the same
as I remembered them, except that the parsonage had been remodeled
and the upper story removed. A young minister with a family of three
was in charge, and when I asked about the Bates boys, he said, "Oh! The
Bates men. They are the pillars of my church!"
Fallowing the river episode, a buggy had replaced the jump seat cart,
and I was riding with Papa on our weekly trip to Wellington for
groceries. Wellington was the scene of a sensational stage hold-up in the
1890s, as it was a stop on the main road south from Bodie during the
heighth of the mining boom, and the general store where we traded was
owned by a Mr. Reading who had run a large mercantile establishment
in Bodie in his younger days.
About half way along on this particular buggy ride, Papa began to
laugh, and kept on laughing until he shook the buggy. I began to pester
him to tell me what was so funny, and so out came the story of his first
funeral. As a child I would not have gotten it all, but with several later
tellings, it became an indelible part of my memory.
As if Mr. Schooley did not have enough trades, he also performed the
function of undertaker for the locals who did not want to go to' Yerington
for fancier service. With his connections at Bodie, it was natural that he
engineer the planting of"Old Man Taggert," a well known homesteader
west of Bodie, and who was the patriarch with a large grown family. He
came to take Papa up to what was to be his first visit to Bodie, to conduct
the service. "That old church ain't been used in years, and rats have built
a nest in the organ," he said, "But they won't mind that. There'll be
music!"
I do not know if Papa had been influenced by the recent grandiose
funeral pageant at t.lJ.e death of Edward the VII, or whether he had seen
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something in his youth that gave him the idea of leading the procession
down the aisle, followed by the coffin and the mourners, but he tried it on
this occasion.
To make things more interesting, an early winter blizzard was
developing, which at nearly 9000 feet altitude was no surprise. As the
procession was being organized, doors were rattling and the wind
moaned through cracks in the weatherboards.
The pall bearers were the stalwart sons and nephews of grandpa
Taggert, and Papa had carefully instructed them to follow him down the
aisle as he read the service.
The procession started on its dignified and stately course, and the
measured tread of hobnail boots on the squeaky boards were at times
drowned out by the screaming wail of the rising wind. There came a
momentary lull, however, and Papa realized that there was no measured
footsteps behind him. Just as he was about to sacrifice his dignity and
look around, he was startled by a resounding crash over to the right.
It was an age of rugged individualists, and the stalwart pallbearers had
minds of their own. Contrary to instructions, they had detoured over to
the narrow side aisle, and the coffin had to be carried over their heads in
order to go through. About half way down, the lead man had stumbled,
and the coffin had fallen on top of him.
It took awhile to extricate the coffin from where it was jammed
between the pews and the wall, but in due time it rested across two
sawhorses before the pulpit, and the dry flowers and hair wreathes were
retrieved from the floor and placed on the coffin lid.
Papa had gotten through the first statements regarding the deceased's
great contribution to the settling of the West, when he felt his coattail
pulled followed by a loud whisper, "There's to be some music."
A quartette, two men and two women arose with paper songbooks,
and a motherly lady went over to the dusty little reed organ. Papa said
after that if he had not been so worried, he would not have been able to
keep his face straight. To the accompaniment of two wailing stuck keys
and a wheezy bellows, the strident tones competed successfully with the
storm.
"We shall meet but we shall miss him,
There will be one vacant cha-a-a-ir!"
As all things must end, the time came for the departure for the
cemetery, and when the doors were forced open against the pressure of
the wind, there was Mr. Schooley's spring wagon, with endgate down,
ready to receive the catafalque.
The icy snow was streaking by in horizontal lines against the dreary
scene of forlornly canted gravestones as the shivering crowd gathered
around the yawni!lg pit. The horses loomed out of the swirling snow, and
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the pallbearers proceeded to lower the coffin with short lengths of rope
slung under it. With a clunk it hit bottom, and Papa moved forward to
murmur, "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust ... ," when another murmur
sounded over the whistle of the storm- "Grandpa's crutch! We forgot
it!"
Papa was stunned. "What crutch?"
"The one Grandpa used. He always said he would never make it
through the pearly gates without his crutch."
"Where is it?"
"Back at the ranch."
"Can we get it?"
"Dan's got the fastest horse."
While the heroic Dan rode furiously off across the hills, everyone got
colder and colder as the snow drifted around the people who huddled
closer together for warmth. Mr. Schooley secured a screwdriver from
the toolbox under the seat of the spring wagon and climbed down into the
open grave to unscrew the coffin lid against Dan's imminent return with
the crutch to insert in the coffin. He need not have hurried, as almost an
inch of snow powdered around Mr. Taggert's whiskers before the
indefatigable Dan and his lightning steed loomed through the snow
storm.
It took some doing to get the crutch into the coffin, and there was some
talk of sawing off a piece, but as nobody had a saw, Mr. Schooley
managed to force it with help of two husky members of the Taggert clan.
The crowd evaporated quickly after the final Amen. They must have
made it to their firesides in time, as there were no followup funerals that I
know of.
After tidying up, Mr. Schooley brought the spring wagon around for
Papa to climb in. He let go with a cud of chewing tobacco which made a
brown spot in the snow, and made the remark which was to become a
byword in our family, "Well, Reverend, it all passed off well."
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Potrero Hill
by Joseph F. Cuthbertson

Potrero Hill, which holds forth in San Francisco's industrial district,
acquired its ugliest and most domineering adjunct several years ago with
the erection of a colossal, three-hundred-ninety-foot gas cylinder
engineered and assembled by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
which also supplied the paint job. Chalky green in color, resembling a
coffee-can in form, this towering landmark overtops Potrero Hill's
profile from virtually every remote point of observation. It soars from the
base of the hill's Southeast side and looms over the rest of the hill's real
estate like a small alp. When it first appeared in 1949, it provoked angry
resident protest, but residents today abide quietly, inured to the shadow
of its stodgy and immovable presence.
One of the unifying resolves of Potrero Hill's many neighborhood
groups is to save the region from furthur such uglification. While cynics
believe it was formed too late, optimists often blame city planners for
thwarting this resolve. But a city wouldn't be a city if it didn't need a
place to situate its industry and its unsightly processes--the tanneries,
the slaughterhouses, the dumping grounds, the storage tanks, the sewage
plants, the railroad--and for narrowly confined San Francisco, that place
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has always been the Southeast district, where Potrero Hill is. Does the
city need a motor pool? A halfway house? A "sanitary control facility"?
The Potrero Hill district is still one of the first areas eyeballed as a likely
spot for any one of these. Community opposition to this "traditional"
practice is strong; but strong, too, are the city's special and compelling
needs. And which of these motivating forces will eventually prevail over
the other is an uncertainty that makes the changing times for this
peculiar region an exciting and unpredictable happening.
But exciting is not the word that best describes Potrero Hill itself.
When in 1955 the Potrero was selected as an experimental area for
urban redevelopment, one official penned in his report: "Much of
Potrero Hill is drab and uninteresting." Until recently this statement has
remained precisely definitive.
Most of the houses in the Potrero are between thirty-five and seventy
years old, and were for many years predominately unrepainted. Many,
too, were broken or in disrepair, or were annexed with dilapidated
outbuildings which constituted extreme eyesores. One small vicinity of
residential turf is still known as "Dogpatch," because of its shanty
appearance.
Visitors to the region (an otherwise sunny hillscape of ethnic
neighborhoods) found little to keep them there for lon_$ if it wasn't the
task of finding their way out again. For other than a magnificent view,
there were no tourist attractions, and today there are still none. There is
only a small library, two markets, a pharmacy, a couple of bakeries, and
fewer than a dozen tiny grocery-liquor stores tucked away in semi-secret
locations throughout the region for the patronage of the local folk, a
disparate population of approximately ten-thousand.
The outside dollar - certainly the tourist dollar - largely bypasses
Potrero Hill's local economy for the same reasons that allows Potrero
Hill to remain an almost clannishly isolated region. City planners have
diagnosed the hill's ills as owing to "economic stagnation" resulting
from "poor circulation" and related causes. That is, Potrero Hill's
terrestial features all but prevents trade with the outside world.
The main problem is steepness, the streets having some of the
sharpest inclines found anywhere in the city. And for visitors without a
map, these streets are not only precipitious but unpredictable as well.
Some dead-end while others meander and loop. Some dip and rise, while
still others run out of asphalt to become grassy, pot-holed tracks strewn
with rocks and debris.
Viewed from the Bay Bridge, Potrero Hill appears undifferentiated
and ordinary as it sits slightly elevated from a cluster of functional and
geometric shapes belonging to heavy industry, a clean-burning industry
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with columns of steam that billow from tall stacks. But viewed from the
curb, Potrero Hill is constructed with houses so diverse in type, set back,
and design that a visit can be a pleasant diversion for anyone interested
in the taxonomy of architectural styles and the nuances of tum-of-thecentury ornamentation. Some of the houses are well over a hundred
years old, and there is an overall variety ranging from ltalianate,
Victorian, Spanish, and Modeme, to pseudo-styles and non-descript
structures - even to what has been facetiously called Fort Ord Revival.
For unlike many often scorned tract developments, ranked with
dwellings as identical as milk cartons, the houses of Potrero Hill were
built individually over a period of several decades: it is the exception
rather than the rule to find any two houses alike. New, old, renovated, or
dilapidated, they range in aesthetic quality from a meticulously particolored gem on Kansas Street, to a run-down and long condemned array
of public housing barracks on the Southeast hillside.
A noted architect has said that in every society there is a need for
cultural continuity. And it so happens that architecture is one of the only
tangible remains of Potrero Hill's past. For one may search a trio of
good libraries and not find very much written on the hill's early
appearance or society. This is understandable only insamuch as
Potrero's history is unusually prosaic, much like the pedigree of a stray
animal. But it is a history that is known best by those who love it best: the
hill's eldest residents.
It is a history largely unlogged, but a few dates can be noted: When
Samuel Brannan and his vigilantes were hanging the wrong man outside
the Broadway jail in 1851, the clear waters of the bay lapped quietly at
the b.ase of Potrero Hill on three sides. And long before James
"Lunatic" Lick invested his life savings into a wasteland of worthless
sand dunes that was to become Montgomery Street, tansies and
poppies and green grass grew on the potrero, or "pasturage," as the
cattle of Mission Dolores walked and grazed along the trails that
followed the steep and tortuous contours of its form. It is known that the
first settlers arrived in the 1850's and 1860's from Ireland and Scotland
and Slovenia, but little is recorded concerning life on or around the
Potrero before 1883, the year the first electric light ever viewed from the
hill's grassy summit could be seen far in night's distance: the light shone
from the top of a tall mast outside city hall, but the throng that had
gathered was much too far away to hear, and the Ramon family dairy
cows saw a new and strange glimmer, like those overhead, that made no
sound.
It wasn't long before foundries and boat yards and warehouses sprang
up along the bay, and in 1886 the Union Iron Works was founded
and became the job-producer that drew immigrants, and ex-convicts,
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into the Potrero. Before 1900 there were saloons and hotels and
boardinghouses around Tennessee Street between 17th and 23rd, and
the area became a little Barbary Coast in its own right. One-time
resident Bill Mowatt was a young man then. His recollections of the
period were recorded during an interview conducted at a his Sierra
mountain shack where years before he'd gone to live alone. Mowatt
describes with something approaching awe Potrero Hill's first Russians.
"Very big guys with beards," he recalled. "They were loud-talking and
hard-drinking. I was scared to death of them." But while drinking and fist
fights went on below, the hilltop scene was still almost pastoral, and
were perhaps only 20 houses located throughout the hill's two-hundred
acres. This was soon to change, for popular consensus dates Potrero's
beginning as a true neighborhood at April 18, 1906.
In those days, San Francisco's cultural Mason-Dixon Line was
Market Street. South of Market was predominatly the domain of the
multi-cultural working class, while North of Market housed the
wealthier members of the population: the merchants, the civic leaders,
the businessmen, the elite. A British vernacular expression of the period
described a person of wealth and social distinction as "nob," and aptlynamed Nob Hill was for years San Francisco's most exclusive location.
That is, the Huntingtons, the Hopkins', the Crockers, and the Stanfords,
early railroad barons all, built their "wooden palaces" there,
and only the rich and influential were welcome as neighbors. Thus,
snobs spoke of" climbing the hill," and "Nob Hill society." But climbing
the hill in the Potrero had a different meaning.
When South of Market was destroyed by the earthquake and fire,
many of the refugees fled to poppy-covered hillsides. A group of
Russians, meanwhile, having fled the Upper Volga region of East
Europe from religious persecution, arrived ill-timedly in San Francisco
just after the first shocks had done their damage. Not knowing what else
to do with them, the authorities sent them on garbage wagons to Potrero
Hill, where the city dump was kept. Refugees from home and abroad
thus thrown together for the safety the hill offered, an international
community was born. People helped one another through the difficult
times. The government provided emergency tents, later replacing them
with "refugee shacks," a few of which remain. The old South of Market
community would not return, but its microcosm even today has not
completely vanished from Potrero Hill.
Prior to 1945, the hill's population consisted of large Protestant and
Catholic families in whose lives religion played an important part. Saint
Theresa's parochial school on weekdays, for example, was filled with
children, and on Sundays the churches were busy and crowded. Many of
the hill's families, notably the Russian families, if sources be trusted,
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were so "devout" and "pietistic" that barefoot wags from across the
tidal mudflats dubbed the region, "Holy Hill." (It's because the people
are God-loving," said one-time assemblyman and Potrero Hill native
Thomas J. Mahoney when asked what he thought the reason was for the
hill's unusually fair climate.) But with the exception of the Russian
community, which today includes Russian Baptists and hi-sectarian
"Molokan" Protestants, organized religion was losing much of its early
vigor. Before 19 50, the population of the hill dwindled. Many offspring
of second-generation families moved away, while individuals without
families, or small families, replaced them. Thus, a cultural shift began.
And although most of the present population has occupied the hill's
acreage since 1952 or before, it's evident as well as apparent that the old
ways have died.
Remarkably, what has not changed is the love of home and
community that has characterized Potrero residents from the beginning.
Undiminished also is an unmatched communal penchant for
organization. A short visit to the Potrero Library or to the Neighborhood
House, or a look on the bulletin board in Atchison's Pharmacy will
acquaint a visitor with at least a trio of community groups at any one
time. Just a sampling: Artists in Response; the Potrero Hill Residents
and Homeowners Association; The Potrero Hill League of Active
Neighbors; The Potrero Hill Economic Development Corporation; The
Potrero Hill Merchants and Boosters Association. In all, there are more
than two dozen such groups, some of which have been active since the
1910's, securing for this historically remote neighborhood such nearluxuries as city services and public transportation.
When Mayor Lapham's Post War Planning Commission faced the
task of improving San Francisco's appearance, which had become
dreary looking by 1945, it first made a survey and found that one of the
city's three worst problems was poor housing. The worst for wear was
the far-famed Western Addition, perhaps one of the most decrepit
habitations ever held together with nails. But reasoning that the cooks
could work a culinary miracle with the albatross if they could only work
one with the gull, city planners decided that time-and-weather-worn
Potrero Hill was a good "trial area" for the experimentation of city
improvement techniques. " Economically stagnant;" "drab and unattractive;" "insufficient access;" "steepness ... poor quality of streets."
These were the tough problems cited in the Commission's report._
But for the next 20 years few improvements were actually made.
Although some residents made efforts at tree-planting and home
improvements, such efforts were expensive and unsustained. And
although some new businesses made brave starts in old buildings, they
suffered the same difficulties that urged the previous businesses out; and
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the old buildings were soon vacant once more, often with the addition of
a new coat of paint that quickly began to fade in the perennial sunshine.
But behold. The drab cocoon stirs with activity. Vital changes are
occuring that began almost suddenly only a few years ago. They are
seminal changes; changes that will and are affecting the hill's
appearance, population, economic strength, and political importance.
New construction and remodelled housing, for instance - fresh paint;
new shingles; landscaping - is visible everywhere. A qualitative change
in the population is taking place as people move in from outlying areas.
When apartment rates and taxes went up elsewhere in the city, many of
the "Bohemian" artists of North Beach found new homes in the Potrero.
The attraction? There were four: lower rent, cheaper housing, a warm
climate, and a fine view. Even the wealthy have begun taking up
residence here. Expensive, architecturally smart townhouses with sleek
bay windows have made their appearance, and more are being
constructed to stand side by side with the hill's very oldest structures;
structures that are latticed from ground to cornice with metal scaffolding
as they're refaced, refurbished, and beautified with great and costly
craftmanship.
The problem suddenly facing Potrero Hill organizers is what to do
about - or with - this new and growing population. In this once semirural community of comer stores and small businesses, " shopping
center" is a term that unsettles many folk. But a shopping center is
presently an important consideration among city planners as carpenters
on the hill's North side hammer away at a new 91-unit condominium
complex.
The most critical issues facing Potrero Hill today, according to Bob
Bradford, community leader and president of the Potrero Boosters
Association, are "zoning and the rate of growth." That Potrero Hill
needs legal protection in the form of zoning laws is apparent in several
ways. Once contained on three sides by water and the "blue mud" of
tidelands before land-fill and industry replaced it, Potrero Hill is today
still much at the mercy of the ebb and flow of circumstances its residents
can only influence and not control. Often in conflict are community
pride, civic expedience, and the imposing wishes of big-money
entrepreneurs. The fine organizing skill of citizens, which in the past
resulted in better bus service, is often not enough to block unwanted
changes. The new (Route 280) freeway, for example, entailed not just
the excavation but the removal of the hill's entire eastern escarpment
despite fervid, near-violent resident protest. The condominium project,
also, was begun despite registered, if less vehement, protest. Protest,
furthermore, failed to block the opening of a store-front drug clinic on
20th Street, and protest failed to prevent the construction of both a
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MUNI coach yard at 22nd and Indiana, and a new sewage plant near
Berry and 7th. Even the successful defeat of a recent city proposal to
restrict pornography sales to the Potrero district has done little to
convince many that the shape of Potrero Hill's future lies any longer
with the molding forces of organized protest. Its future seems indeed to
"be held with the wielders of the zoning ordinance.
It is difficult to predict what will happen when in the Potrero. By far
the most interesting prospect for its future economic strength involves
the development of its waterfront. In various and adjacent stretches,
Potrero's waterfront is either corporately owned, deserted, closed off, or
simply neglected. Some of its warehouses and wharfages stand in disuse
while elsewhere the rotting piles of disintegrated wooden docks poke out
of water. But some believe that this outskirt could be developed into a
valuable city and community asset as pleasant and admirable, and
certainly as lucrative, as Oakland's Embarcadero shoreline. There
would be one or two boat launching ramps, a fishing pier at the warmwater cove by PG&E's steam generator plant, and three or four nice
restaurants with quiet views of the bay and drydocks. There would be
gift shops, mini-parks, and even a recreational ferry-boat to tum the area
into something it's never been: an interesting place to go. And for many
Potrero citizens, that would be even more gratifying than having the big
coffee can rezoned to the foot of Nob Hill.
But it's just a dream.
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Fine, Shaggy Excursion"

John Muir in the San Gabriels
by John W . Robinson

"John Muir, Earth-planet, Universe," he sometimes signed letters.
Indeed, Muir was a man of the world, particularly in his later years when
he roamed across five continents, ever seeking the nourishment of wild
nature. From Alaskan glaciers to the steaming Amazon rain forest, from
the Nile's mysterious headwaters to the foothills of the grand Himalaya,
Muir reached out for the wilderness that redeemed his soul and
strengthened his body. Yet, in all his wanderings, he remembered his
1877 excursion into Southern California's San Gabriel Mountains as a
unique experience, the most "rigidly inaccessible" of any range he ever
set foot to explore. He tells us so in The Mountains of California, his
1894 classic, written seventeen years later.
How did Muir come to visit the San Gabriels, a minor wrinkle in the
Earth's mountainous geography?
Muir arrived in California in 1868, a footloose Scot of thirty. For
nearly a decade he roamed the Sierra Nevada, seldom venturing away
from this "most holy mansion of mountains." Then, in mid-summer
1877, he ventured south of the Tehachapis for the first time. Here is how
it came to pass. Two of Muir's friends from University of Wisconsin
days were settling, or about to settle, in Pasadena. One, Dr. 0. H.
Congar, with whom he had studied chemistry and mathematics fifteen
years earlier, had moved there in 1874. The other, Mrs. Jeanne Carr,
Muir's "spiritual mother" and dear friend since college days, had
recently purchased a 42-acre piece of land in west Pasadena. The Carr
family would move to their beloved "Carmelita," as they called it,
in 1879.
Mrs. Carr wrote Muir an enthusiastic letter about the sunny lands and
orange groves of the San Gabriel Valley. His interest was perked, and he
wrote back: "Your description of the orange lands makes me more than
ever eager to see them, in particular the phenomenon of a real lover of
Nature such as you mention ... And so you are going to dwell down
there, and how rosily you write about it!" 1 A few months later, in July
1877, he jotted a note to Mrs. Carr announcing his intention to go south:
"I only write now to say that next Saturday I will sail to Los Angeles and
spend a few days in getting some general views of the adjacent region .. .
I hope to see Congar, and also the spot you have elected for home." 2
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John Muir
After a voyage down the coast Muir stepped ashore at Santa Monica.
He passed through Los Angeles, a town that did not impress him. Muir
was no urbanist; the mountains were his forte. Then he hurried on to the
Pasadena home of Dr. and Mrs. Congar. 3 He enjoyed a delightful week
with his gracious hosts, reminiscing about Wisconsin days and touring
the orange groves, vineyards and bee ranches of the San Gabriel Valley.
But Muir's main interest was directed toward the olive-green rampart
of the San Gabriel Mountains, looming close on the northern skyline.
The San Gabriels in 1877 were little known to most valley residents.
Bandits and horsethieves sometimes used its hidden dells and back
country flats for escape and refuge. Prospectors searched the turbulant
waters of San Gabriel Canyon and other south-facing streams for gold.
A few miles east of Pasadena, Benjamin Wilson and his Indian help had
blazed a steep trail to the top of Wilson's Peak, as it was then known, in
1864. But, according to Pasaden's early historian Hiram Reid, "no man
had ever gone from Pasadena directly to the top of the mountains." 4 A
good reason for this was the thick blanket of stiff, thorny shrubs and
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dwarf trees, collectively called chaparral, that coated the slopes of the
San Gabriels. This elfin forest formed an almost impenetrable collar
between foothill and summit, and effectively discouraged entry.
This was no deterent to Muir. In fact, he relished such a wild
challenge. Accordingly, in early August 1877, he took leave of his hosts
and, in his own words, "made a fine shaggy little five days' excursion"
into the San Gabriels.5 He ventured alone, as was his custom in his early
mountaineering years, toting only three loaves of Mrs. Congar's bread
and a half pound of tea. 6 He carried no firearms, despite the threat of
wild grizzlies; his reverence for life in all forms precluded killing even
dangerous animals.
Muir's excursion into the chaparral-smothered mountains was indeed
a challenge to him. Never before had he struggled through such a
foreboding thicket of interlaced brush peculiar to the semi-arid,
Mediterranean-type climate regions of the earth. A few weeks after his
return he penned a vivid description of this dwarf forest: "In the
mountains of San Gabriel, overlooking the lowland vines and fruit
groves, Mother Nature is most ruggedly, thornily savage. Not even in
the Sierra have I ever made the acquaintance of mountains more rigidly
inaccessible. The slopes are exceptionally steep and insecure to the foot
of the explorer, however great his strengh or skill may be, and thorny
chaparral constitutes their chief defense ... the entire surface is covered
with it, from the highest peaks to the plain. It sweeps into every hollow
and swells over every ridge, gracefully complying with the varied
topography, in shaggy, ungovernable exuberance." 7
But all was not toil and hardship. Muir rejoiced in the hidden beauty of
the canyons he found deep within the chaparral hills: "But in the very
heart of this thorny wilderness, down in the dells, you may find gardens
filled with the fairest flowers, that any child would love, and
unapproachable linns lined with lilies and ferns, where the ouzel builds
its mossy hut and sings in chorus with the white falling water. " 8
Just where did Muir go on his shaggy little jaunt? We know for certain
he visisted Eaton Fails, "a charming little thing, with a low, sweet voice,
singing like a bird, as it pours from a notch in a short ledge, some thirtyfive or forty feet into a round mirror-pool." 9 He called it the Yosemite of
the San Gabriel. 10 We are reasonably sure he scrambled up the west
ridge above the falls to the summit known today as Muir Peak. The
remainder of his route has long been shrouded in uncertainty, and for
two reasons.
'
One cause for confusion is Muir's custom of writing several differing
versions of an episode. Bill Kimes, his bibliographer, puts it succinctly:
"Muir's habit of using the same material, polishing, expanding,
condensing, rearranging, and finally incorporating it into one or more of
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his books has long been puzzling and frustrating to Muir scholars." 11
This is certainly the case with his San Gabriels scramble. He wrote
about it four times, each differing in some details. He first gave a brief
summary of the trip in a letter to Jeanne Carr, dated August 12, 1877,
just a few days after his emergence from the mountains. 12 A few weeks
later he composed a much longer and more detailed account for the San
Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, September 11, 1877. This remains
the best account because it is the most complete and was written soon
after the excursion; fortunately it was reprinted after Muir's death in the
book Steep Trails. 13 'Five years after his visit to the San Gabriels, he
refined and condensed his Bulletin article and included it as the latter
·part of his essay "The Bee-Pastures of California," which appeared in
Century Magazine, July 1882. Finally, he incorporated his BeePastures essay, polished and slightly altered, as a chapter in his best
known book, The Mountains of California, published in 1894. 14 to get
the most complete picture of Muir's excursion, you must consult all of
these sources, for each gives some fact or facet not covered in the others.
A second and even greater cause for confusion results from a major
geographical error by Muir himself. He refers to the summit at the head
of Eaton Canyon as Mount San Antonio several times, instead of, as it
rightfully is, San Gabriel Peak. The mistake is never more obvious than in
this passage describing the verdant dell around Eaton Falls as "a charming
little poem of wildness, the last of a series extending down the flowery
slopes of Mount San Antonio through the rugged, foam-beaten mosses of
the main Eaton Canyon. " 15 This may also explain why he gives San
Antonio's elevation, which is actually 10,059 feet, as 6,000 feet. The latter
elevation is very close to San Gabriel Peak's true 6,161 -foot height.
Several recent writers, unfamiliar with the geography of the San Gabriels,
have taken Muir literally: Tltey have him entering Eaton Canyon, then, in
a gargantuan leap of some forty mountainous miles, they place him at the
foot of Old Baldy!1 6 Even for one with Muir's stamina, this would have
been a superhuman feat.
Using all the sources available, taking into account Muir's error in
regard to Mount San Antonio, and being intimately familiar with the San
Gabriels, it is not difficult to trace Muir's route. Let us follow him on his
five-day ramble.
"On the first day of my excursion," writes Muir, "I went only as far as
the mouth of Eaton Canon, because the heat was oppressive, and a pair
of new shoes were chafing my feet to such an extent that walking began
to be painfuJ.'>I7 Here, while searching for a campsite along the boulder
bed of Eaton Creek, Muir came upon "a strange, dark man of doubtful
parentage." He spent the night at this hermit's cabin, listening to tales of
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a woeful past and how the hermit hoped to dig an irrigation canal, make
money and marry a Spanish woman.
Next morning, after a brisk half-hour walk by canyon, he reached the
foot of Eaton Falls, its silvery spray dashing forty feet down into a
crystal pool. Here he spent some time botanizing, filling his notebook
with lyrical descriptions of furry mosses, ferns, maples and sycamores.
He rhapsodized about the charm and beauty of the setting, "like a silver
inst.rument in a velvet case. Here come the Gabriel lads and lassies ... to
make love and gather ferns and dabble away their holidays in the cool
pool." The whole scene created "a channing little poem of wildness the vestibule of these shaggy mountain temples." 18
Above Eaton Falls, Muir's real climb began, and it was the most
difficult part of his entire ramble. "I made my way out of the valley on
the west side, followed the ridge that forms the western rim of the Eaton
Basin to the summit of one of the principal peaks,"Muir explained. "I
had to contend with the richest, most self-possessed · and uncompromising chaparral I have ever enjoyed since first my
moJ.mtaineering began. For a hundred feet or so the ascent was
practicable only by means of bosses of the club moss that clings to the
oak. Above this the ridge is weathered away to a slender knife-edge for a
distance of two or three hundred yards, and thence to the summit it is a
bristly mane of chaparral." 19 Muir's route l).ere is crystal clear: directly
up the ridge from Eaton Falls to the top of 4,688-foot Muir Peak, a steep
3,000-foot ascent through dense brush most of the way. The climb
would be only slightly less difficult today. Most of the ridge is still
chaparral-covered, except that a firebreak blazed in recent years has
cleared the final 500 feet to the summit.
Muir reached the top shortly before sunset. After taking in a
panoroma of mountain, valley and sky, tinged crimson and gold by the
sinking sun, he hastened down into a tributary canyon in search of water.
"Pushing through another mile of chaparral, I emerged into one of the
most beautiful parklike groves of live oak I ever saw." 20 The canyon was
dry where he first reached it, but a short distance below he came upon a
pool in the hollow of a rock. After replenishing himself, he continued
down canyon. "Tracing the dry channel about a mile farther down to its
junction with a larger tributary canon, I at length discovered a lot of
boulder pools, clear as crystal, bimming full, and linked together by
glistening streamlets just strong enough to sing audibly. Flowers in full
bloom adorned their margins, lilies ten feet high, larkspur, columbines,
and luxuriant ferns, leaning and overarching in lavish abundance, while
a noble old live oak spread its rugged arms over all. Here I camped,
making my bed on smooth cobblestones." 2 1
Where did Muir go from the summit, and where was his camp that
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second night? Based on his foregoing description and his subsequent
travel the next day, along with knowledge of the terrain, there can be but
one logical answer. He descended the north slope of Muir Peak into the
Idlehour Fork of Eaton Canyon, where he found that first pool of water.
Then he dropped down Idlehour Fork to its junction with the main Eaton
Canyon, just below today' s Idlehour Trail Camp. This spot, deep in the
heart of the canyon, retains today much of the pictureseque beauty Muir
found there a century ago. He camped the second night either at the site
of Idlehour Trail Camp or very close to it.
"Next morning, pushing up the channel of a tributary that takes its rise
on Mount San Antonio, I passed many lovely gardens watered by oozing
currentlets, every one of which had lilies in them in the full pomp of
bloom, and a rich growth of ferns, chiefly woodwardias and aspidiums
and maidenhairs," Muir writes.22 His description is delightfully explicit
but he makes two errors: he was in the main channel of Eaton Canyon
rather than a tributary, and Mount San Antonio should read San Gabriel
Peak.
While ascending the canyon he came upon a rattlesnake "with a
bashful look in his eye." Muir, a rature-lover that he was, passed on,
"lifting my foot a little higher than usual, and left him to enjoy life in this
his own home. " 23
The canyon steepened near its head and the going became rougher.
Muir was compelled to scramble over "a long system of cascades from
ten to 200 feet high, one following the other in close succession down a
rocky, inaccessible canon." 24 In another spot the chaparral closed in and
he was obliged to creep more than a mile on hands and knees.
Muir's third camp was near the head of Eaton Canyon, close under
the preciptous spurs of Mount Markham and San Gabriel Peak. "The
rocks above me leaned over in a threatening way and were full of seams,
making the camp a very unsafe one during an earthquake," he
exclaimed. 25
Day four was the climax of Muir's excursion, an ascent to the eastern
rim of the basin in the vicinity of Mount Wilson. Again he found the
going difficult. "The chaparral, in ascending the eastern rim of the basin,
· was, if possible, denser and more stubbornly bayoneted than ever. I
followed bear trails, where in some places I found tufts of their hair that
had been pulled out in squeezing a way through. " 26 He rested in the
shade of Doug/asii macrocarpa, a conifer new to him, today popularely
known as big-cone spruce.
"From the highest summit, far as the eye could reach, the landscape
was one vast bee-pasture, a rolling wilderness of honey-bloom, scarcely
broken by bits of forest or the rocky outcrops of hilltops and ridges,"
Muir exclaimed. 27
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What summit on the eastern rim did Muir reach? The most likely
candidate in Occidental Peak, 5, 732 feet high, located ·along the knifeedge ridge a mile and a quarter west of Mou~t Wilson. It seems almost
certain he did not reach the latter, else he would surely have mentioned
the log cabin there, the spring, and Wilson's train leading down the south
slope of the mountain.
From his perch on the eastern rim Muir turned southward and began
his descent, about which he tells us very little. "My last camp was down
at the narrow, notched bottom of a dry channel, the only open way for
the life in the neighborhood. I therefore lay between two fires, built to
fence out snakes and wolves," he writes. 28 Since he gives us no details,
we must use the map and speculate on his route the last two days. It
appears likely that Muir dropped from Occidental Peak, or from some
point eastward along the knife-edge ridge that joins the former with
Mount Wilson, to Deer Park Branch of Eaton Canyon. Somewhere in
the lower reaches of this narrow tributary he made his fourth night's
camp. Next day, his last, he almost certainly dropped into the main
Eaton Canyon and followed it out of the mountains.
His bread gave out a day before te reached Pasadena, so it was a very
hungry John Muir who returned to the Congars. Mrs. Congar fed him an
abundant meal and listened to his graphic account of his adventure. She
was most happy about a little gift Muir presented her: "He brought me
some tiger lilie bulbs from the mountains, and I planted them in my yard,
where they have blossomed every year since; and I have always called
them my 'John Muir lilies,"' 29
A few days later Muir bade the Congars farewell and headed home.
From Los Angeles, enroute, he penned an enthusiastic note to Mrs.
Carr: "I made a fine, shaggy little five days' excursion back in the heart
of the San Gabriel Mountains, ... Although so gray and silent and
uncompromising, they are full of wild gardens and ferneries . Lilyries! some specimens ten feet high with twenty lilies, big enough for
bonnets!" 30
Muir returned to the San Gabriels twice in later years. Both were brief
visits, accompanied by others, and neither was as noteworthy nor as
"shaggy" as his solo excursion of 1877.
In 1896 he accompanied the National Forest Commission, authorized
by President Grover Cleveland to inspect the nation's timber
resources, on a western tour, during which Muir and the commission
spent a few hours on Mount Wilson.31
In 1907 he joined conservationist friend Theodore Lukens on a visit to
the Henninger Flat tree nursury above Altadena. Lukens had founded
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the tree farm in 1903 and wanted Muir to see it. Muir was impressed: "I
give my unqualified endorsement to the work done by T.P. Lukens. He
is a plucky man. Last Sunday I visited the big nursery at Henninger's
Flat and the work which Mr. Lukens started and fostered is carried on
successfully. There are 10,000 trees up there, and every one should be
planted and guarded. You can do nothing greater to add beauty and
wealth of your enviroment than to reforest and protect your watershed.'m
The Forest Service ignored Muir's advice. Next year they
abandoned the nursery. 33
Muir Peak, rising 4,688 feet on the sinuous west rim of Eaton Basin,
commemorates the great naturalist's 1877 visit to the San Gabriels.
Although the name does not appear on contemporary maps, it has long
been known locally as such. 34 In 1949 a redwood marker and metal
register box were placed on the summit by Muir devotee W andalee
Thompson and the Angeles Chapter of the Sierra Club. The Club,
founded by Muir in 1892, has sponsored a number of pilgrimages to the
peak in recent years.
Standing atop Muir Peak today, you would need a fertile imagination
to visualize what Muir saw a century ago. The summit is bare, bulldozed
to carve a broad firebreak. A fire road hewes a horseshoe path around
the upper slopes of the mountain. Looking north, across Eaton Basin to
the Mount Wilson ridge, where Muir roamed in utter isolation, you see a
forest of TV towers and telescope domes. Southward, .when the sky is
not mud~ied by pollution, the view is one vast urban sprawl. If Muir
could return, what would he think now?
The redwood marker and register box have long disappeared. So have
registers placed there since. Only a small weather-beaten cairn remains
to mark the bare summit
Time has been harsh on this earthen monument to John Muir. Time
has not touched his books. They remain his lastin~ monuments.
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Dedication of Muir's Peak, April 24, 1979.
Wandalee Thompson,
pictured to right of sign, organized and led this dedication hike to the
summit climbed by Muir in 1877. - Wandalee Thompson photo

Sierra Club group atop Muir's Peak, John Muir birthday hike,
April20, 1977. Kneeling to right ofSierra Club banner is Nate Clark,
former Club president. - Bob Cates photo
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS

Ernestine Smutny - Book Review Editor
111E WILLAMETTE VALLEY: Migration and Settlement on the Oregon
Frontier, by William A. Bowen. (Seattle, University of Washington Press,
1978. 120p., sketch maps, charts, tables, facsims., notes, bibliog., index.
$17.50)
As the paragraph on the inside book jacket informs us, this work is indeed a
first; a pioneer work in the detailed reconstruction of the first frontier in the
Willamette Valley. With the use of the detailed information from the census of
1850, and the ability of the computer to process all of the enumerated facts about
this pioneer population, Bill Bowen has recreated for the first time an
impressively precise and .concise picture of the early settlers of Oregon - their
origins, their new locations, their demographic structure. We have it presented to
us in text, in tabular form, and above all by map. For this is, more than anything
else, the work of a meticulous historical geographer who values the economy and
graphic effect of the map. In a work of just over one hundred pages, there are
forty-five maps, each precisely drafted and very readable. Bowen writes in a free
and simple style, and draws effectively upon a wide variety of contemporary
written and documentary sources to complete his picture of early Oregon, its
settlers and their cultural impress on the virgin landscape. He closes with useful
material on the techniques of this type of research, notes which should be
valuable to a whole generation of future historical geographers.
This work is in the fmest tradition of historical geography from Berkeley's
Department of Geography, an approach to the marriage of history and
geography launched some 60 years ago by the late Carl Sauer, and still vigorous
yet modernized as this book shows. Bill Bowen is a worthy successor to Sauer,
and to his pupil, Jim Parsons, to whom Bowen graciously notes his debt at the
head of the acknowledgements. Your reviewer is glad to be counted among the
graduates of this school of historical geography.
Roger Barnett, College of the Pacific, U.O.P.
PHOTOGRAPHY IN NEW MEXICO, From the Daguerreotype to the
Present, by Van Deren Coke. Foreword by Beaumont Newhall. (Albuquerque,
University of New Mexico Press, 1979. 156p., illus., notes, bibliog., index.
$24.95)
Van Deren Coke is acknowledged as one of America's foremost
photographic historians. He has been the director of many American university
art galleries, the chairman of the Department of Art at the University of New
Mexico and deputy director and director of the International Museum of
Photography at George Eastman House; currently he is Curator of Photography
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for the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. His teaching experience is broad
and he has some fourteen books and major catalogs on photographic themes in
publication. His own photographic works are to be found in the permanent
collections of at least ten major galleries including the Museum of Modem Art,
the Smithsonian Institution, George Eastman House, Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris and the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.
While this publication does not present the scope of Rudisill's "Photographers of the New Mexico Territory 1854-191 2" it is a valuable and
authoritative compilation of a selection of images ofN ew Mexico from the Civil
War period through 1978. It might be well considered for acquisition by the
western historian for the personal library.
The opening pages are devoted to details on the various historical periods of
the area and the photographers in each. The comments dealing with the early
period are more historical in nature, while those dealing with recent years are
more personal in nature 7 Many anecdotes about the several photographers do not
add to the stature of their photographs. Conversely, they take nothing away.
However, the hundred pages which follow are rich in the perspective of man's
photographic coverage of New Mexico for over a century. The prints are of top
quality and the printing from them is to be commended for a mass media
publication. The crispness of tonal separation is superbly maintained as
evidenced in plate 37, "Two Crosses" by John S. Candelario or plate 41,
"Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico" by Ansel Adams.
Much of the subject matter is documentary in nature and thus of historical
significance. Those scenes taken by men such as Timothy H. O'Sullivan,
William Henry Jackson or George Ben Wittick carry the viewer back visually in
time to early New Mexico with all the details of the people and their environment
readily available for consideration and study.
More recent periods present twentieth century man facing the brilliance of
the southwest, its people, and their involvement with life. The cultural as well as
the scenic quality of this broad section of the United States has been well
documented by women and men of sensitivity and vision. The selection of prints
for inclusion by Coke has been well made. Certainly he has demonstrated the
powerful effect that the New Mexico land area has had for photographers from
all corners of the land.
Earl J. Washburn, College of the Pacific, U.O.P.
KIVA, CROSS, AND CROWN: THE PECOS INDIANS AND NEW
MEXICO, 1540-1840, by John L. Kessell. (Washington, D .C., National
Park Service, 1979, distributed by Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office [D.C. 20402] Stock No. 024-005-00737-7. 587p.,
illus., [part col.] ports., facsims., sketch maps, tables, notes, abbreviations,
bibliog., index. $12.00)
Alfred Vincent Kidder planned a study of the documentay history of Pecos
and other Rio Grande Pueblos but never got to it; Herbert E. Bolton stated that
"Pecos deserves an historian." John L. Kessell is that historian and with this
study he has completed with distinction Kidder's project. Both would be pleased.
A former National Park Service historian and a seasoned author, Kessell is a
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meticulous researcher and polished stylist who has combined first-hand
experience and the actual scenes of the events described with insights derived
from long study of original sources to produce solid history that is also exciting
reading. Largely narrative and biographical, it stresses people causing events
rather than events overwhelming people. The text, alive with a keen sense of the
dramatic, is rich with quotations and eyewitness accounts. The many varied and
excellent illustrations add immeasurably to the enjoyment and the value of this
historical documentary of the eastern-pueblo from earliest Spanish contact in
1540 to abandonment 300 years later. A detailed index and marginal headings
assist in the quick location of persons, places and events of special interest. The
appendices include chronological lists of Pecos population figures, notable
Natives, Franciscans, and Encomenderos and Alcades mayores. Meira's 1758
map of New Mexico, which decorates the lining paper, is also reproduced here
with a translation of its text. Archival and source abbreviations, copious notes,
an extensive bibliography and a full index complete the work.
This is a rewarding visual and intellectual experience for any reader and a
must for Native American, New Mexican and Southwest History buffs, and all
Virginia Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian
at a bargain price.
STOCKTON'S THEATRE OF YESTERDAY, One Hundred Years of
Theatre in Stockton 1850-1950; The Pictorial Story, by Mel Bennett.
(Aptos, Willow House [Box 155, Aptos, CA 95003], 1979. 194p., illus., ports.,
facsims. $21.20)
The dizzying pace of this extraordinary history of all the theatre arts in
Stockton from 1850 to 19 50 would seem to prove Tennessee Williams' assertion
that memory is the shortest distance between two points.
But since Mel Bennet wasn't born until1905, he had to research the last half of
the 19th century and verify his memories of the first half and more of the 1900's.
As a journalist Bennett spent fifty of those years with the Stockton
Record, thirty as drama critic - excellent preparation for the 340 vignettes that
compose this volume. Certainly Bennett was there and aware of Stockton's
theatrical activity for much of the last sixty-five years. His first memory goes
back to the age of six, when he was taken to a vaudeville performance; thus was
born a fascination for things theatrical which has never ceased.
Here, too, are all the legendary entertainers who played early-day Stockton:
Edwin Booth, Laura Keane, Modjeska, Sarah Bernhardt, Lotte Crabtree, James
O'Neill, Katherine Dunham, Paul Whiteman, Marian Anderson, right down to
the 1950's, when Charles Laughton and Charles Boyer premiered "Don Juan in
Hell" in this city. Local playgoers' and critics' reactions to these greats are
faithfully and wittily chronicled.
Stockton has always been a theatre town, and the amateur thespians and their
playhouses are not forgotten. The reader will recognize such names as Eugene
Wilhoit, John and James Budd, L. E . Doan, R B. Oullahan, V. Covert Martin,
Russell Yost, Tully Knoles, Jr., Mary Louise Leistner, Betty Hackett, Rowena
Wright and many, many more.
Graduated in 1929 from the University of the Pacific, where he trod the
boards under the direction of DeMarcus Brown, Bennett soon exchanged acting
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for reviewing the stage playing of others when he joined the Stockton Record
staff. An indefatigable supporter of all theatre in the area, Bennett has been
particularly active with the Stockton Civic Theatre since its founding in 1950 .
Silent and sound movies, along with rare photographs of the pioneer theatres
in which they were shown, complete the picture.
Because the story of a city's entertainment is a detailing ofthat city's cultural
life, Bennett's book is a must for all California history buffs. The 64 excellent
photographs alone are well worth the price of admission to the "Theatre of
Yesterday."
J . Frank Jones - Retired Reference Librarian - U.O.P.
SAN FRANCISCO: THE STORY OF A CITY, by John Bernard McGloin,
S.J. (San Rafael, Presidio Press, 1978. 445p., illus., ports., facsims, sketch
maps, bibliog., notes, index. $16.95)
This collection of essays on San Francisco men and events was prepared
from lecture notes, standard secondary sources, and student papers by a Jesuit
scholar and longtime teacher oflocal history at the University of San Francisco.
Essentially a series of independent vignettes rather than a comprehensive
history, the book will be welcomed by casual readers looking for easy reading on
seemingly everyone's favorite city, including the author's. Organized into 40
short chapters that cover such diverse topics as tunnels, fires, strikes, corruption
and hippies, the book is a useful guide to major incidents, people and institutions
in the City's 200 year history. Urban historians will be disappointed by the
paucity of analysis, the superficial or incidental treatment of women, ethnic
groups and activists outside the cultural mainstream, and the antiquarian cast to
the subject as a whole, but San Franciscans in love with their City will enjoy the
enlightening descriptions of bridges, buildings, cable cars and other monuments,
as well as the biographical sketches of colorful masculine figures like Eugene
Schmitz, Dennis Kearney and "Sunny Jim" Rolph.
While useful for a quick review of the City's historical highlights, the book
should be read with caution by serious students. Essentially uncritical, defensive
and highly selective, it handles controversial issues with kid gloves. The colorful
Rolph era, for example, is given a separate chapter without any discussion of
Rolph's shortcomings as mayor or governor. Adolph Sutro's fight with the Big
Four is covered in two sentences, and John Muir's name isn't mentioned in a
chapter on the water needs which led to Hetch Hetchy dam.
Clearly sympathetic to conservative labor movements, the author takes a dim
view of labor radicalism. In his treatment of the 1934 San Francisco waterfront
strike he barely mentions Harry Bridges and leaves out the communist question
entirely. His conservative assessment of the Mooney-Billings case is even more
pronounced. Almost grudgingly he concedes that "while hardly model
Americans and while probably never without revolutionary desires," the two
radicals did not receive a fair trial.
Despite its weaknesses, the book's heroic approach is a refreshing contrast to
much of what passes as revisionist history today. Even the few villains that
appear in the book have something good said about them, which is indicative of
the author's profoundly humanitarian perspective and his desire to write a book
that people will enjoy reading. Undoubtedly his book will be as well received as
his classes in San Francisco history. Ron Limbaugh, Univ. of the Pacific.
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CONRAD MARTENS IN QUEENSLAND, The Frontier Travels of a
Colonial Artist, by J. G. Steele. (St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press,
distributed by Prentice Hall, 1978. 150p., illus. [part col.], port., sketch map,
notes, appendices, bibliog., index. $21.75)
Interestingly enough, this book about a mid-nineteenth century artist on
Australia's north frontier was written by a physicist-Anglican priest. It is
illustrated by 114 pencil drawings and sixteen watercolor paintings in color. The
author frequently refers to the pencil drawings as "sketches," but that term too
often carries the implication that the results were merely quickly made
impressions. These plates clearly indicate that the artist was a keen observer and
was probably making much more careful studies and accurate representations
than the word "sketch" would convey. "Drawings" are concentrated studies, no
mattter how quickly put down and, in this case, a more appropriate term. Often
the author includes a modern view of the scene portrayed by Martens.
Martens gives the reader and viewer an inside look at the quality oflife of the
early squatters, shepherds, and townspeople; he is at his best, however, when he
leaves figures out of the scenes and concentrates more accurately on the
environment. Two plates on page 61 are evidence of a weakness in figure
drawing, leaving much to be desired in both expression and verisimilitude.
However, the very first black and white plate is a portrait of Conrad Martens attributed to the artist himself. (This means no one is sure of the artist, but
someone thinks Martens did his own portrait.) If so, then his ability at portraits
(as opposed to group figure scenes) is remarkable, for this illustration reveals a
masterly touch and sensitivity to facial structure. As it is an oil portrait, the
chances are that a _good deal more time was spent in its rendering than would be
possible out on the prairies pursuing a variety of visual stimuli while equipped
with a minimum of materials and tools.
Charles Darwin was a friend of Conrad Martens, having served him on the
BEAGLE and continued correspondence with him thereafter. A letter from
Martens to Darwin offers amusing insights into their experiences aboard the
BEAGLE. One short paragraph says:
"But I must apologize for I suppose you don't laugh at nonsense now
as you used to do in the Beagle or rather I suppose nonsense does not
come in your way."
The color plates do more to date the artist's style than do the pencil drawings.
Plates 10 and 14 are probably less reflective of 19th century watercolor handling
and, as a result, are somewhat more appealing in their overall quality - despite
the small figures in the foreground of plate 14.
· On the whole, Conrad Martens in Queensland is an unpretentious study
carried out with what appears to be meticulous scholarship on the part of the
author. One could not wish for more detailed annotation (there are three
appendices, notes to the text, and a bibliography as well as carefully assembled
materials in the form of a biographical sketch, acknowledgments, tables,
abbreviations, and an introduction of real informational clarity.) Most of the text
material is devoted to discussion of the illustrations and their revelations. This
book might be labeled as esoteric by some critics, but for those who find our
Australian friends and their continent of interest, this is a must.
Richard Reynolds, College of the Pacific. U.O.P.
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HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: BLACK AMERICANS
HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: IRISH AMERICANS
HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: CHINESE AMERICANS
HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: NATIVE AMERICANS
HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: JAPANESE AMERICANS
HOW AND WHERE TO RESEARCH YOUR ETHNIC AMERICAN
CULTURAL HERITAGE: MEXICAN AMERICANS by Robert A. Reed.
(Saratoga, CA. The Author, [18581 McFarland Avenue, 95075], 1979. 28p.,
$2.95 plus postage and tax. Quantity prices.)
The author describes his pamphlet series, each number of which is devoted to
a different ethnic-American cultural heritage, as "the most complete tool
available on how and where to research" your own roots. This is a very
ambitious goal for 28 page pamphlets which try to be of equal value to the
knowledgeable, experienced researcher with an in-depth study in mind and to the
rank amateur satisfying a mild curiosity. This has produced a mixed bag of key
words for suggested research possibilities which would be excellent tor term
papers, and references to such special sources as dissertations and theses from
University Microfilms (Ann Arbor, MI). The state library and the local library's
inter-library loan service are excellent practical source suggestions, but direct
ordering of materials or monthly classification number series from the Library of
Congress is impractical for most genealogists. In the "Sources" list, libraries,
archives, associations, bibliographies and individual works are listed together,
mixing such diverse items as Ethnic Information Sources of the U.S. and
Winchell's (now Sheehy's) Guide to Reference Books.
In attempting to assist a beginner from the beginning ofhis research to the most
sophisticated of tools, the "How and Where to Research" series may tend to
frustrate the average user.
Virginia Struhsaker, Retired Branch Librarian
THE LAST HALF -CENTURY: Societal Change and Politics in America,
by Morris Janowitz. (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1978. 582p.,
tables, bibliog., notes, indexes. $25.00)
Janowitz, a sociologist at the University of Chicago, argues in this social
survey encompassing the last fifty years of American history that we are
suffering from a progressive loss of "social control". By "social control" he
means the ability of a society "to regulate itself by a set of higher moral principles
beyond those of self-interest." Voter apathy, the decline of the two-party system,
the ambiguous role of the modern mass media, the rise of the welfare-warfare
state in America: these are just some of the problems dealt with in Janowitz's
wide-ranging work, a work anchored at all points by the latest in empirical social
science research. In short, Janowitz's message, decked out in the jargon of
modern political sociology, is similar to that of W. B. Yeats, the 20th century
poet who once wrote: "Things fall apart; the center cannot hold."
Bart Harloe, University of the Pacific, U.O.P.
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JACK LONDON: No Mentor But MyseH: A Collection of Articles, Essays,
Reviews, and Letters on Writing and Writers, edited by Dale L. Walker,
Foreword by Howard Lachtman. (Port Washington, N.Y., National University
Publications, Kennikat Press [90 South Bayles Ave., 11050], 1979. l97p.,
Chronology, Suggested Reading. $15.00)
"In the main I am self educated," wrote a twenty-four year old Jack London
in 1900 to the publisher of his first book, The Son of the Wolf. [I] "have had no
mentor but myself," he continued, and briefly outlined his struggle to learn the
"tricks" of the publishing business - of discovering just what editors wanted for
their publications.
Dale Walker has been a London devotee and scholar for almost thirty years,
·and what he has assembled in No Mentor But Myself is a remarkable collection
of Jack London's thoughts on writing and writers themselves. There are articles
and essays on the craft of writing, a selection of book reviews, including
London's praise for such classics as Frank Norris' The Octopus, and Upton
Sinclair's The Jungle, prefaces to books, and almost everything imaginable
relevant to the subject of writing.
This is a first-hand look at a writer's honest and forthright opinions on his
craft. We see London as a disciplined professional who seldom waited for
inspiration before he put his pen to paper. He believed in four factors necessary
for literary success - good health, hard work, a philosophy of life, and sincerity.
Together, the selections form an in-depth expression of London's
experiences in the writing "game." Walker has arranged the entries
chronologically, beginning with London's early philosophy of life published in
1899, and has preceded each entry with brief but cogent comments.
London, always generous and thoughtful of others, became a literary mentor
himself. During the height of his career, he received countless letters and
unsolicited manuscripts from unknown and aspiring writers seeking help and
advice. He seldom failed to respond to their requests. "Dear Lad," he wrote to a
young hopeful, "I'm talking to you straight from the shoulder .. . There's only
one way to make a beginning and that is to begin; and begin with hard work, and
patience, prepared for all the disappointments that were Martin Eden's before he
succeeded - which were mine before I succeeded . . ."
London ·often drew heavily upon his own experiences for his work, and there
are excerpts from Martin Eden and John Barleycorn, two autobiographical
works in which he wrote candidly and passionately about the frustrations,
heartbreaks, and rewards of writing for a livelihood. If you haven't read them,
Walker's selections from the books are enough to make you hasten to the local
library.
The collection also contains a broad and perceptive forward by Howard
Lachtman, who has three books in the making on London. Dr. Lachtman shows
the unfamiliar side of the Jack London persona; he strips away much of the myth
surrounding the man and offers a candid look at a writer who has all too often
been dismissed or overlooked by critics of American literature.
Interest in London has increased markedly since the publication of a volume
ofletters in 1965, and Dale Walker's jewel of an anthology is a welcome addition
to a steady stream of serious works on London that have appeared since that
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time. The reading public is finally beginning to realize that London was much
more than a skillful writer of yarns about howling wolf-dogs in the frozen
wilderness of the Klondike and nautical adventures on the open seas.
Sal Noto, Cupertino, CA
ESKIMOS AND EXPLORERS, by Wendell H . Oswalt (Novato, CA,
Chandler & Sharp Publishers, Inc. (llA Commercial Blvd., 94947] 349p.,
illus., facsims ., sketch maps on fold. sheet, bibliog., index. $15.00, $1.00
postpaid)
Wendell Oswalt, long recognized as a leading expert on Peoples of the Far
North, has given us a work which deserves to gain a wide audience with diverse
interests. What he has attempted to do is to illuminate and explain Eskimo
culture by combining a number of perspectives, including a review of early
historiography and accounts of Western culture contact, a detailed (but never
technical) account of the material culture of the various groups seen as part of
their remarkable adaptation to severe and often hostile environment, and a
summary update on contemporary prospects and conditions for Arctic peoples.
Although the organization of the book is somewhat unorthodox the result is
thoroughly satisfying. Beginning with the earliest accounts of Norse-Eskimo
interaction in Greenland (ca. 1000 AD), Oswalt involves the reader in
discovering the Eskimo by the device of tracing the adventures of such early
explorers as Frobisher, Ellis, Ross, and Egede. Thus, the reader gains an
understanding of the Eskimos in the manner and sequence which the explorers
themselves had made their observations and discoveries, often using their
ethnographic records and drawings. This creative approach is not always or
uniformly effective, but it is always interesting.
The narration then leads into a more detailed discussion of the elaborate and
ingenious Eskimo technologies, using the cultural and natural area divisions of
Greenland, Polar, Alaska, and Canada as points of focus. Those who feel that
stone, bone, and skin tools and weapons, must, by nature, be primitive, will no
doubt be amazed by the variety, aesthetic sensitivity, and pragmatic
functionalism of Eskimo design and craftsmanship. For those intrigued by
human ingenuity applied to basic materials, the author has provided excellent
documentation of the Eskimo survival arts and clear, concise explanations of
their functions interlaced with a wealth of first- hand observations of their use and
effectiveness.
Finally, he dispells any naive romanticism about the Eskimo and, although
his respect and concern for them is always evident, he details their current
struggle for economic, social and political parity as a minority in their ancient
lands. It is a fitting and sensitive note to end his story upon, reminding the reader
that Eskimos are not some exotic and now vanished people, but a people who
thrived for thousands of years under the most difficult conditions and who are
now engaged in another less physical but no more benign struggle for their
cultural survival and economic well being. The Eskimo is now seeking his place
and role in a modern post-industrial world, and this as Oswalt notes, may be the
most formidable challenge the People of the Far North have ever faced.
Bruce LaBrock, Haymond-Callison College, U.O.P.
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OBJECTS OF BRIGHT PRIDE - NORTHWEST COAST INDIAN ART
FROM THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, by Allen
Wardwell. (New York, Published by The Center for Inter-American Relations
and The American Federation of Arts, distributed by the University of
Washington Press. 1978. 128p., chiefly illus. part col. sketch map, bibliog.,
appendix, paper, $17.95)
Objects of Bright Pride is a catalogue of 100 objects of Northwest Coast
Indian art selected from the substantial collection at the American Museum of
Natural History which had never before been exhibited or photographed, and
accompanies the exhibition as it tours six leading museums across the country.
The title is from a quotation by a contemporary Haida Indian, Bill Reid, and it
helps the viewer grasp the true intent of the art.
"it is easy to become entranced by the soft curtain of age, seeing this
instead of what it obscures. An ugly building can make a beautiful
ruin, and a beautiful mask in the dark of many years, softened by
wear, becomes a symbol which tells us that the cycle of life, death,
decay and rebirth is a natural and beautiful one. This is not what
their creator intended. These were objects of bright pride, to be
admired in the newness of their crisply carved lines, the powerful
flow of sure elegant curves and recesses - yes, and in the brightness
of fresh paint. They told the people of the completeness of their cultures,
the continuing lineages of the great families, their closeness to the
magic world of universal myth of legend."
Carvings of wood dominate the display, with almost half being masks. Small
shaman's charms, carved in bone and ivory, inlaid with abalone, show the same
design principles as the large memorial poles. The vast quantity of art that this
culture produced was all imbued with the unmistakable Northwest Coast style.
But, for the ethnographer, the most important contribution this catalogue
makes is in the chapter which reveals how the great collection at the American
Museum ofN atural History was formed. The museum was founded in 1869, and
today has one of the largest, most important, and best documented collections of
Northwest Coast art and ethnology. The early work of Franz Boas, the field
workers, informants, even prices paid are spelled out in this chapter. With this
kind of documentation in the archives, each piece on display can be given the
date it was collected, by whom, and from ·where, as well as how it was used and
the story it might tell.
The format of the catalogue is large and every piece is photographed, giving a
sense of immediacy to the art. However, the location of the color plate is not well
planned; when a full page color plate is opposite a full page black and white
photo, the latter loses impact by comparison. Facing plates 48 and 49 of two
Chilkat blankets, one in color, demonstrate this weakness. The problem is easily
resolved by better layout, as color plate 1 and 2 show. The clarity of the
photographs, however, and the quality of the text insure its value to artist and
ethnographer alike.
Allen C. Wilcox, College of the Pacific, U.O.P.
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TilE ITALIANS OF SAN FRANCISCO/GLI ITALIANI DI SAN
FRANCISCO 1850-1930, by Deanna Paoli Gumina. (New York, Center for
Migration Studies, distributed by Alessandro Baccari and Associates (1873
Market St., San Francisco 94103], 1978. 230p., illus., facsims., bibliog., index.
paper, $7 .95)
The Italians of San Francisco, 1850-1930, is an extremely interesting,
well-written and appealing history of the early Italian immigrants who by hard
work and industry forever put their stamp on the San Francisco landscape
and cu_lture. . Ms. Gumina admirably discusses all the pl!ases of the
Italian colony's struggle to make a livelihood and yet retain a bit of the Italian
heritage. She also discusses the impact of the Italians on the fishing industry, the
wine industry, farming, banking, politics, and small business. The important
names in San Fmncisco history are here: Sabella, Giannini, Sbarboro, to name a
few. The bibliographic chapter notes show careful research on the author's part,
and her chapter "A Comer of the Mother Country" is a delightful description of
the artistic and literary climate of the colony. Pity that it no longer exists in just
that way.
If I have any criticism of the work, it is in the fact that it is a "bilingual
edition", which the publisher seems proud to point out" . .. will provide teachers
and students of Italian and English with a linguistically defmitive and an
historically important learning toll." Unfortunately, having parallel texts gives
the book the appearance of being overly scholarly and pedantic. It is anything but
that; however it will put some people off because of the parallel texts. Had the
book been issued in English only, I think it would have a more general
readership, which it deserves. In any case, I heartily recommend this title for all
California Library collections and for all Italian Americans who might want to
know the contributions made to San Francisco by their immigrant forefathers.
Aldo J. Rossi, Head Librarian
John Hopkins University Library
Bologna Center, Bologna, Italy

Deanna Paoli Gumina
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NOTES FROM TilE BOOK EDITOR
HARRISVILLE AND TilE LIVERMORE COAL MINES, by Dan L.
Mosier. (San Leandro, the Author [ 1289 Breckenridge St., 94579] 1978. 183p.,
illus., ports., sketch maps, tables, facsims ., appendices, notes, bibliog., index.
paper, $7 .00)
It is undoubtedly safe to say that not one in a thousand of those who live in the
area of California east of the Bay are aware that for nearly half a century ( 18621907) men struggled to develop the veins of coal which stretched tantalizingly
back into the gently rolling hills. But the availability of cheap imported coal, the
inability of the operators to get a railroad line to the mining district and the
expense of timbering and pumping meant that the local mines flouished only
when strikes or other factors cut off imports, and one by one the mines closed
their operations.
Mosier has made a valuable contribution to the economic history of
California as well as to local history with this unique and carefully researched
account of the Livermore Coal Mining District from the first discovery in 1862
to the end of the railroad strike in September 1907, when oil was rapidly
replacing coal for fuel. Sand and clay were taken untill928, but now only traces
of the mines remain.
ROAMING TilE BACK ROADS: Day Trips By Car Through Northern
California. Text by Peter Browning, Illustrated with Maps and Photographs by
Carol Holleuffer. (San Francisco, Chronicle Books (870 Market, 941 02] 1979.
·175p., illus., sketch maps, bibliog. paper, $5.95)
With the current gas shortage this volume of short trips to scenic and historic
spots within a hundred miles of San Francisco will fmd a ready welcome.
Browning and Holleuffer spread an inviting feast of twenty-nine scenic routes,
each with a sufficiently detailed map, attractive black and white photographs and
an engaging text.
You may have' already travelled some of the roads described here; if you
have, you will enjoy reading about them. You can also realize that, if the authors
have so.accurately described a route you know, you are safe in venturing forth on
other forays with them on unknown but worth-knowing back roads to history.
TilE GOLDEN HILLS OF CALIFORNIA, a Descriptive Guide to the
Mother Lode Counties of the Southern Mines, including Mariposa,
Tuolumne, Calaveras, and Amador. Illustrated, with Maps and Points of
Interest, Natural Phenomena and Historical Highlights, by Allan Masri
and Peter Abenheim. (Fresno, Valley Publishers [8 E. Olive, 93728], 1979.
156p., illus., sketch maps, appendix, index. paper, $4.95)
The five parts into which The Golden Hills of California is divided cover
the area reached by the majorhighways-140, 120, 108,26/4 and88. This is the
area of the Southern Mines, and the authors outline interesting trips and side
trips to the "sights," natural and historic, which are Worthy of attention. Thirtyeight sketch maps show the roads, towns and ghost towns, lakes and parks,
though there is no overall map of the area and no indication of mileage.
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As the authors state, they have "included as much history as seemed
appropriate," and their judgment of omissions and inclusion has resulted in an
interesting, eminently readable and non-overpowering text which will be useful
at the site and pleasant to read at home.
BACKPACKING BASICS: Enjoying the Mountains with Friends and
Family, by Thomas Winnett. (Berkeley, Wilderness Press [2440 Bancroft,
94704] 13lp., illus., diagrs., appendices, index. paper, $4.95)
Winnett, well known for his excellent "trail guides" (see, e.g., Pacific
Historian Spring '7 4) has revised his 1972 "Backpacking for Fun"to cover
the many developments in backpacking equipment and supplies. From the
purchase of gear to the niceties of cleaning camp sites he supplies valuable
information for the beginner which may also be of use to the seasoned tripper.
PORTUGUESE IMMIGRANTS, the Centennial Story of the Portuguese
Union of the State of California, by Carlos Almeida. (San Leandro, Supreme
Council of U.P.E .C. (1120 E . 14th St., 94577], 1978. 279p., illus., ports.,
facsims., appendices, index. $12.50, paper $6.50 plus 85¢ postpaid)
The little land of Portugal furnished many of the intrepid navigators who
opened the seas of the new world, and in the following decades thousands of its
people, especially from the Azores sought a new life in that new world.
Portuguese Immigrants gives a brief history of the reasons for
this migration and discusses the major areas in which the Portuguese settled,
describing the hardships overcome and the contributions made as they adapted
to their new homes. Primarily, it relates the formation and history of the
Portuguese Union, the fraternal organization which sought to give support and
dignity to the Portuguese in California.
A SELF-GOVERNING DOMINION: California, 1849-1860, by William
Henry Ellison. (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1978, c1950. 335p.,
notes, bibliog., index. $16.00)
Ellison's highly regarded work, now made available in the California Library
Reprint Series, will be welcomed by those who did not obtain a copy earlier or
who need a replacement.
MARK TWAIN Speaks for Himself, Edited by Paul F atout. (West Lafayette,
Ind., Purdue University Press, 1978. 244p., port., notes, index. $9.75)
These seventy-six sketches, gathered from newspapers and magazines, all
bear the Twain touch, though not all of them are signed. Never before published
in book form, the excerpts cover the years from 1862 to 1909, almost the span of
Twain's literary life. Fatout collected these for pleasure and he has published
them for pleasure, as he says. "It is not intended to advance a theory,
psychological or literary, to confirm a thesis, or to defend a critical point of view.
The purpose is only to recall from obscurity some of his little-known efforts, oral
and written .. ."
Funny, outrageous, ironic and occasionally tender, the wide-ranging genius
of Twain is captivatingly expressed by these fugitive pieces.
AN ASCENT OF HALF DOME IN 1884, by Alexander Phimister Proctor.
With an introduction by Francis P. Farquhar. (Los Altos, Hermes Publications
[Box 397, 94022], 1979. 9p., port. paper, $3.42 postpaid incl. 19¢ tax)
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First published in an edition of only one hundred copies by the Grabhorn
Press in 1945, this breath-stopping account tells how two daredevil youths
managed to climb Half Dome the year after heavy snows had carried off much of
the rope and eyebolts placed there earlier to make the climb feasible. Proctor is
best known for his sculptures, but he and Alden Sampson should be honored for
their daring conquest of a forbidding giant. Thanks to this attractive facsimile
reprint, inspired by Proctor's daughter Hector (a U .O.P. alumna) the story of
their exploit is again available.
ISHI THE LAST YAHI; A Documentary History, Edited by Robert F.
Heizer and Theodora Kroeber. (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1979.
242p., illus., port., diagrs., sketch maps, music. $17.50)
ISHI IN TWO WORLDS; A Biography of the Last Wild Indian in North
America, by Theodora Kroeber (Berkeley, University of California Press,
cl961, 1976, 262p., illus., [part col.] ports., sketch maps, facsims., bibliog.,
index. $14.95, paper $7.95)
The UC Press has reproduced "the principal out-of-print and most
inaccessible primary materials on Ishi and the Yahi Indians" in a handsome
volume which forms a fitting companion-piece to the deluxe reprint of Theodora
Kroeber's unforgettable and infinitely re-readable biography (see also Pacific
Historian Winter '76).
The plight of the dispossessed Indians is nowhere more poignantly told than
in the story oflshi, the gentle Indian whose life for years was spent in hiding from
the whites and who, firrally befriended by scientists who loved and protected him,
nevertheless succumbed to tuberculosis, the dread scourge of civilization.
VIGILANTE DAYS: Frontier Justice Along the Niobrara, by Harold
Hutton. (Chicago, Swallow Press, 1979. 365p., illus., ports., facsims., maps,
appendices, bibliog. notes, index. $15.00)
Hutton, already the author of a book on Doc Middleton, (Pacific Historian
Fall 1974) began. Vigilante Days as a similar biography of Kid Wade, but
soon expanded its scope to cover all the extra-legal activities of the lower and
middle Niobrara region.
Culled from newspaper accounts, court records and interviews, including one
with a 98-year old former vigilante, the text attempts to deal objectively "with a
dozen or so episodes which occurred over a period of 15 to 20 years." Hutton
traces the development of "law and order" in an area where "order" preceded
law, and where excesses on both sides stained the motives and reputations of
rustlers and vigilantes alike.
INFERIOR COURTS, SUPERIOR JUSTICE: A History of the Justices of
the Peace on the Northwest Frontier, 1853-1889, by John R. Wunder
(Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press, 1979. 246p., tables, charts, appendices,
notes; index. $18.9 5)
Although many stories of the "wild and wooly West" glorify or denigrate the
sheriff, little attention has been paid to the far more important though less
flamboyant justices of the peace. Originating in twelfth century England, the
office of justice of the peace quickly expanded to become an important local
institution for maintaining order, and as the English settlers spread to the new
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world they carried with them English law and the concept of the JP.
A careful and detailed study of the JP courts, with an emphasis on the
Northwest, especially Washington Territory 1853-1889, reveals that not only
much of what has been written about frontier justices but about frontier justice
has little basis in fact. Wunder concludes, after an exhaustive search of
newspaper files, statutes and manuscripts as well as other more usual sources,
that the justices were mature, capable men of more than average education (often
with legal training), that JP courts held fair, prompt trials which generally
satisfied the litigants, and that the majority ofthe cases involved civil rather than
criminal complaints. A careful survey of comparative costs indicates that in
addition to being available and expedient, JP courts were not financially beyond
the means of those who needed legal recourse. Extra-legal actions (vigilantes
and the like) were proportionately rare, and dime novels to the contrary, "the
vast majority of migrating Americans were law-abiding," and the concept of the
violent frontier may need revision.
AMERICAN ODYSSEY: The Journey of Lewis and Clark, by lngvard
Henry Eide. (Chicago, Rand McNally, 1979, c1969, 245p., illus., sketch maps.
·
facsims., bibliog. paper $9.95)
The epic journey of Lewis and Clark to the Pacific has been the subject of
many books, most important of which are their own journals and those of their
men. Eide has, so to speak, illustrated excerpts of these journals with some 272
magnificent photographs which try to depict the land as it was when they first
saw it. This is the first paperback printing, a handsome, oversized volume at an
amazingly affordable price.
INDIAN TREATIES: Two Centuries of Dishonor, by Rupert Costo and
Jeannette Henry. (San Francisco, The Indian Historian Press, 1977. 243p.,
notes, bibliog., American Indian Reader Series: Current Affairs No.5 . paper,
$6.95)
Helen Hunt Jackson's "A Century of Dishonor," published in 1880, helped
to publicize the struggle of the American Indians against white greed and
government ineptness. Costo and Henry document the latest threats to Indian
rights - once again, after having forced the Native Americans to accept
reservations believed worthless the whites have realized that natural resources
abound in these unattractive regions. Efforts are being made to force the Indian
to give up what he had been forced to accept, and to deny him the hunting, fishing
and gathering rights solemnly pledged by treaties and agreements.
Indian Treaties gives the background of the major Indian treaties, discusses
the way in which Indians have been prevented from managing their own affairs
and forced to endure long bouts with bureaucracy for the simplest of problems.
More urgently, it details the attacks now being mounted to discredit and destroy
Indian tribal organizations, to force the building of dams which will flood Indian
lands or pre-empt their water supplies and strip-mine the reservations that were
promised them in perpetuity.
Surely the time has come for men and women of honor and integrity to tell
legislators, corporations and developers that Indians' rights must be protected.
SAGA OF CHIEF JOSEPH, by Helen Addison Howard. Maps and
Illustrations by George D. McGrath. (Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press,
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1978, c1965. 399p., illus., ports., maps, notes, appendices, incl. bibliog., index.
A Bison Book. paper, $4.95)
TilE TIME OF THE BUFFALO, by Tom McHugh, with the Assistance of
Victoria Hobson. (Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1979, c1972. 350p.,
illus., appendices, bibliog., index. A Bison Book. paper, $6.50)
These attractive reprints in the Bison Book format will be a welcome addition
to many libraries. The Saga of Chief Joseph is a reprint of the enlarged second
edition, which is the definitive biography of a truly noble redman.
The Time of the Buffalo is a complete history of the evolution of the bison
from the Ice Age to the present. Once numbering in the millions and the primary
source of life for the Plains Indians, the buffalo was slaughtered almost to
extinction in half a century, and with it their culture died also.
SEEDS OF DISCORD: New Mexico in the Aftermath of the American
Conquest, 1846-1861, by Alvin R Sunseri. (Chicago, Nelson-Hall, 1979.
195p., sketch maps, notes, bibliog., index. $14.95)
Sunseri, himself the victim of prejudice in his youth, was greatly disturbed by
the hostility and prejudice of the dominant "Anglos" toward the MexicanAmericans and Indians of New Mexico which he observed when he taught there.
He decided to attempt through an historical examination of the roots and reasons
for the prejudice to explain why such a gulf had developed and how the problem
of social conflict might be resolved
Here he traces the history of the peoples of New Mexico, pointing out how
early domination by Spain and Mexico imposed a feudal system of peon and
patron which was little changed by the conquering Anglos, who tended to
cooperate with the wealthy Hispanos and, like them, to look down on the rest as
inferior.
Sunseri found that the "painful memories of exploitation and oppression" are
still present and that cultural differences still remain. He sees hope, however,
that as the Mexican-Americans improve their condition through education and
effective political action they will be able to take pride in their heritage,
recognizing that many of their problems had an origin in their early history.
MEXICAN WORKERS IN TilE UNITED STATES; Historical and
Political Perspectives, edited by George C. Kiser and Martha Woody Kiser.
(Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1939. 295p., tables, bibliog.,
index. paper, $7.50)
While most Americans have heard of"braceros" and "wetbacks" few (even
though they lived in a border area!) have any real idea of the problems involved in
the understandable desires of the impoverished Mexican to improve his lot and
the equally understandable desire of many Americans to benefit from an
inexhaustible supply of cheap labor. As Edward Morrow said in his famous
documentary on the migrant worker, "today we do not own our slaves, we rent
them," and this compilation bears out his statement. The documents presented
or excerpted here begin with the World War I bracero program and cover the
alternate wooing and expulsion ofMe!Kican workers to the present. The abuses of
both Mexican and American labor contractors are examined, and the practice of
commuter labor and the recently established border industrialization program
·
are discussed.
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The editors have provided introductory essays for each of the sections; while
there are no easy solutions this volume will give those on both sides of the border
a better understanding of a serious and continuing source of tension.
THE PORFIRIAN INTEREGNUM: The Presidency of Manuel Gonzalez
of Mexico, 1880-1884, by Don M. Coerver. (Fort Worth, Texas Christian
University Press, 1979. 322p., notes, bibliog., index. Monography Series in
History and Culture No. 14. paper, $6.95)
In a fresh and thoroughly researched study using materials not available
earlier, Coerver has re-evaiuated Gonzalez's term as President of Mexico
following the first administration of Porfirio Diaz. He shows clearly that while
Gonzalez was and remained a loyal supporter of Diaz, he was nevertheless his
own man as President, and he was responsible for many of the policies intended
to stimulate economic development: e.g., the large influx of foreign capital, the
boom in railroad construction, and new legal codes for land, mining and
commerce. Although his fmancial reforms were not completely successful and
his willingness to raid the public treasury for funding desirable projects led to
financial difficulties that tended to obscure any positive accomplishments,
Gonzalez deserves to be discussed on his own merit and failings and not as a
mere puppet of the popular hero Diaz.
TilE CHEYENNES OF MONTANA, by Thomas B. Marquis. Edited, with an
Introduction and Biography of the Author, by Thomas D. Weist. (Algonac, MI,
Reference Pubiications, Inc. [Box 344, 48001], 1978. 297p., illus., ports.
facsims., sketch maps, appendices, bibliog., index. $19.50)
The narratives from Marquis' last manuscript were published in a slightly
different version as "Cheyenne and Sioux, the Reminiscences of Four Indians
and a White Soldier," edited by Ronald Limbaugh as No.3 in the Holt Atherton
Pacific Center Monograph Series.
Weist has provided new notes, introductory material and a biography of
Marquis, as well as a number of additional pictures, many taken by Marquis on
the reservation where he served as doctor and where he collected the materials
for his most important writings. Marquis was a sympathetic and observant man;
the stories he recorded of the Indians' sufferings when they were removed from
their lands, their conflicts with the soldiers and their tribal history and culture are
a unique and valuable heritage.
THE CHEROKEES: A Critical Bibliography, by Raymond D . Fogelson.
(Bloomington, Indiana University Press for the Newberry Library, 1978. 98p.
History of the American Indian Bibliographical Series. paper, $4.95)
The Newberry Library Center of the History of the American Indian has
inaugurated a Bibliographical Series to identify and evaluate the vast literature
on Indian history and culture. Since the quality of the literature is very uneven
and much of "frontier history" considers only the viewpoint of the invaders, it
becomes important to "modify that narrow conception; to put Indians properly
back into the central role in their own history . . ."
This critical bibliography of the Cherokees, like the other volumes of the
series, is divided into two parts, an essay and an alphabetical list of all works
cited which is keyed to the essay. There is also a short list which constitutes a
basic library for beginners.
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Prepared by outstanding scholars and attractively printed, this series
represents a valuable resource for even small libraries.
PIONEER CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTERN AMERICA, by Peter
Wild, with an Introduction by Edward Abbey. (Missoula, MT., Mountain Press
Publishing, 1979. 246p., illus., ports., bibliog., index. $12.95)
Fifteen men are presented whose vision and persuasiveness sparked and
sustained the drive to conserve our natural heritage, to save some portion of the
world as nature, rather than man, developed it. Some of the men are well known
to all (John Wesley Powell, John Muir, Bernard DeVoto), others less so (Enos
Mills, Olaus Murie, Garrett Hardin), and many others are excluded by the scope
and purpose of the collection.
Abbey chose to discuss primarily the conservation movement in the
American West and those who were influential in relation to it because it is in the
West ihat man has finally realized that there is no more frontier; the end of our
resources becomes a frightening prospect. As Abbey says in his Introduction,
"the American West (including Alaska) is one of the few places left on earth
where it is still feasible to make a stand against the zeal of the Growth Fanatics,
the graph-paper mentality of the GNP economists, the replenish-and-forevermultiply theology of the American Yahoo Church - all of the descendants of
those hordes of avaricious peasants (our forefathers) who swarmed across the
Atlantic to fall, like a plague oflocusts, upon the sweet, lovely, defenseless virgin
lands of America. All of them. All of us."
There is still hope that we can enjoy the "advantage of contemporary
technological culture" without overcrowding, pollution and stress, allowing each
person the physical and psychological space to develop. It will take courage,
commitment and cooperation - is the human race, complacent in its superficial
cleverness in exploitation, equal to the challenge?
ANDREW GARRIGA'S COMPILATION OF HERBS & REMEDIES
USED BY THE INDIANS & SPANISH CALIFORNIANS TOGETHER
WITH SOME REMEDIES OF HIS OWN EXPERIENCE. Edited by Msgr.
Francis J. Weber. (Los Angeles, The Plantin Press, distributed by Dawson's
Book Shop, 1978. 57p., indexes. Edition limited to 300 copies. $20.00)
Father Garriga, who ministered to the Indians of San Antonio and Nuestra
Senora de Ia Soledad Missions from 1900 to 1905 "noticed some wonderful
cures effected . .. by the derivation or application of herbs or other substances ... "
Thinking it a pity to let these healing remedies be lost, he gathered as many as
he could to save for posterity. Possibly he benefited from an earlier collection
made by his predecessor, Fr. Doroteo Ambris; his own work was used by
Zephyrin Engelhardt.
Through the kindness of Fr. Garriga's cousin, Fr. Weber has been allowed to
publish the text of the original, presented here in a carefully edited and
attractively printed limited edition. The entries are alphabetical, from
"Abscess" to "Wounds," and there are indexes of diseases, and of herbs by their
Spanish names.
Pharmacy school libraries will compete with the ·history oriented for this
small volume.
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CALIFORNIA CATHOLICITY, by Msgr. Francis J. Weber (Los Angeles,
Dawson's Book Shop, 1979. 207p., index. $13.00)
California Catholicity is the sixth volume of essays originally written for
newspapers or journals which Msgr. Weber has gathered into book form for
wider dissemination and permanent retention. The one hundred and twenty
essays, "augmented, mo~fied and (even) corrected," are divided into six
sections: "People of God" (chiefly biographical vignettes), "Friars and Priests"
(also largely biographical), "The Missionary Era" (Mission life or buildings
reported by contemporaries), "The Hierarchy" (also chiefly biographical),
"Reminiscenses" ( ofMissio~ and Hacienda life) and "Pastoral Life" (vignettes
of the laity in earlier days and essays on religiously oriented organizations).
As usual these essays are brief, interesting and informative, worthy of a place
in any library of California history. One correction: surely there is a typo on p.
189; the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge is really eight miles long.
THE MIDDLE FIVE: Indian Schoolboys of the Omaha Tribe, by Francis
LaFlesche. Foreword by David A. Baerreis. (Lincoln, University of Nebraska
Press, 1978, c1963. 152p., port. A Bison Book. paper, $2.95)
LaFlesche told the story of his life at the Presbyterian Mission School on the
Omaha Reservation to "reveal the true nature and character of the Indian boy."
First published in 1900, the story is as fresh and appealing now as then, and
except for the uniquely Indian touches the small boys prove to be much like other
small boys everywhere.
THE DUST BOWL: Men, Dirt, and Depression, by Paul Bonnifield.
(Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1979. 232p., illus., charts,
sketch maps, notes, bibliog., index. $12.50)
The Dust Bowl is a revisionist view of the "dirty thirties," the decade when
nature struck in all her fury of drought and wind at the semi-arid Great Plains.
Conventional history blames the disaster on farmers who plowed land that
should have been left in grass, and credits the Soil Conservation Service with
near miracles in restoring a stable agricultural economy. Actually, as
Bonnifield's research shows, the "big blows" of the thirties were not the first the
area had suffered and there is little evidence that sandy loam with natural grasses
fared much better than the ploughed land. Evidence also indicates that the
government did little to help the small farmer, attempting instead to force
marginal operators off the land Nor did it actually manage successful replanting
until fifteen years after the first acreage was purchased for that purpose.
Bonnifield credits the farm people themselves with the development of new
technology and new ways to control erosion, and he decrys much of the adverse
publicity and bad press as far from the truth. If, like this reviewer, you were
raised on the traditional view of bad farmers bringing it all on themselves, you
will learn from The Dust Bowl that there may be another side to the story.
HAUNTED HIGHWAYS: The Ghost Towns of New Mexico, by Ralph
Looney. (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1979, c1968. 220p.,
illus., port., sketch maps, bibliog., index. paper, $8.95)
Haunted Highways is now available in an attractive, well bound paperback
edition. The excellent photographs and the intriguing text will hold you
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spellbound- and if you can actually have a chance to visit the sites you will find
this guidebook/historical essay invaluable.
TilE FIRST POLISH AMERICANS: Silesian Settlements in Texas, by T.
Lindsay Baker. (College Station, Texas A & M University Press, 1979. 268p.,
illus., ports., sketch maps, facsims., notes, bibliog., index. $14.95)
The enthusiastic letters of a missionary priest to family and fnends in Silesia
arrived at the right time to touch off a wave of migration to the strange new world
of Texas. Problems of weather, war, politics, inflation and taxes predisposed
many of the Polish farmers to try their luck in the new world. Most of the emigres
were men of some substance, and since they came chiefly from the same area of
Silesia and settled in a rather restricted area of Texas, they preserved their
language, religion and customs to a remarkable degree up to and even beyond
World War II.
Baker's study, meticulously researched and extremely well written, covers
their complete saga - their background in Europe, the problems they encountered
in establishing themselves in the new world and the contributions they have made
in the development of Texas.
NATIVES AND STRANGERS: Ethnic Groups and the Building of
America, by Leonard Dinnerstein, Roger L. Nichols and David M. Reimers.
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1979. 333p., illus., sketch maps, bibliog.,
index. $13.95, paper, $4.00)
While the dominant language and culture of the United States has been
primarily English, the economic growth the new country experienced would not
have been possible without the contributions of the thousands - millions - of
immigrants who came to its shores in search of a better life.
Natives and Strangers assesses the role played by the various ethnic groups
as successive waves added manpower and purchasing power to the developing
economy. Not always eager to "melt," many of the ethnics strove to retain their
language and their traditional culture and folkways; and the more liberal and
tolerant atmosphere of the recent past has encouraged a resurgence of ethnic
pride and the rise of ethnic studies. The authors point out that, however, the lot of
the dark-skinned ethnic is more uncertain and that discrimination based on color
is the hardest to overcome.
YESTERDAY IN THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY, by Gilbert J. Jordan.
Foreword by Terry G . Jordan. (College Station, Texas A & M University Press,
1979. 171p., illus., ports., facsims., sketch map, bibliog. index. $12.95)
Jordan's fluent style and easy anecdote make Yesterday in the Texas Hill
Country a delight to read, but on a serious level it is easy to realize that he has
given us an accurate and detailed account of how the early German Methodist
families adapted to the strange and arid land of Texas. In Mason County these
sturdy pioneers retained many of their traditional German folkways and added
those of their new land. While English gradually gained the upper hand, for three
or four generations a truly bilingual as well as bicultural enclave flourished
Jordan has included many of the songs, games, poems, riddles and stories of his
youth, which he places "in the brief, pleasant interlude between the passing of
the frontier and the coming of the machine age."
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CHRONICLES OF THE BIG BEND: A Photographic Memoir of Life on
the Border, by W. D. Smithers. Foreword by Kenneth R Ragsdale. (Austin,
Madrona Press [Box 3750, 78764], 1977, c1976. 144p., illus., ports., maps on
lining paper, index. $12.95)
It is easy to see why it was necessary to reprint this photographic record of a
"ruggedly forbidding peninsula of land left remote and isolated by the
irresponsible antics of the Rio Grande."
Now a national park, the Big Bend country is much changed from the frontier
land that Smithers loved and photographed. A frontier both in the sense of selfsufficient life and in the fact that the Rio Grande is literally the dividing line
between our country and Mexico, the Big Bend was a refuge for revolutionaries
and bandits during the "border trouble" and a favorite route for smugglers during
Prohibition.
But the pictures of the people, their houses and their way oflife are of greater
interest. Smithers writes of the curanderos, the healers, and the advisadores,
who flashed messages over the countryside by a secret code which he never
learned, and he describes the mutual trust and friendship of the families who
lived on either side of the river and a way of life now vanished.
ESKIMO MEDICINE MAN, by Dr. Otto George. (Portland, Oregon
Historical Society, 1978. 286p., illus., ports., sketch maps on lining paper,
index. paper, $7 .95)
Stories of life in Alaska B. P. (Before the Pipeline) will become increasingly
rare, and Dr. George's account of his years as the last "traveling physician" for
the Department of Interior's Indian Service are of double interest, for he was a
sympathetic observer of the old ways as well as a dedicated doctor. The diaries
he kept of his Indian Service years give his story and immediacy and authenticity
which makes Eskimo Medicine Man hard to put down.
WATERS OF WEALTH: The story of the Kootenai River and Libby Dam,
by Donald E. Spritzer. (Boulder, Pruett Publishing Company [3235 Prairie,
80301], 1979. 167p., illus., ports., facsims, sketch maps, bibliog., index. paper,
$5.95)
The title and cover picture would lead the casual observer to assume that the
contents of Waters of Wealth deal largely with the construction of the huge
Libby Dam, which was planned to control flooding and produce 840 thousand
kilowatts of power (a typo on page 153 omits the "thousand").
Seven of the eight chapters, however, are devoted to the history of the
Kootenai basin (both American and Canadian). A brief description of its
geological formation is followed by an account of the peaceable and industrious
Kutenai Indians, the arrival of missionaries, traders, trappers, farmers, miners
and developers. Part of the Columbia River system, the Kootenai region is one of
the most beautiful in North America; perhaps the creation of the new reservoir
lakes, with their new wildlife habitats and large recreation areas, will preserve
that beauty while allowing the production of power- the modern "Wealth" from
the "Waters."
THE ANTISLAVERY MOVEMENT IN KENTUCKY, by Lowell H.
Harrison. (Lexington, University Press of Kentucky, 1978. 127p., bibliog.
notes. The Kentucky Bicentennial Bookshelf. $4.95)
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Because of the geography and soil conditions in Kentucky, slave labor was
not generally economic, and slavery there never reached the proportions it
attained in the "cotton states." The treatment of the slaves was apparently more
usually humane; and many slaves received an education and learned a trade.
From the beginning of Kentucky statehood there were, as Harrison makes
clear, astonishingly strong and persistent efforts to exclude slavery from its
borders, and, failing that, to pass laws to ameliorate the worst abuses.
Unfortunately, the opponents to slavery divided into emancipationists and
abolitionists, and, so divided, they were never able to achieve any general
success. They persisted in writing and speaking against slavery, however, in spite
of threats and physical abuse, and their courage in upholding the right of all to be
free entitles them to a place of honor in the history of their state.
MAN'S CONQUEST OF TilE PACIFIC; The Prehistory of Southeast
Asia and Oceania, by Peter Bellwood. (New York, Oxford University Press,
1979. 462p., illus., (part col.], diagrs., sketch maps, notes, glossary, bibliog.,
index. $27.95)
To compress even the prehistory of the vast expanse of the Pacific, with its
thousands of islands and its thousands of miles of shores, into the cover of a
single volume requires scholarship as extensive as the subject. Bellwood, as
twenty-six pages of closely packed bibliography attest, has synthesized
information for many complementary disciplines from art to zoology in tracing
early man as he spread from mainland Southeast Asia across the Pacific to
Hawaii, New Zealand and Easter Island. He weaves into a coherent whole (but
not disregarding alternate views and not claiming infallibility) what is known
now of the similarities and variations in art, technology, diet and architecture of
the entire basin. Man's Conquest of the Pacific is too weighty (both physically
and intellectually) for reading in bed, but it will undoubtedly be a standard
reference work for years to come.
TilE SALVADO MEMOIRS: Historical Memoirs of Australia and
Particularly of the Benedictine Mission of New Norcia and of the Habits
and Customs of the Australian Natives, by Dom Rosendo Salvado, O.S.B.
Translated and Edited by E. J . Stormon, S.J. (Nedlands, University of Western
Australia Press, distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR97116] 1978,
cl977. 300p., illus., ports., facsirns, appendices, notes, index. paper, $10.95)
It is surprising that these memoirs had never before been published in
translation, since they are a remarkably perceptive account of the Australian
natives as they appeared to Rosendo Salvado, a Benedictine Monk who founded
the Abbey of New Norcia in Western Australia. Fray Salvado, who lived in the
bush with his charges for three years before deciding to try gathering them into
the Abbey, deserves to rank as high in Australian esteem as does Father Serra in
California.
MOONDYNE JOE: The Man and the Myth, by Ian Elliot. (Nedlands,
University of Western Australia Press, distributed by ISBS (Box 555, Forest
Grove OR. 97116], 1978. 172p., illus., facsims., sketch maps, appendices,
bibliog., index. paper, $6.95)
The accretions of folklore make it hard to distinguish fact from fancy in the
story of West Australia's most wanted outlaw. Elliot has painstakingly sifted all
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the available documentary evidence, combined with expeditions into the
hinterlands, to prepare this frrst real biography of Joseph Johns, known as
Moondyne Joe. Not considered a killer, Joe became a legend because of his
ingenious escapes and his remarkable bushmanship.
LUCKY CITY; the First Generation at Ballarat: 1851-1901, by Weston
Bate. (Carlton, Victoria, Melbourne University Press, distributed by ISBS
(2130 Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore. 97116], 1979. 302p., illus., ports., facsims.,
sketch maps, tables, bibliog., notes, index. $20.00)
Australian gold fields were not like the Californian, and this history of
Ballarat, with its unusual geological formations, is not the history of a typical
field. Bate's account of the transformation of a rough mining camp into a modern
industrial city is a social as well as an economic, political and technological
account Interesting in its own right, it affords a contrast to histories of our own
gold rush towns.
CHAUVEL OF THE LIGHT HORSE: A Biography of General Sir Harry
Chauvel, G.C.M.G.,K.C.B., by A. J. Hill (Carlton, Victoria, Melbourne
University Press, distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR 97116],
1978. 265p., illus., ports., sketch maps, notes, bibliog., index. $35.00)
The military history of Australia includes many illustrious names, and
among them that of Chauvel of the Light Horse holds a place of pride. Dedicated
to his country and its welfare, he fought in its battles and served it in peacetime
until age forced his retirement. Although his most impressive achievement was
the campaign resulting in the Allied victory over Turkey, it should also be
remembered that he helped develop Australia's army and the leaders of the
second A.I.F .
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